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The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe is able to effectively degrade extracellular
L-malate by means of a permease for the active transport of L-malate and a malic enzyme that
catalyses the intracellular

oxidative decarboxylation

of L-malate to pyruvate and CO2.

Sequence analysis of the S. pombe NAD-dependent malic enzyme gene, mae2, revealed an
open reading frame of 1695 nucleotides,

encoding a polypeptide

of 565 amino acids.

Mutational

analyses of the mae2 promoter region revealed several putative cis-acting

elements.

Two of these elements have homology with binding sites for eukaryotic cAMP-

dependent regulatory proteins.

The UAS I showed homology with the invert of the ADRI

binding site, an AP-2 binding site and the TGGCA element.

The other putative cAMP-

dependent site, UAS2, showed homology with the binding site for ATF/CREB and proved to
be a strong activator sequence that is required for expression of the mae2 gene.

Three

negative acting elements, DRS I, DRS2 and DRS3 seem to function co-operatively to repress
transcription of the mae2 gene.

In this study northern and western blot analyses, as well as malic enzyme assays, showed
increased levels of mae2 transcription and enzyme activity when cells were grown under
fermentative conditions.

The levels of mae2 expression increased approximately 4-fold in

30% glucose and 3-fold under anaerobic conditions. These increased levels of malic enzyme
may provide additional pyruvate for various metabolic processes when the mitochondria are
not fully functional under fermentative conditions.

The regulated expression of the mae2 gene was further investigated using mae2-1acZ fusion
plasmids that carried mutations in the DASI, UAS2 or the triple mutated DRSI/URS2/URS3
elements.

These plasmids were transformed into S. pombe strains with mutations in the

cAMP-dependent or stress-activated signal transduction pathways to determine the signal for
the increased expression of the mae2 gene. The cAMP-dependent (Pkal ) and general stress
activated (Styl) pathways often act in parallel to regulate the activation of transcription
factors necessary for the expression of several S. pombe genes under different physiological
conditions. The results presented here suggest that regulatory proteins involved in the Pka l
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and Styl pathways play a role in the regulation of the mae2 gene under fermentative
conditions.

Furthermore, some of the regulatory cis-acting elements in the mae2 promoter

may interact with these trans-acting factors to regulate the transcription of the gene under
different growth conditions.

The mechanism of this interaction is not yet known and further

research is required to identify all the transcription factors involved in the regulation of the

mae2 gene.
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Die splitsingsgis S. pombe is in staat om ekstrasellulêre L-malaat effektief af te breek danksy
'n permease vir die aktiewe opname van L-malaat en 'n malaatensiem wat die intrasellulêre
oksidatiewe

dekarboksilering

van L-malaat na pirovaat en C02 kataliseer.

opeenvolgings van die NAD-afhanklike

malaatensiemgeen,

DNA-geen

mae2, het 'n oopleesraam van

1695 nukleotiede getoon wat vir 'n polipeptied van 565 aminosure kodeer.

Mutasie-analise

van die mae2-promoter gebied het verskeie moontlike cis-werkende elemente getoon. Twee
van die elemente toon homologie
regulatoriese proteïene.

met bindingsetels

vir eukariotiese

cAMP-afhanklike

Die DAS 1 toon homologie met die omgekeerde volgorde van die

ADRI bindingsetel, 'n AP-2 bindingsetel en 'n TGGCA element. Die ander moonlike cAMP
afhanklike setel, DAS2, toon homologie met die bindingsetel vir ATF/CREB en is 'n sterk
aktiveringselement

wat vir die uitdrukking

van die mae2-geen

benodig word.

Drie

onderdrukker-tipe elemente, DRSI, DRS2 en DRS3, funksioneer moontlik gesamentlik om
die transkripsie van die mae2-geen te onderdruk.

In hierdie studie het northern en western klad analise, sowel as malaatensiem aktiwiteitstoetse
verhoogde vlakke van mae2-transkripsie

en ensiemaktiwiteit

getoon wanneer die kulture

onder fermentatiewe toestande gegroei het. Die uitdrukking van die mae2-geen het ongeveer
4-voudig toegeneem in 30% glukose en 3-voudig onder anaërobiese toestande.
verhoogde

uitdrukking

van die malaatensiem

mag addisionele

pirovaat

Hierdie

vir verskeie

metaboliese behoeftes voorsien wanneer die mitochondria onder fermentatiewe toestande nie
volkome funksioneer nie.

Die uitdrukking van die mae2-geen is verder onder fermentatiewe toestande bestudeer deur
gebruik te maak van mae2-lacZ-fusie
of die drievoudig-gemuteerde

plasmiede wat mutasies in die moontlike DASI, DAS2,

DRS I/URS2/URS3

setels bevat.

S. pombe rasse met mutasies in die cAMP-afhanklike

Hierdie plasmiede is in

of stres-geaktiveerde

seintransduksie

paaie getransformeer om die sein vir die verhoogde mae2-geen uitdrukking te bepaal.

Die

cAMP-afhanklike (Pkal) en algemene stres-aktiverings (Styl) pad werk soms in parallel om
die aktivering van transkripsiefaktore

betrokke in die uitdrukking van verskeie S. pombe gene
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onder verskillende fisiologiese toestande to bewerkstellig.

Ons resultate dui daarop dat die

regulatoriese proteïene van die Pkal en die Styl paaie 'n rol in die regulering van die mae2geen onder fermentatiewe toestande speel.
regulatoriese

Daar is ook aanduidings dat sommige van die

cis-werkende elemente in die mae2-promoter

wisselwerking

met die trans-

werkende faktore toon om die transkripsie van die geen onder verskillende groeitoestande te
reguleer. Die meganisme van hierdie interaksie is nog nie bekend nie en verdere navorsing is
nodig om al die transkripsiefaktore wat by die regulering van die mae2-geen betrokke is, te
identifiseer.
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The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces

pombe contains an active malate transport system

(Grobler et al., 1995) and an intracellular malic enzyme (Viljoen et al., 1994) with a high
substrate affinity and is thus able to efficiently degrade extracellular L-malate under aerobic
and anaerobic conditions (Mayer and Temperli, 1963).
oxidative decarboxylation

The malic enzyme catalises the

of L-malate to pyruvate and CO2 under aerobic conditions

(Osothsilp and Subden, 1986), and to C02 and ethanol under anaerobic conditions via
consecutive decarboxylation and reduction reactions (Maconi et al., 1984).

The malic enzyme gene, mae2, contains an open reading frame of 1695 nucleotides and
encodes a polypeptide of 565 amino acids (Viljoen et al., 1994).

The malic enzyme of

S. pombe shows a high degree of homology with malic enzymes from other prokaryotes and
eukaryotes and eight highly conserved regions (binding sites for L-malate, divalent cationes
and NAD(P/)

were identified within the various malic enzymes. A highly conserved glycine

residue was identified in the S. pombe malic enzyme at position 444 (Gly-444) (Viljoen et al.,
1998). Mutation of this residue resulted in the complete inactivation of the S. pombe malic
enzyme and thus play an important role in the activity of this enzyme.

The promoter region of the mae2 gene contains a transcriptional initiation site at nucleotide
-51 and a putative TAT A-box at nucleotide -88 (Viljoen et al., 1999).

Several putative

positive and negative cis-acting elements were identified that playa role in the transcripional
regulation of the malic enzyme gene.

These include putative binding sites for the cAMP-

dependent transcription factors ATFICREB

at nt -175, ADRI at nt -359 and AP-2 at nt -358.

The three repressor-like elements, DRS1, DRS2 and URS3, function in a co-operative fashion
to repress transcription of the mae2 gene (Viljoen et al., 1999). When S. pombe cells were
grown in the presence of glucose or under anaerobic conditions, an increase in the expression
of mae2 was observed.

High concentrations of cAMP are present in S. pombe cells after

growth on high levels of glucose (Hoffman and Winston, 1991). It is for this reason possible
that the putative cAMP-dependent cis-acting elements (UASI and DAS2) may playa role in
the increased expression

of the mae2 gene under these conditions

by interacting with

regulatory factors in a cAMP-dependent way. Fermentative conditions, e.g. anaerobic growth
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and growth at very high glucose concentrations, may trigger a stress response to enable the
cells to survive under these unfavourable conditions.

Two important mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways that regulate gene
expression under different physiological conditions have been identified in S. pombe.

These

MAPK pathways, the general stress activated (Styl) pathway and the cAMP-dependent
(Pkal) pathway, were shown to play an important role in the regulation of the S. pombe fop
gene that encodes the fructose-1,6-bis-phosphatase

(Fbp 1) (Hoffman and Winston, 1991).

The possibility that the Styl and Pka1 pathways may also playa role in the transcriptional
regulation of the mae2 gene, led us to investigate the effect of the promoter elements and the
signal transduction proteins on the expression of the mae2 gene under different physiological
conditions.

The specific aims of this study included:

1.

A study of the transcriptional

and translational regulation of the malic enzyme of

S. pombe in response to different growth conditions.
2.

Investigating the involvement of the putative cis-acting elements in the expression of
the mae2 gene under these conditions.

3.

Determining the effect of different MAPK proteins on the regulation of the mae2
gene under fermentative conditions.

4.

Unravelling the physiological role of the malic enzyme in S. pombe.

It was envisaged that this project would form part of a comprehensive study investigating the
specific factors and elements involved in the transcriptional regulation of the mae2 gene of
S. pombe.

Some of aspects about the L-malate metabolism in S. pombe are discussed in Chapter 2 and an
overview of the signal transduction pathways in Saccharomyces

cerevisiae and S. pombe is

given in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3 we attempted to draw a comparison between the signalling
pathways of the model yeast S. cerevisiae and that of S. pombe.

Since very little is known

about the signalling in S. pombe, knowledge of the mechanisms of signalling in S. cerevisiae
will help us to better understand signalling in S. pombe.

Experimental work on the regulated

expression of the malic enzyme gene in S. pombe is presented in Chapter 4 and is written in
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the form of an independent publication.
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Several yeast species are able to degrade extracellular malate e.g. Candida utilis, Hansenula
anomala, Saccharomyces
bailii.

cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces

pombe and Zygosaccharomyces

The ability of yeast species to utilise intermediates of the TCA cycle as a source of

carbon and energy classified them as either K+ (e.g. C. utilis and H anomala) or K- yeast (e.g.

S. cerevisiae, S. pombe and Z. bailiïy (Baranowski and Radler, 1984). The K+yeast are able to
grow on L-malate as the only carbon source while the utilisation of L-malate by K yeast are
dependent on glucose or other carbohydrates as an energy source (Baranowski and Radler,
1984; Kuczynski and Radler, 1982; Rodriguez and Thornton, 1989).

The a-hydroxyl

C4 dicarboxylic

acid L-malate can enter the yeast cell through simple

diffusion or through protein-mediated

transport.

The specific mechanism and regulation of

malate transport strongly affects the ability of the yeast to decrease the levels of extracellular
malate (Rodrigues and Thornton, 1990). In S. pombe, L-malate can enter the cell by means of
simple diffusion or through a protein-mediated
permease.

transport system provided by the malate

The malate permease was proposed to be a general dicarboxylic acid transporter

responsible for the transport of L-malate, succinate and malonic acid, but not a-ketoglutarate
(Sousa et al., 1992). In contrast to S. pombe, simple diffusion is the only system available for
the uptake of malate in S. cerevisiae that results in the inefficient degradation of extracellular
malate. For the K+ yeast C. utilis, a proton-symporter

for the ionised form of L-malate and

facilitated diffusion for the undissociated form have been suggested (Cássio and Leao, 1991;
1993). Both these transport systems are inducible and subject to glucose repression.

L-Malate plays an important role in the metabolism of C3 and C4 compounds in different
subcellular compartments (Fraenkel, 1982).

It also serves as an intermediate of the TCA

cycle active in the mitochondria for the complete degradation of pyruvate produced during
glycolysis (Fig. 1) (Zubay, 1993). The TCA cycle allows for the metabolic flow of carbon
between various metabolic pathways and it is a major source of NADH for the production of
ATP via oxidative phosphorylation under aerobic conditions.
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Gluconeogenesis
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Fig. 2. Metabolism of L-malate in different subcellular compartments in yeast. Malate is oxidatively
decarboxylated to pyruvate via the malic enzyme, or oxidised to oxaloacetate via malate
dehydrogenase (MDHI and MDH2). Malate synthesis can take place in the peroxisome via malate
dehydrogenase (MDH3) and malate synthase (MLS) as part of the glyoxalate cycle, or in the
mitochondrion via fumarase as part of the TeA cycle (adapted from Zubay, 1993).

Inside the cell, L-malate can be oxidised, dehydrated or carboxylated, depending on the
cellular requirements of the organism (Fraenkel, 1982). The oxidation of L-malate through
the malate dehydrogenase provides oxaloacetate for the turnover of the TCA cycle, whereas
the decarboxylation of L-malate via the malic enzyme provides pyruvate for amino acid and
other biosynthetic pathways.

In S. cerevisiae, peroxisomal malate is synthesised from

glyoxylate and acetyl-CcA by the malate synthase as part of the glyoxalate cycle (Fig. 1)
(Van Roermund et al., 1995). This allows for the synthesis of TCA cycle intermediates in the
peroxisome under anaerobic or high glucose conditions when the mitochondrion is not
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functional (Boulton et al., 1995). Isozyme analysis and high-pressure liquid chromatography
(Subden et al., 1998) indicated a malo-ethanolic fermentation pathway in S. pombe, i.e. the
conversion of malate into ethanol (malate ~ pyruvate ~ acetaldehyde ~ ethanol) under
anaerobic conditions.

The fission yeast S. pombe is able to efficiently degrade L-malate under aerobic and anaerobic
conditions

(Osothsilp

and

Subden,

1986a) by means

of the malate

dehydrogenase

(EC 1.1.1.37), malic enzyme (EC 1.1.1.38) and malate transporter (Osothsilp and Subden,
1986a, b). There is no evidence of glucose repression or malate induction of the enzymes
involved in the degradation of malate in S. pombe. The malate transporter assures the active
transport of malate from the extracellular environment through the cell membrane to the
cytoplasm. Approximately 10% of the intracellular malate can be oxidised to oxaloacetate via
the mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase

under aerobic conditions (Maconi et al., 1984).

However the main degradation pathway under aerobic and anaerobic conditions is the
oxidative decarboxylation of L-malate to pyruvate via the malic enzyme (Fig. 1) (Osothsilp
and Subden, 1986a). The pyruvate produced by the malic enzyme can be used for amino acid
synthesis or it can be further metabolised in other biosynthetic pathways.

The physiological

role of the malic enzyme depends on its coenzyme specificity and

localisation in the various subcellular compartments of the cell. The malic enzyme has been
isolated from a wide range of organisms, from prokaryotes to higher eukaryotes such as
plants, animals and humans.

The coenzyme

decarboxylation

vary in the three different groups of malic enzymes

identified

(Fig.

of oxaloacetate
2).

I-malate.Ná.D"

specificity

oxidoreductase

and ability to catalyse the

(oxalacetate-decarboxylating;

EC 1.1.1.38) uses NAD+ as coenzyme and was isolated from S. pombe (Vijoen et al., 1994),
Bradyrhizobium japonicum (Chen et al., 1998), Ascaris suum (Chooback et al., 1997) and
plants (Son and Sugiyama, 1992). The L-malate:NAD+ oxidoreductase

(decarboxylating;

EC 1.1.1.39) is most commonly found in the mitochondrial matrix of plants and animals
(Artus and Edward, 1985), but has also been found in Ascaris lumbricoides (Saz and
Hubbard, 1957), E. coli (Murai et al., 1972), Pseudomonas diminuta (Suye et al., 1992) and
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Streptococcus bovis (Kawai et aI., 1996). This enzyme prefers NAD+, but can use NADP+ in
some

cases.

The

L-malate:

NADP+

oxido-reductase

(oxalacetate-decarboxylating;

EC 1.1.1.40) is NADP+ -dependent, but can also use NAD+ as cofactor.
been

isolated

from

plants

(Rothermel

and

Nelson,

1989),

This enzyme has

Aspergillus

nidulans

(McCullouggh and Roberts) and Neurospora crassa (Zink, 1967).

OH

I
HOOC-CH-CH2-COOH
L-MALATE
NAD(Pt
NAD+

NAD(P)H
NADH

NADPH

o
II

HOOC-C-CH3
PYRUVATE +C02
Fig. 2. The three types of malic enzymes, EC 1.1.1.38, EC 1.1.1.39 and EC 1.1.1.40, that catalyse the
oxidative decarboxylation of L-malate to pyruvate and CO2 (Viljoen et al., 1994).

Little is known about the physiological function of the malic enzyme of S. pombe.
enzyme catalyses the oxidative decarboxylation

The

of L-malate to pyruvate and C02 during

aerobic conditions. Under anaerobic conditions the pyruvate is further metabolised to ethanol
and CO2, resulting in the malo-ethanolic

fermentation of L-malate (Mayer and Temperli,

1963). The S. pombe malic enzyme is presumably located in the cytosol and degrades only
the L-isoform of malate in a stereo-specific decarboxylation

(Mayer and Temperli, 1963).

The enzyme has a very high substrate affinity (Km of 3.2 mM) that contributes to the effective
degradation of malate by S. pombe cells (Temperli et al., 1965). The S. pombe malic enzyme
requires NAD+ and either Mn2+ or Mg2+ as cofactors with Mn2+ being more efficient
(Osothsilp and Subden, 1986a). The structural gene encoding the malic enzyme, mae2, was
cloned by complementation
(Viljoen et al., 1994).

of a malic enzyme mutant using a genomic library of S. pombe
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2.1 Molecular structure
DNA sequence analysis of the S. pombe mae2 gene revealed an open reading frame of 1695
nucleotides which encodes a 565 amino acid polypeptide (Viljoen et al., 1994). The structure
of the partially purified enzyme showed that it consists of two identical subunits of 60 kDa
with a total molecular weight of 130 kDa (Osothsilp, 1987).

Molecular analysis of the

deduced amino acid sequence showed a high degree of homology with malic enzymes from
other sources (Viljoen et aI., 1994). Eight conserved regions, A to H, have been identified
among thirteen malic enzymes investigated (Fig. 3) (Viljoen et al., 1994). Although other
amino acids in the malic enzymes are also conserved, regions A to H represent clusters of
conserved residues separated by less conserved stretches.

The length of the less conserved

stretches was also highly conserved and suggested an evolutionary conserved structure for
malic enzymes.

Four of conserved regions, A, B, C and E, represent putative binding sites for malate, divalent
cations and the cofactors NAD(Pt (Fig. 3).

The conserved P-- YTPTVG-AC

motif in

Region A is the binding site for L-malate (Kulkarni et al., 1993) and NAD+ (Rothermel and
Nelson,

1989).

The ILGLGD-G--G

and GAG-A--GIA

motifs in regions B and E,

respectively, represent NAD(Pt binding sites (Hsu et aI., 1992; Rothermel and Nelson, 1989;
Borsch and Westhoff, 1990).

The conserved Asp residue at position 272 in region C

corresponds to the Asp-258 of pigeon liver that is involved in Mn2+ binding (Wei et aI.,
1995).

The physiological

importance of the conserved regions D, F, G and H is still

unknown.

The glycine residue at ammo acid position 444 (Gly-444) was reported to play a very
important role in the activity of the malic enzyme (Viljoen et al., 1998).

Comparative

analysis of 22 malic enzymes from various prokaryotic and eukaryotic sources revealed that
Gly-444 is highly conserved and is present within the conserved region H (Viljoen et al.,
1994, 1998). AS. pombe mae2 mutant strain that encodes an aspartate residue in the place of
Gly-444 is defective in its ability to degrade malate. Glycine is a very small aliphatic amino
acid without a side chain and can adopt a variety of conformations

(Branden and Tooze,

1991). It is possible that the newly introduced aspartate residue altered the folding of the
protein to such an extent that the catalytic and/or other domains were destroyed or became
inaccessible to the substrate or cofactors.

It seems likely that the conserved region H, and
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especially Gly-444, plays an important role in the structural organisation and function of the
malic enzyme in S. porn be.

NAD(Pt

MalatelNAD+

elmPivYTPTvGlacqxyg
ILGIGDIGcxG

LPitlDVGTnNe

jlGageAgtGIAe

FNDDIQTasVxlaGllaalkx

erPiifalSnPT
ikPtvliGxsgxgxxFtk

GraifAsGSPfdp

Fig. 3. Eight homologous regions identified in eukaryotic and prokaryotic malic enzymes with their
proposed function as binding sites (Viljoen et al., 1994). The consensus amino acid residues are given
below the boxes (capital letters are used for conserved residues, lower case for consensus residues and
x for variable residues).

2.2 Transcriptional regulation of the mae2 gene
Preliminary results suggested increased levels of transcription

of the rnae2 gene when

S. pornbe cells were grown on 8% glucose or under anaerobic conditions (Viljoen et al.,
1999). It was suggested that this gene is strongly regulated on transcriptional level under
these conditions and that several cis-acting elements may play a role in this regulation.

The

promoter region of the mae2 gene was therefore analysed and several putative cis-acting
elements that are involved in the regulated expression of the mae2 gene were identified
(Viljoen et aI., 1999). These include a TATA box, upstream repressor sequences (URS) and
upstream activator sequences (UAS) (Fig. 3).

The core elements in the promoter region of an eukaryotic gene define the site for assembly of
the transcription pre-initiation complex and include the TATA sequence located upstream of
the transcription initiation site (Hampsey, 1998).

The UAS elements are DNA sequences

located upstream of the core elements that function as binding sites for specific transcriptional
activators whereas the URS elements are bound by transcriptional repressors.

The URS-

repressor complexes can impair transcription by one of several different mechanisms.

They

can interfere with the activator-UAS binding or with the activation domain of an activatorUAS complex or they can make contact with the core transcriptional

machinery.

URS-

repression can also mediate repression indirectly by recruiting another protein or complex that
targets the core transcriptional machinery.
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GACTATTAGACTTCTCATTTTACCAAGCCCAACAAAAGATGAAAGAATCGGCTGTTCATCCGAGTTAGCATGCAAGGTG
-544
T

TATTAGTATGTTAAATAAAATCCTCTTGTTAATGTGTAATCTCTTCGAAACTTGACAATCGATTTT
CCAAT TGGCA

-465

VASt
AP-2

-386

TGGCA

ADRI

URSt
ACGTTATT
-307

CCCTAATGTATAGGAAAATCGGTGGC

ADRI

CCAAT

VRS3

URS2

VAS2
GGTGGTTGACACGCACAA

ACAACTACTGCTATAACCGAACGT
CRE

-228

CRE

-149

TATA

ATACCCATTTGAAAAGGACAGTAATTCTGATATTTTGGATTTTTGATCTACACATACTTGAAGTTTGAAA

ATG CCT

t

tsp

-70

Fig. 3. DNA sequence of the mae2 5'-flanking region (nt -1 to -544) with putative regulatory sites
showed in shaded blocks. Putative regulatory elements indicated are the recognition sites for the
TGGCA binding protein at nt -394 and -354, CCAA Tat nt -397 and -294, ADRI at nt -358 and -250,
AP-2 at nt -358, CRE at nt -175 and -102, and TATA at nt -88 (Viljoen et al., 1999). The transcription
initiation site (tsp) was identified at nt -51.

2.2.1 TATA-element
Transcription from S. pombe class II promoters is typical of higher eukaryotes where TFIID is
the general transcription factor that binds to the TATA-box (Hayles and Nurse, 1992). Highly
expressed S. pombe

genes usually contain a TATA-box

within 35-45 nucleotides

(nt)

upstream of the transcription initiation site (Russell, 1989). In both mammalian and S. pombe
cells, the TATA-box plays an important role in determining the transcription initiation site
(Prentice and Kingston,

1992).

However,

the distance from the TAT A box to the

transcription initiation site seems to be more important than the sequence for determining the
initiation site in S. pombe (Further-Graves

et aI., 1991).

A putative TATA element was
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located 37 base pairs (bp) upstream of the transcription initiation site within the 35 to 45 bp
window reported for S. pombe.

Although the putative TATA element, TTATTTAAAA, at

nt -88 of the mae2 gene is not a conserved TAT A motif, the element was shown to be
indispensable for transcription of the gene (Viljoen et al., 1999).

2.2.2 Putative cis-acting regulatory elements
Several putative cis-acting regulatory elements were identified in the promoter region of the
mae2 gene (Viljoen et al., 1999) (Fig. 4).

These elements

include the yeast and/or

mammalian binding sites for transcription factors such as ADRI, AP-2, CRE and CCAAT
binding proteins (Prentice and Kingston, 1992).

mae2 promoter region
VASl

VRSl

VRS2 VRS3 VAS2

I
-359
ADRlIAP-2

Fig.4.

-298

-251

-244

eeAAT

ADRI

-202

-186

-175

Spll

eRE

-102
eRE

-88
TATA

Putative regulatory elements in the mae2 promoter region (Viljoen et al., 1999).

Both the S. cerevisiae Adrlp

and the mammalian

AP-2 factors mediate transcriptional

regulation of several genes in response to cAMP (Cheng et al., 1994).

An invert of the

recognition site for the Adrl protein was identified at position -359 (TCCCCT) in the mae2
promoter (Fig. 3 and 4) and this site overlaps with the recognition site for the human AP-2
transcription factor at nt -358 (CCCCTGG) (Viljoen et al., 1999).

Another Adr l site was

identified at nt -351, but mutation of this site did not have an effect on the general
transcription of the mae2 gene. The ADRI/AP-2 elements at nt -359 seem to function as an
general activation site since mutation of this element resulted in a decrease in transcription of
the mae2 gene (Viljoen et al., 1999).

The binding site for Adrlp plays an important role in glucose repression of the ADm gene of
S. cerevisiae. The Adrl p binds and activates transcription of the ADm promoter from two
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sites in a 22 bp inverted repeat with the consensus core sequence of GGA/GG. Each half of the
repeat is an independent binding site for one monomer of the AdrI zinc finger protein,
although both are required in inverted orientation for transcriptional activation.

The activity

of AdrI p was reported to be sensitive to high levels of glucose and the protein is inactivated
by phosphorylation by a cAMP-dependent protein kinase (Cherry et al., 1989). In contrast to
ADRI, the mammalian AP-2 protein regulates the basal and cAMP-induced transcription of
the NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase 1 gene (Xie and Jaiswal, 1996).

The binding

sites

for the

ATF/CREB

(cAMP

response

element

binding

protein)

(GTGACGTACAG) were identified at nt -175 and -102 in the promoter region of the mae2
gene (Fig. 4). Viljoen et al. (1999) reported that mutation of the putative CRE sequence at nt
-175 resulted in a decrease in the levels of mae2 transcription,

whereas mutation of the

element at nt -102 had no effect on the expression of the mae2 gene.

The CRE serves as a binding site for the ATF/CREB (activating transcription factor/cAMP
response element binding protein) in mammalian cells where it binds as a dimer to the
response element and confers cAMP-inducible transcription (Berkowitz and Gliman, 1990).
The CRE consists of an eight base pair palindrome sequence 5'-TGACGTCA-3' that can be
separated into two CGTCA motifs that may be configured on the same or on opposite strands
to function co-operatively

in response to cAMP stimulation

(Hai et al. 1989).

The

ATF/CREB binds to the CRE and stimulates expression of cAMP-inducible genes in response
to an activated protein kinase A (PKA) (Lin and Green, 1988; Berkowitz and Gilman, 1990;
Lamph et al., 1990). The binding of CREB activates transcription primarily by stimulating
the formation of a functional pre-initiation complex (Wolher and Gralla, 1997).

A putative binding site for the CCAA T-binding protein was located in the reverse orientation
at position -294 in the mae2 promoter (Fig. 4), but Viljoen et al. (1999) reported that this
element was not essential for basal transcription

of the mae2 gene in S. pombe.

In

S. cerevisiae the HAP2/3/4 complex binds to the CCAA T sequence located upstream of genes
involved in mitochondrial electron transport (Olesen et al., 1991). In mammalian cells the
CCAA T binding complex is a transcriptional activator and an inverted CCAA T-box motif
was identified as essential for cAMP-induction

of the human tryptophan hydroxylase gene

(Boularand et al., 1995). Transcription factors that belong to the CCAA T-enhancer binding
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protein family have also been implicated in the activation of gene expression in the mammary
gland during lactation (Sabatakos et al., 1998).

Recognition

sites for the TGGCA-binding

family ofNFl-like

protein, a member of the ubiquitous eukaryotic

nuclear proteins that are involved in transcriptional regulation, are present

at nt -395 and -354 in the mae2 promoter (Rupp et al., 1990; Singh and Ntambi, 1998).
Mutational analyses (Viljoen et al., 1999) suggested that the putative ADRI/ AP-2/TGGCA
binding site at nt -359 (UAS 1) and putative CRE at nt -175 (UAS2) are necessary for the
basal transcription of the mae2 gene, whereas the CRE at nt -102 is not essential for mae2
expression.

Three

negative

cis-acting

(AAAATTGCGAG)
mae2 promoter.

elements,

URSI

(TCAATTCATT)

at

nt

-244,

URS2

at nt -202 and URS3 (TGGGCTAAT) at nt -186 were identified in the

The URS 1 and URS2 elements are also present in the promoter region of the

S. pombe malate transporter gene, mae 1, (Grobler et al., 1995) suggesting the possible coregulation of enzymes involved in malate degradation in S. pombe.

The URS3 sequence

resembles the mammalian SpI and Sp3 binding sites. The SpI protein binds to multiple GC
boxes in promoter regions and promotes induction of gene expression (Michell et al., 1987).
The Sp3 protein reportedly binds to the Sp3 element (a GC/GTbox) and causes transcriptional
repression of genes such as the human transcobalamin II gene (Li et al., 1998). Mutagenesis
of either the URS 1 or the URS2 elements increased the levels of mae2 transcription with
approximately 50%, but a three-fold increase in the levels of transcription was detected when
mutations were introduced in both URS 1 and URS2 elements (Viljoen et al., 1999). Mutation
of URS3 had a stronger effect than either URS 1 or URS2, but it was clear that the
simultaneous mutation of URS 1, URS2 and URS3 resulted in the strongest effect, suggesting
that all three are necessary for negative regulation of the gene. It was therefore suggested that
URS 1, URS2 and URS3 function co-operatively to repress transcription of the mae2 gene
(Fig. 4) (Viljoen et al., 1999).
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The coenzyme specificity and the cellular localisation seem to dictate the physiological role of
the malic enzyme in various eukaryotic organisms.

The NAD+ functions primarily in

oxidative degradations that yield ATP via the electron transport system whereas NADP+ is
confined to reductive biosynthesis reactions.

A strictly mitochondrial

NADP-dependent

enzyme in murine cells was reported to be involved in the cycling of NADPH into the
mitochondrion for biosynthetic reactions (Kulkarni et al., 1993), whilst a cytosolic NADPenzyme generates cytosolic NADPH for de novo fatty acid synthesis (Bagchi et al., 1987).
Similar results were obtained from human cells, where the mitochondrial NADP-enzyme

is

also important for the cycling of NADH in the mitochondria for biosynthetic reactions, and
the cytosolic NADP enzyme generates NADH in liver tissues for fatty acid synthesis (Chang
et al., 1992).

The NADP-dependent malic enzyme is part of a family of lipogenic enzymes that are coordinately regulated by hormones and dietery manipulations

at a pre-translational

level

(Brown et al., 1997). It is clear that the nutritional state regulates expression of the avian
malic enzyme activity by controlling the levels of mRNA (Winberry et al., 1983; Goodridge
et al., 1989).

Goodridge et al. (1989) suggested that a high-carbohydrate

diet primarily

stimulates transcription as well as mRNA stability, whereas fatty acids primarily decrease the
transcription rate.

Glucagon, insulin and 3,3' ,5-triiodo-L-thyronine (T3) are the three hormones involved in the
primary regulation of the rat NADP-dependent malic enzyme (Song et al., 1988). There was
a drastic increase in the malic enzyme mRNA concentrations
amplification of this response occured in the presence of insulin.
increase in the concentration

of intracellular

after T3 treatment and an
Glucagon caused a large

cyclic AMP that causes a block in the

accumulation of the malic enzyme mRNA caused by insulin and T 3 (Petty et al., 1989).
Although the expression of the cytosolic NADP-dependent

liver malic enzyme in mice was

highly induced with a high carbohydrate, fat free diet, the enzyme was not essential for
lipogenesis (SuI et al., 1984).

In plants, the cytosolic NADP-dependent

malic enzyme is
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believed to regulate the intracellular pH in conjunction with phosphoenolypyruvate

(PEP)

carboxylase (Cushman, 1992).

Very little is known about the specific mechanisms that are involved in the transcriptional
regulation of the malic enzyme of S. pombe.

It is possible that the enzyme is also regulated

by dietary manipulations, e.g. high/low glucose (cAMP) levels due to the putative cAMP
response cis-acting elements present in the promoter region of the mae2 gene.

cAMP-

dependent regulation of several eukaryotic genes are exerted by means of a cAMP-dependent
signalling pathway that involves a cascade of kinase reactions.

In Chapter 3 the well-studied

signalling pathways involved in gene regulation in S. cerevisiae are discussed in further detail.
This is followed by a review of the signalling pathways identified in S. pombe.

Since little is

known about the signalling pathways in S. pombe, knowledge of the mechanisms of signalling
in S. cerevisiae will help us to better understand the signalling pathways involved in gene
regulation in S. pombe.
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Organisms can be found in a variety of habitats, depending on their specific nutritional
requirements and their ability to adapt to severe stress conditions.

Some organisms can

survive in an environment with high pH, high salt concentration and high temperatures,
whereas others cannot survive in such extreme conditions

(Mager and Ferreira,

1993;

Hohmann and Mager, 1997). When drastic changes occur in the immediate surrounding of
the cell, they are observed as stress signals that trigger both general and specific molecular
responses in the cell. Stress control plays an important role in the regulation of the cellular
growth potential and the different stress response mechanisms
potentially detrimental effects of stress challenges.
damage, protein denaturation and lipid damage.

protect the cell against

These stress challenges can cause DNA

The stress responses induce changes in the

level of gene expression and enzyme activities that lead to the elevated levels of stress
tolerance in the cell. Living cells sense changes in their surrounding environment and through
the activation of highly complex signalling pathways, they can quickly respond to their new
living conditions (Hohman and Mager, 1997).

The mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) is one of a series of kinases in eukaryotic cells
that serve to connect

the plasma

membrane

with cytoplasmic

and nuclear

events.

Extracellular signals are sensed and generated at the cell surface and the MAP kinase cascade
transduces the signal through the cytoplasm to the nucleus, where changes in gene expression
occur (Hohmann and Mager, 1997).

The rapid transmission of information from the cell

membrane to the nucleus is due to the temporal regulation of the phosphorylation cascade, as
well as the spatial distribution of the elements of the pathway (Denhardt, 1996).

The signals that lead to the activation of the MAPK cascade is perceived by a variety of
receptors such as the G-protein-coupled

(sepentine) receptors, the His-Asp phosphorelay

sensors and the integral membrane proteins (Banuett, 1998). In Latin, the root of transduce,
"duce", means "to lead" (Cohen et al., 1995) and this describes the way a signal is led through
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a cell by steps of transduction. When a signal is transduced, a change in the form of the signal
occurs as it is passed along from one carrier to another. Signalling pathways send controlled
and also weakly amplified signals to specific targets.

These intracellular signals are often

maintained in the macromolecular form rather than being passed to small molecules.

Signal transducers generally affect only a small number of target molecules, even if they
catalyse an event such as phosphorylation (Cohen et al., 1995). The catalytic function of the
transducers is often separated from their substrate binding regions making it possible for them
to localise the substrate to their catalytic region. The binding domains are often modular and
are constructed with common core recognition ability that is coupled to a fine specificity
control. The signal transducers are linked to upstream proteins and are able to localise protein
complexes to particular cellular subregions within the cell. They modulate the interaction of
proteins with other proteins and therefore determine the path of signal transduction systems.
The modulators are generally controlled and form aggregates that are transient pathways that
form only when the signal is being transmitted; when the signal has passed, the aggregates
dissociate.

The signal transduction proteins are highly integrated and all the elements work

together to send the appropriate quanta of signal through the cascade to address the specific
requirements of the cell.

2.1 Regulation of the MAPK cascade
Protein phosphorylation

plays a very important role

III

the regulation of many cellular

processes in eukaryotes and is a major currency of signal transduction (Hunter, 1995). Protein
kinases as well as protein phosphatases
controlled by protein phosphorylation.

are required for processes that are reversibly

One or more protein kinases phosphorylate target

proteins at specific sites and these phosphates are removed by specific protein phosphatases.

The MAP cascade consists of three sequentially acting kinases (Cooper, 1994; Marshall,
1994; Cobb and Goldsmith, 1995). These protein kinases are the MAP kinase kinase kinase
(MAP KKK or MEKK), a MAP kinase kinase (MAPKK or MEK) and a MAP kinase
(MAPK).

Upstream proteins are activated by a stimulus from the outside environment and

these regulatory proteins activate the MEKK. The regulatory and the protein kinase domains
of the MEKK are located at the N-terminus and C-terminus of the protein, respectively.

The

activated MEKK phosphorylates both a serine and a threonine residue within a conserved
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domain in the N-terminal region of the MEK, thereby activating the kinase activity ofMAPK.
Both the tyrosine and the threonine residues of the MAPK must be phosphorylated before the
enzyme is fully active (Her et al., 1993; Zeng and Guan, 1994a). The target of the active
MAPK cascade is usually a transcription factor, although other targets such as regulatory
proteins have been identified.

To activate or repress transcription, transcription factors must

be located in the nucleus, bind to the DNA and interact with the basal transcription apparatus
(Hill and Treisman, 1995). The phosphorylation of a transcription factor by the MAPK can
increase its binding affinity and activation ability and it can also influence its cellular location.
All of these can result in an increase in the transcription of target genes.

Inactivation of the MAPK cascade by dual-specificity phosphatases is one mechanism for
attenuation of the signal and adaptation to the response (Hill and Treisman, 1995). Inducible
negative-acting factors down-regulate the cascade in two different ways: directly by reducing
the activity of the transcription factor, or indirectly by down-regulating the signal pathway
through the negative regulation of the factors present further upstream in the pathway.

2.2 Localisation of the MAPK cascade proteins
A very important step in the regulation of the MAPK cascade is the import and export of
proteins into and from the nucleus, the final destination to which numerous external and
internal cellular signals are transmitted (Toda et al., 1992). The transcriptional activation of
genes occurs in the nucleus and the activation of transcription factors by extracellular signals
always involves a nuclear translocation step (Hill and Treisman, 1995).
involve the migration of signalling molecules themselves

Some pathways

into the nucleus, while other

transcription factors are activated in the cytoplasm and then migrate to the nucleus. Transport
of proteins across the nuclear membrane is highly selective and can be temporally regulated.
Many transcription factors are maintained in an inactive state in the cytoplasm until a signal is
received that promotes their translocation into the nucleus, either downstream of a particular
signal transduction pathway or at a specific point in the cell cycle.

Nishida and Gotoh (1993) focused on the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) cascade
in their investigation of the subcellular distribution of the proteins present in the MAPK
cascade of eukaryotic

cells.

This cascade

primarily

responds

to proliferation

and

differentiation signals. The MEKK and MEK components of these cascades are present in the
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cytoplasm whereas the MAPK is translocated from the cytoplasm to the nucleus after it has
been phosphorylated

by the MEK (Zheng and Guan, 1994b).

The nuclear export signal

(NES) (Fukuda et al., 1996, 1997; Gaits et al., 1998), the cysteine-rich domain (CRD), as well
as the nuclear export receptor Crml/Exportinl,

play a crucial role in the subcellular

distribution of the MAPK cascade proteins (Toda et al., 1992; Toone et al., 1998; Yan et al.,
1998).

The MAPKK contains a short hydrophobic, leucine-rich sequence in its N-terminal region,
known as the nuclear export signal (NES) (Fukuda et aI., 1996, 1997; Gaits et aI., 1998). The
NES is a novel regulatory

domain that directs cytoplasmic

localisation and suppresses

abnormal cellular responses.

The activation of the MAPK is mediated in the cytosol and the

NES-mediated nuclear exclusion of the MAPKK is essential for the activation of the signal
transduction pathway. The NES interacts with the nuclear export receptor Crml/Exportinl
the presence of the small Ran GTPase.

in

The Ras-like GTPase is the master regulator of

nuclear import and export (Toda et al., 1992; Toone et aI., 1998). Although Ran itself is
present in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm, the proteins that regulate its nucleotide bound
state are compartmentalised.

Many localisation studies have been done on the budding yeast AP-I-like transcription factor,
Yap 1p.

The Yap 1p is an important protein in the oxidative stress response pathway of

S. cerevisiae (Yan et al., 1998). This protein is normally cytoplasmic and inactive, but is
activated when it is translocated to the nucleus when the cells are placed in an oxidative
environment.

This protein is a target of the 115 kDa p-karyopherin-like

nuclear exporter

Crm 1p that is required for the maintenance of higher order chromosome structure within the
cell. The Yaplp has a NES embedded within its C-terminal cysteine-rich domain (CRD)
(Gaits et aI., 1998). The binding of the NES to Crmlp is sensitive to oxidative stress and the
CrmlplNES interaction is easily disrupted.

The cysteine residues within the CRD serve as

redox sensors that regulate the availability
transcription. factor.

Oxidation of anyone

Yaplp by masking the NES.

of the NES, and thus the activity of the
of the cysteine residues in the CRD activates

This prevents the binding of Crmlp to the NES and Crmlp-

mediated nuclear export cannot take place.

Several transcription factors are only present in the nucleus and it is therefore necessary for
the MAPK to go nuclear to activate the necessary transcription factors. Translocation of the
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MAPK to the nucleus is not dependent on its phosphorylation

(activation) by the MEK.

MAPK mutants that are defective in their ability to be phosphorylated

or are otherwise

catalytically inactive, are still able to trans locate to the nucleus upon cellular activation (Gaits
et al., 1998). Cytoplasmic localisation of the MAPK is dependent on its association with the
MEK, which acts as a cytoplasmic anchoring protein. In cells where the MEK is deleted, the
MAPK is predominantly present in the nucleus.

When a specific pathway is activated, the

MAPK dissociates from the MEK and translocates into the nucleus.

2.3 Multiple response pathways operate in parallel
Multiple pathways operate in parallel in a single cell, with each of these pathways responding
to a distinct signal that is transduced to give a specific response (Gustin et al., 1998). The
MAPK cascades of these two pathways are highly conserved

and the cell must have

mechanisms to prevent inappropriate interaction between these pathways. In some systems, it
is possible for different types of signals to affect the activation of a single MAPK cascade
(Denhardt, 1996). It is important to know how the various signals are integrated to activate a
single response pathway.

The MAPKs can be classified according to the pathways in which they are present, or by the
identification of the amino acid in the activation loop between the Thr and Tyr residues of the
MAPKs (Kyriakis and Avruch, 1996; Robinson and Cobb, 1997). The ThrGlyTyr MAPKs,
such as the yeast Hog 1p that is present in the high osmolarity pathway in S. cerevisiae, are
found in stress-activated pathways.

The ThrGluTyr MAPKs, such as yeast Fus3p of the

pheromone response pathway in S. cerevisiae, are found in growth factor-activated pathways.
Other regions of the conserved protein kinase domain of the MAPK play a more dominant
role in determining the specificity of interactions with the upstream MEK and downstream
substrates.

Several pathway-specific factors are present to help the cell to distinguish between various
external signals.

A single response pathway is activated according to the specific signal

present in the environment (Gaits et al., 1998). Specificity on transcriptional level is attained
by the activated MAPK in such a way that the correct pattern of gene expression occurs in
response to one specific stimulus.

This is due to the highly regulated and interdependent

nucleo-cytoplasmic transport of both the MAPK and the transcription factor.
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Three distinct pathways have been identified in mammalian cells, although there are clear
indications that more pathways do exist (Wilkinson et al., 1996). In the best-characterised
pathway the extracellular

signal-regulated

protein kinases ERKlIp44

and ERK2/p42 are

activated in response to a variety of growth factors and mitogens. This pathway is involved in
the control of cell proliferation and differentiation.

Physiological function of the other two

SAPK pathways that activate the c-Jun-N (amino)-teminal
kinase is less well understood.

kinase or JNK and p38/CSBP

These two stress-activated MAPK kinases are activated by

multiple environmental stress conditions (e.g. osmotic stress, UV radiation, etc.) as well as
inflammatory cytokines and control a variety of physiological and pathological conditions
including development, control of cell proliferation, cell death and inflammation.

Saccharomyces cerevisiae and S. porn be contains several MAPK cascades that regulate gene
expression in response to severe stress conditions.

In S. cerevisiae, independently-acting

MAPK cascades regulate the response to osmotic stress, pheromones, perturbations of cell
wall integrity, spore formation and pseudohyphal

growth (Banuett, 1998).

In contrast,

S. pombe contains a well-studied general stress pathway (Styl) that regulates gene expression
under osmotic stress, oxidative stress or nutritional limitation conditions, or when heavy
metals or pro-oxidants are present. The cAMP-dependent pathway and the cell wall integrity
pathways act in parallel with the Styl pathway to regulate gene expression during various
stress and growth conditions.
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Saccharomyces cerevisiae contains five MAPKs in five functionally distinct cascades (Fig. 1)
(Hohmann and Mager, 1997; Hunter and Plowman, 1997; Gustin et al., 1998). Four of these
pathways,

namely the filamentation-invasion

pathway, the mating pathway,

the high-

osmolarity growth (HOG) pathway and the cell integrity pathway, are present in all growing
cells.

The spore wall assembly pathway is only functional during sporulation where it

regulates the spore forming process.

The actual receptor proteins are only known for the mating pheromone response pathway
(Ste2p and Ste3p) (Herskowitz, 1995) and for the HOG pathway (Sln1p and Sho1p) (Maeda
et al., 1994, 1995).

The G-proteins, or proteins regulating their activity via GTP/GDP

binding and GTP hydrolysis, are often involved in upstream signalling such as in the
pheromone response pathway, the pseudohyphal development pathway or in the cell integrity
pathway. Each pathway has a unique MAPK that include either the Hog1p, Mpk1p, Smk1p,
Fus3p or Kss1p (Fig. 1) (Hohmann and Mager, 1997; Gustin et al., 1998). The Hog1p is
necessary for the response to hypertonic stress, while Mpk1p is activated by hypotonic stress
and regulates cell wall architecture.

The Srnk1p is necessary for meiotic development,

whereas Fus3p controls the mating pheromone response and Kss1p regulates gene expression
during filamentous growth.

In addition, certain protein kinases act in more than one pathway (Fig. 1): the MEK, Ste7p as
well as the upstream MAPK cascade activator kinase Ste20p, act in two parallel pathways and
the MEKK Ste11p plays a role in three parallel pathways (Gustin et al., 1998). Despite these
shared components, none of these pathways cross-react with one another.
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3.1 Filamentation-invasion and mating pathways share components
In S. cerevisiae, several MAPK components are shared between the mating pheromone
response, haploid invasive growth and diploid pseudohyphal development pathways (Fig. 2)
(Herskowitz,

1995).

Pathway-specific

factors are therefore

very important

in these

S. cerevisiae pathways that operate in parallel. The specificity problem is partially solved in
diploid cells when the pheromone-receptor

genes and the genes encoding the receptor-linked

G-proteins are repressed to eliminate pheromone signalling in diploid cells.

Pathway-specificity in haploid cells is more complex, since specific components in the mating
pathway are essential for mating and are therefore expressed continuously (Madhani and Fink,
1998). The pheromone response element (PRE), as well as the filamentation and invasion
response element (FRE), plays a crucial role in the specificity of the two pathways.
promoter regions of both the filamentation-related

and pheromone-related

The

genes contain a

PRE, the binding site for the transcription factor Ste12p (DNA binding sequence TGAAACA)
(Cook et al., 1997; Madhani et al., 1997; Bardwell et al., 1998a; Gustin et al., 1998). During
the mating process, the transcription factor Ste 12p binds to the PRE of pheromone related
genes. Promoters regulated by the filamentation-invasion

pathway have one copy of the PRE

in close proximity to a binding site for a second transcription factor called Teclp (DNA
binding sequence CATTCT).

The regulatory DNA sequence that contains both the Ste12p

and Teclp binding sites has been termed a FRE.

During filamentous growth, Ste12p and

Tec1p co-operatively associates with the FRE for the transcription of genes whose products
are specifically responsive to the MAPK cascade components required for filamentation
(Fig.2)

(Hagen et al., 1991).

The FRE is necessary and sufficient for transcriptional

regulation by upstream activation signals in the filamentation pathway and binding of both
Ste12p and Tec1p to the FRE are required for pseudohyphal response (Madhani and Fink,
1998).

Another key part in the solution of specificity is that, although the mating and filamentation
pathways share signalling constituents, the two pathways use different MAPKs (Bardwell et
al., 1996).

As mentioned, the MAPK for the filamentation

whereas the MAPK for the pheromone-induction

invasion pathway is Kss 1p,

pathway is Fus3p. These two MAPKs are

closely related and share 54% amino acid sequence identity.

The Fus3p sends signals from
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the pheromone ligand through the mating pathway and prevents the signals from activating
filamentation via the highly related Ksslp MAPK. Phosphorylation that is mediated by Fus3p
can promote derepression at PRE, but not at FRE, whereas Kss 1p-mediated phosphorylation
can act on both classes of elements. In the absence of Fus3p, it is possible for Kss 1p to take
its place and function as the MAPK of the pheromone induction pathway.

Although Ksslp

kinase activity is present during pheromone treatment, its activity is much lower than the
activity of Fus3p.

It has been hypothesised

that specificity can also be achieved through the formation of

multiprotein complexes that are specific to each pathway (Madhani and Fink, 1998). The
Ste11p is the MEKK that conveys signals in the mating and filamentation pathways and it has
also been shown to participate in the osmotic-stress pathway that regulates the Hog1p MAPK.
Despite the participation of Ste Il p in all three pathways, there appears to be no cross-pathway
signalling.

The elements of these MAPK signalling are associated with each other in a

complex. One purpose of the complexes would be to prevent the exchange between modules
of activated components that are used by both systems.

Scaffold, anchoring or adapting

proteins are required in signal transduction pathways for the organised transduction of a
specific signal through the cascade (Pawson and Scott, 1997). Multikinase complexes have
been identified for the mating MAPK pathway, where the Ste5p protein is proposed to
associate with Ste11p, Ste7p and Fus3p (Fig. 2). The Ste5p-protein complex communicates
with the membrane proteins (G proteins) that receive the specific signal and then shuttle this
signal to the nucleus to evoke a particular transcription response (Madhani and Fink, 1998).
This communication between the MAPK pathway complexes and the G proteins is due to the
interaction between the Ste5p and the subunits of the pheromone-receptor-coupled

G protein.

The main function of the Ste5p is to increase the specificity of the kinase cascade by blocking
inappropriate interactions with other related kinase cascades.

3.1.1 Pheromone response pathway
Yeast cells exist as either haploid or diploid cells (Banuett, 1998).

Haploid cells of the

opposite mating type (a vs a) can mate, i.e. fuse and form a diploid. The pheromone response
pathway mediates cell to cell interactions during the mating process.

Some of the changes

that take place in the presence of pheromones are induced transcription of genes involved in
cell adhesion, cell fusion, nuclear fusion, arrest of cells in Gland

other morphological
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changes such as polarised growth towards a mating partner.

The pheromones, receptors,

heterotrimeric G protein and the MAPK cascade that playa role in these responses are highly
conserved.

For the cell to respond to pheromones, they need receptors, e.g. Ste2p for the a-factor and
Ste3p for the a-factor (Fig. 2) (Herskowitz, 1995; Leberer et aI., 1997). Although there is
little similarity between the amino acid sequence of these receptors, there is structural
conservation.

The Ste2p and Ste3p appear to be coupled to a heterotrimeric G protein on the

inner face of the plasma membrane, which is the same in both cell types and consists of Ga,
Gp and Gy subunits, encoded by the GPAI, STE4 and STEI8 genes, respectively (Bardwell
et al., 1996). The receptors in both a and a cells are of the seven transmembrane type.

Other important factors in the pheromone pathway are the scaffold protein Ste5p that
transmits the signal from the receptors to the MAPK cascade, and the MAPK Fus3p for the
induction of cell cycle arrest (Feng et al., 1998).

This pathway is activated when a

pheromone that has been secreted by cells of one haploid mating type, binds to receptors on a
cell of the opposite mating type. Activation of the receptor results in exchange of GDP for
GTP in the Ga subunit and the concomitant dissociation of the heterotrimeric G protein into
Ga-GTP and GPy subunits (Fig. 2) (Choi et aI., 1994). The GPy complex then activates the
downstream proteins Ste5p and Ste20p, and these two proteins in tum stimulate the StellpSte7p-Fus3p MAPK cascade. The Cdc42p interacts with Ste20p at its N-terminal domain and
this association is necessary for the correct localisation of Ste20p but this interaction has no
effect on the Ste20p kinase activity (Peter et al., 1996).

The N-terminal 98 amino acid

residues of Ste7p were reported to be necessary and sufficient for tight binding to Fus3p
(Bardwell et al., 1996). The Ste5p associates with MEKK Ste 11p, MEK Ste7p and MAPK
Fus3p. The following Ste5p amino acid residues are required for protein association: amino
acid residues 463-514 for binding Stellp, amino acid residues 744-895 for binding Ste7p, and
amino acid residues 241-336 for binding of Fus3p (Choi et aI., 1994; Inouye et aI., 1997).
The MAPK Fus3p phosphorylates several downstream targets, e.g. Farlp, Stel2p, Diglp and
Dig2p. These targets mediate various responses that are required for successful mating and
this regulation will be discussed in detail in section 3.1.3.
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3.1.2 Pseudohyphal (filamentation-invasion) pathway
Pseudohyphal growth is a morphogenetic transition exhibited by a/a diploid cells under
nitrogen starvation conditions and is widespread in nature (Roberts and Fink, 1994; Banuett,
1998). The morphogenetic transition entails changes in cell morphology, budding pattern and
cell separation.

During pseudohyphal growth the ovoid cells form buds at the tips of the

pseudohyphae and this allows new growth away from the established colony.

The buds

remain attached to one another and this results in long chains of attached elongated cells.
These connected cells form rough-edged colonies and acquire the ability to invade the
substrate surface on which they are growing. The switch to this type of growth is thought to
allow yeast cells to scavenge for nutrients. Haploid cells also exhibit a less exuberant form of
pseudohyphal growth, known as invasive growth, when nutrients have presumably been
depleted.

Only two promoters have thus far been identified as targets of the filamentation-invasion
pathway: an upstream activating sequence in the Ty 1 transposon (Ciriacy et al., 1991; Laloux
et al., 1990) and the promoter of the TEel gene (Madhani and Fink, 1997). It has been
suggested that Teclp may be necessary for the Stel2p-dependent
complexes with the Tyl-element
et al., 1994).

formation of protein-DNA

containing the PRE (Errede and Ammener, 1989; Laloux

The receptors and the heterotrimeric G protein of the pheromone response

pathway are not expressed in a/a diploids and do not participate in signal sensing in the
pseudohyphal pathway.

The scaffold Ste5p is also not associated with the pseudohyphal

growth response.

The MAPK cascade that is functional during pseudohyphal formation (Fig. 2) mediates signal
transduction from two small GTP binding proteins, Ras2p and Cdc42p (Herskowitz, 1995;
Wu et al., 1995; Masch et al., 1996; Leberer et al., 1997). Signalling from Ras2p requires the
14-3-3 proteins Bmhlp and Bmh2p. The two proteins that connect the signalling pathway to
the actin cytoskeleton are Cdc42p and Bernlp.

The Cdc42p acts downstream of Ras2p and

interacts with a variety of different proteins that regulate different aspects of the cytoskeleton
function.

The binding of Cdc42p to Ste20p plays an important role in directing the

subcellular localisation of Ste20p. This complex transmits signals and stimulates the Stel1pSte7p-Ksslp

MAPK cascade which implies that Cdc42p

pseudohyphal MAPK kinase pathway.

acts as a regulator

of the
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3.1.3 Regulation of the parallel-acting MAPK cascades
As mentioned before, the same MAPK cascade regulates both the mating and filamentous
growth pathways, implying that several pathway-specific factors are required to help the cell
to distinguish between various external signals. These two cascades consist of the MEKKK
Ste20p, MEKK Stellp,

MEK Ste7, and the target MAPKs Ksslp and Fus3p (Gustin et al.,

1998). The Kss 1p and the Fusêp have a dual role in the regulation of filamentous growth and
pheromone-induction

pathways that strongly depends on the catalytic (phosphotransferase)

activity of Ksslp and Fus3p (Cook and Thorner, 1995). Since Ksslp can be used in both
pathways, it will be used as an example in the following discussion.

The transcription factor Ste 12p and its associated negative regulators, Dig 1P and Dig2p, act
downstream of the MAPKs in both developmental pathways (Cook et al., 1996; Bardwell
etal., 1998b). Diglp and Dig2p are physiological substrates ofKsslp
they regulate Ste 12p function by direct protein-protein interaction.

and this suggests that
The Dig 1p is expressed

constitutively, whereas the expression of Dig2p is induced in the presence of pheromones.
Diglp

co-localises

pheromone-stimulated

with Ksslp

in the nucleus and is phosphorylated

by Ksslp

in a

manner.

During filamentous growth, Ste12p acts with a transcription factor of the ATTS/TEA (AbaA,
Ief-l,

Ieclp,

specifically

,S.calloped/Ief-l,
responsive

to

Tee lp, AbaA) family, Tec1p, to drive transcription that is
the

MAPK

pathway

that

promotes

filamentous

growth

(Andrianapoulos and Timberlake, 1991; Burglin, 1991; Stewart et al., 1994). In unstimulated
cells, unphosphorylated Ksslp binds directly to Stel2p, Diglp and Dig2p at the FRE to form
the Diglp-Dig2p-SteI2p-Teclp-Ksslp

complex (Fig. 3Al).

This assures the repression of

Ste 12p by the Dig proteins (Bardwell et al., 1998a; Bardwell et al., 1998b; Gustin et al.,
1998). Under pseudohyphal stimulating growth conditions, Ste7p phosphorylates Ksslp and
this phosphorylation
association ofKsslp

converts Ksslp

from a repressor to an activator (Fig. 3A2).

The

with Ste12p weakens and this leads to the derepression ofStel2p-Teclp

due to the dissociation of Diglp and Dig2p from the Stel2p-Teclp

complex (Madhani and

Fink, 1997; Madhani et al., 1997; Madhani and Fink, 1998). The positive function of Ksslp
requires its kinase activity to stimulates the activity of Ste l Zp-Tec lp.
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At FREs, phosphorylated

(activated)

Kss1 reinforces

the transition,

presumably

by

phosphorylating Dig1p and Dig2p and/or Ste12p and/or Tec1p (Fig. 3A3) (Bardwell et al.,
1998a; Bardwell et al., 1998b).

Phosphorylation

of these targets may prevent their

reassociation and stimulates the transactivator activity of Ste12p and/or Tec1 p or both. The

Teel promoter has a FRE, providing a positive-feedback mechanism for up-regulation of
Tec1p in inducing the pseudohyphal response (Madhani and Fink, 1998). The level of Kss1
activation that results from the signals promoting invasive growth is insufficient to derepress
PRE-bound complexes (Fig. 382). The phosphorylation of Kss 1p on Tbr-183 and Tyr-185 by
Ste7p may also attenuate its binding to Ste12 at pheromone-inducible

promoters, but this

event is not sufficient for effective derepression, presumably because Dig1p and Dig2p are
bound more stable to Ste 12-Ste 12 homo-oligomers (Ma et al., 1995).

When pheromones are not present, Fus3p (Ksslp), Dig1p and Dig2p form a complex with
Ste12p/Ste12p or Ste12p-Mcm1p at the PRE (Fig. 381). Pheromone stimulation increases the
phosphorylation of Diglp, Dig2p and Ste12p by Kss1p (Fig. 383) and induces the release of
Ste 12p from the complex

(Bardwell et al., 1998a; Bardwell et al., 1998b). Freeing Ste 12p

from its association with the negative regulators Dig1p and Dig2p is therefore predicted to
allow Ste 12p to interact with other proteins of the transcription
activate transcription.

machinery and thereby

When pheromones are present, Kss 1p becomes more fully activated

and the MAPKs also derepress pheromone-inducible

promoters by the phosphorylation

of

Diglp, Dig2p and Ste12p. By activating different transcription substrates (Ste12p-Ste12p or
Ste12p-Mcm1p versus Ste12p-Tec1p complexes), these specialised MAPKs can drive two
distinct sets of developmental

programs, the pheromone pathway and the filamentation-

invasion pathway.

Time is an important parameter

when one considers the physiological

and molecular

properties of a signalling pathway (Gustin et al., 1998). There are several time-related factors
that playa role in the signal-sensing pathway. There is a relationship between the duration of
the signal in the environment and the output response generated by the cell. Another timerelated factor is the positive or negative regulation of an activated pathway, allowing a cell to
adjust to the change in the levels of an external stimulus. The filamentation-invasion

pathway

and the responses it mediates seem much slower in comparison to the HOG pathway and the
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Fig. 3. Model for differential control of FREs and PREs by MAPKs and Dig 1p/Dig2p. (A I;B I) Unstimulated conditions - unphosphorylated MAPKs binds
directly to Ste 12p and Dig 1p/Dig2p, thereby stabilising Dig-mediated repression of Ste 12p. (A2; A3) In response to nutrient limitation, phosphorylated Kss 1p
dissosiates from Ste12p and phosphorylates Diglp and Dig2p. Dig1l2 cannot reassociate with Stel2p. (B2) Ksslp is not sufficient for effective derepression.
(B3) Fus3p phosphorylates Dig Ip, Dig2p and Ste l2p and the negative regulating complex dissociates (Madhani et al., 1997; Bardwell et al., 1998).
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mating pathway. Depletion of cellular nitrogen thus presents a rather slow, graded stimulus,
whereas a rapid, step-like stimulus is present when there is a decrease in osmolarity or after
addition of mating pheromone.

The filamentation-invasion

pathway is a potentially fast acting pathway that mediates slow

responses to a slow signal and it is not clear whether this pathway can react quickly, or even
needs to do so (Gustin et al., 1998). It is possible that the filamentation-invasion

pathway

allows for a slow increase in signalling because it needs a very different input (e.g., nitrogen
starvation, carbon starvation, or a change in the surrounding physical environment) until some
threshold is reached and a switch is activated for the pathway to operate.

3.2 Osmosensing signal transduction pathway
In order for the yeast cells to survive they must adapt to extremes of osmotic stress
conditions, such as the saturating sugar concentrations of drying fruits and the nearly pure
water of rain, that is present in their natural habitat. Under conditions of high osmolarity, the
cell suffers from dehydration and a decrease in cell viability occurs (Posas et al., 1996;
Hohmann and Mager, 1997; Banuett, 1998). The ability of cells to adapt to external osmotic
stress involves many cellular processes of which only a small number are being recognised at
the moment.

These processes protect the cells against fluctuation in the water activity and

solute content of its environment.

These mechanisms developed by the cells for survival are

called osmoregulation.

The volume of the yeast cell changes upon osmotic shock. In hyperosmotie conditions when
salt or sugar is present in their environment, an instant and rapid loss of water occurs and the
cell shrinks (Posas et al., 1996; Hohmann and Mager, 1997; Banuett, 1998). During these
osmotic stress conditions, compatible solutes accumulate within the cell to increase the
internal osmolarity of the cell and enable the cell to retrieve water more efficiently from its
environment.

The compatible solutes differ in their mechanism for cell protection.

Some

solutes are used as a replacement for water in the cell or it may increase the surface tension of
the water and thereby stabilise the water around intracellular macromolecules.

In budding

yeast, glycerol synthesis appears to be particularly important for hyperosmolarity adaptation.
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When cells under hyperosmotie conditions come in contact with pure water or hypo-osmotic
shock conditions, they rapidly increase their volume. The drastic changes in cell volume are
caused by the rapid uptake of water from the environment and can be expected to have an
impact on several cellular components, especially the plasma membrane and cytoskeleton of
the cell (Chowdhury et al., 1992).

The organisation of actin filaments in yeast cells is

sensitive to osmotic stress as well as high temperatures.

The mechanism responsible for the

changes in actin filament organisation in response to osmotic stress is unknown.

During

osmotic stress conditions there is a rapid and reversible disassembly of the actin cytoskeleton.
Conversely the actin-binding protein Rah3p can interact with actin to allow a reassembly of
the cytoskeleton after osmotic stress.

3.2.1 Mechanism of osmosensing
The high osmolarity glycerol response (HOG) pathway is the MAPK cascade that controls the
response to high osmolarity in S. cerevisiae (Brewster et al., 1993).

The HOG MAPK

cascade consists of five protein kinases: the Ste 11p, the Ssk2p and the Ssk22p MAP kinase
kinase kinase (MAPKKK), the Pbs2p MAP kinase kinase (MAPKK) and the Hoglp MAP
kinase (MAPK) (Fig. 4).

The Hoglp

is activated by phosphorylation

by Pbs2p on the

Thr-I74 and Tyr-I76 residues that are present within its catalytic domain.
activated by phosphorylation

The Pbs2p is

on the Ser-514 and Thr-518 residues by Ste 11p or Ssk2p and

Ssk22p, respectively.

The activation of the HOG pathway by StelIp

or Ssk2p/Ssk22p occurs by two incoming

branches of signalling proteins or osmosensors (Fig. 5) (Baunett, 1998; Gustin et al., 1998).
Both of these sensors, Sho 1p and SIn 1p, sense hyperosmolarity and act independent of each
other to regulate the MAPKK Pbs2p.

The Sho 1p is a putative transmembrane

whereas Slnlp is part of a three-component
Ypdlp and Ssklp.

protein

signalling protein complex composed of Slnl p,

The Slnlp involves a His-Asp phosphorelay system that regulates the

function of the closely related and partially redundant MEKKs Ssk2p and Ssk22p.

3.2.2 The osmosensor, Sholp
The simpler branch for activation of Pbs2p is mediated by the Sho 1p osmosensor (Maeda et
al., 1995).

The N-terminal

region of Sholp

contains four closely packed hydrophobic
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transmembrane domains and its C-terminal region consists of a cytoplasmic SH3 domain.
There is no signal sequence at the N-terminus and both the N- and C-termini are located in the
cytoplasm.

The SH3 domain mediates interaction with other proteins by binding to proline-

rich motifs, for example the proline-rich motif in the N-terminal region of Pbs2p (Fig. 4).
This binding of Sho 1p to Pbs2p leads to the activation of Pbs2p. The Sho 1p activates Ste 11p
by means of a direct interaction between Pbs2p, Sho 1p, Hog 1p and Ste 11p. It is possible that
Pbs2p acts as a scaffold that holds Ste l lp, Sho lp and Hog lp in a multiprotein complex, but it
is not clear if these interactions occur simultaneously (Posas and Saito, 1997). This suggests
that the role of Pbs2p is similar to that of Ste5p in the pheromone response pathway.
However, there is no cross communication between the HOG pathway and the pheromone
pathway; Ste 11p is sequestered into a complex with Pbs2p upon hyperosmotie shock, whereas
it is sequestered in a Ste5p complex in the presence of pheromones.
High osmolarity
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Fig. 4. HOG pathway of S. cerevisiae. Normal osmolarity stimulates phosphotransfer and results in
phosphorylation of Ssklp (inactive). High osmolarity inhibits Slnlp by an unknown mechanism that
blocks phosphotransfer and unphosphorylated Sskl p activates the MAPK cascade. The dashed lines
indicate that the proteins are inactive (Posas and Sainto, 1997; Banuett, 1998).
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3.2.3 Regulation by a three-component system
The yeast osmosensor Slnl p appears to control the HOG pathway negatively and when cells
do not contain Sln lp, they die due to an over-active HOG pathway (Ota and Varshavsky,
1993; Maeda et al., 1994; Li et al., 1998). The architecture of the Slnl p is unorthodox in the
sense that it appears to contain three functional domains.

At the N-terminus, the putative

osmosensor domain of Sln l p has two predicted membrane-spanning

hydrophobic segments

with an intervening extracellular hydrophilic segment (Fig. 5). At the C-terminus, a histidine
kinase domain is followed by a receiver domain containing a conserved aspartate residue
(Gustin et al., 1998). The Sln lp is a sensor and a response-regulator,

suggesting that Slnlp

by itself is a complete two-component system fused into one.

Autophosphorylation

Slnlp

~~
Asp-554

His-64

I

NI.___ __
Histidine
kinase
domain

__.lc

NI '--

Slnlp

~:..L..L..oI~:.."a..__------'IC
Receiver
domain

Receiver
domain

Ssklp

Ypdlp

Fig. 5. The phosphore lay system of the HOG pathway.
phosphotransfer (Banuett, 1998).

Arrows

(inactive)

indicate the direction

of

The regulation of the HOG pathway by SlnI p requires another receiver domain present in the
Ssklp (Maeda et al., 1994). Under normal growth conditions, the Sln lp protein kinase is
active. This activated Sln l p phosphorylates the output domain of Ssk lp that leads to the
inactivation of Sskl p. The histidine kinase domain of Slnl p autophosphorylates

the amino

acid residue His-576 of the same Slnl p and the phosphate group is then transferred to
Asp-II44 of the receiver domain of another Slnlp (Fig. 5). This phosphate group is then
further transferred to the His-64 ofYpdlp
ofSsklp.

and the phosphate is finally transferred to Asp-554
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The phosphotransfer

reaction

from His- 576 to Asp-1144

occurs between

two Sin 1p

molecules, and not intramolecularly (Posas et ai., 1996). The direct phosphotransfer from
Slnlp-His-576

to Ssklp-Asp-554

is possible, but the additional transfer provides a higher

level of regulation and fine tuning. Phosphorylated Ssk 1p is incapable of activating the Ssk2p
and Ssk22p MAPKKKs and thus inhibits signalling through the HOG 1 MAPK cascade.

High osmolarity causes the inhibition of the His-kinase domain of Slnlp

(Fig. 5) (Posas et

ai., 1996). This inhibition results in the accumulation of unphosphorylated Ssk1 p in the cell.
Unphosphorylated

Ssk1p activates the MAPK cascade by interacting with Ssk2p/Ssk22p

MAPKKKs to activate the HOG1 MAPK cascade. Activation of the MEKK Ssk2p by Ssk1p
appears to be mediated by modulation
accumulation of unphosphorylated

of a Ssk2p autophosphorylation

Ssk1 pinduces

osmotic stress is present, autophosphorylation
by an inhibitory domain at the N-terminus.
noncatalytic domain of Ssk2p/Ssk22p,

reaction.

Ssk2p autophosphorylation.

The

When no

and activation of Ssk2p appear to be blocked

The receiver domain of Ssk1p interacts with the

suggesting that Ssk1p activates Ssk2p/Ssk22p by

relieving the intramolecular inhibitory effect of their N-terminal domain (Maeda et ai., 1995).

The HOG pathway is also negatively regulated by the action of Pte 1p and Ptc3p Ser/Thrspecific phosphatases (Maeda et al., 1994). These phosphatases phosphorylate and inactivate
both Hog1p and Pbs2p, while Tyr-specific

phosphatase

Ptp2p is responsible

for the

inactivation of Hog 1p (Fig. 4). The Ptp2p and Ptp3p are the major phosphatases responsible
for the Tyr-dephosphorylation

of Hog1p and disruption of these two proteins results in

constitutive Hog1p phosphorylation

even in the absence of an increase in osmolarity

(Wurgler-Murphy et ai., 1997). The HOG pathway can apparently also be stimulated by low
pH stress, since tyrosine phosphorylation of Hog 1p also increases under such conditions, but
only weakly.

3.3 Oxidative stress response
In aerobically growing cells, chemically reactive agents (ROS) are generated endogenously as
a consequence of normal cellular metabolic processes such as respiration.

These agents can

also be formed by exposure of the cells to ionising radiation, redox-cycling chemicals present
in the environment or when the cells are exposed to heavy metals (Jamieson, 1998). Oxygen
is a highly reactive molecule and can be partially reduced to form a number of ROS, such as
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the hydroxyl radical (HO'). Superoxide anions (02") and H202 are often also referred to as
ROS as they can lead to production of more reactive species, particularly in the presence of
metal ions. The toxicity of ROS is due to their ability to damage various cellular constituents
such as DNA, lipids and proteins.

Chemically reactive agents can produce double-stranded

breaks in DNA, it can oxidise amino acid chains of proteins and lipids can be damaged by the
formation of lipid peroxides.

Oxidative stress occurs when the concentration of these oxidants increases beyond the antioxidant buffering capacity of the cell (Jamieson, 1998). As a result of the harmful nature of
ROS, aerobically growing organisms have developed a wide variety of enzymatic and nonenzymatic defense systems to protect their cellular components against oxidative stress. The
role of signal transduction pathways in the regulation of the response of S. cerevisiae towards
oxidants is still unclear and the kinase(s) within these pathways have not yet been identified.
Biological

systems have evolved

several defence mechanisms

against these oxidants,

including enzymes such as catalase, superoxide dismutase and glutathione peroxidase, as well
as non-enzymatic protective molecules such as glutathione and vitamins C and E.

3.3.1 Non-enzymatic oxidant defense systems
The non-enzymatic oxidant defense systems consist of small molecules that are soluble in
either an aqueous or lipid environment.

They act as radical scavengers that are oxidised by

ROS thereby removing oxidants from the cellular solute.
tripeptide glutathione (GSH, y-L-glutamyl-L-cystinylglycine)

The best-known example is the
(Marchler et al., 1993; Grant

et al., 1996a; Stephen and Jamieson, 1996). This peptide is an abundant and ubiquitous lowmolecular-weight thiol and plays important roles in many cellular processes including amino
acid transport, synthesis of proteins and nucleic acids and the modulation of the activity of
specific enzymes, xenobiotics, carcinogens and ROS. The biological importance of GSH is
dependent upon the redox-active free sulphydryl half of its cysteine residue, which acts as a
free radical scavenger.

Glutathione uses its redox-active sulphydryl group to react with

oxidants and produce reduced glutathione (GSSG). The GSSG has been shown to be a toxic
agent that inhibits protein synthesis.

Glutathione is the most abundant redox scavenging

molecule in cells and the genes involved in GSH biosynthesis in S. cerevisiae, GSHI and
GSH2, have been identified.

These two genes encode y-glutamylcysteine

synthetase and
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glutathione synthetase, respectively. The gene GLRl encodes the glutathione reductase and is
regulated at the transcriptional level by oxidants that are dependent upon Yap 1p.

In addition

to glutathione,

armno acid-derived

polyamines

(spermine,

spermidine

and

erythroascorbic acid) are also able to protect yeast against oxidant stress (Balasundaram et al.,
1991; Balasundaram

et al., 1993).

The amino acid-derived

polyamines

spermine and

spermidine have been found to be essential for aerobic growth of S. cerevisiae. Ascorbic acid
is an important antioxidant in higher eukaryotes, but its specific role in S. cerevisiae is not
clear.

Erythroascorbic

acid is present in S. cerevisiae and the properties of this acid are

similar to those of ascorbic acid, suggesting that it may also have antioxidant properties.

Thioredoxin is another compound that is present in the cell that helps to protect cells from
oxidative stress by scavenging some of the harmful oxygen species that accumulate (Muller,
1991). Saccharomyces

cerevisiae possesses two genes encoding the thioredoxin proteins,

TRX1 and TRX2. Thioredoxin is a small sulfphydryl-rich protein which has a redox active
disulfide bond.

It can be used as a reductant for thioredoxin peroxidase and rebonucleotide

reductase, since this protein exists either in a reduced form as a dithiol or in an oxidised form
when the half-cysteine

residues form an intramolecular

reductase and NADPH can reduce this bridge.

disulfide bridge.

Thioredoxin

Thioredoxin acts catalytically as a protein

oxidoreductase and thus helps to regenerate inactive proteins that are damaged by oxidation of
critical cysteine residues.

Saccharomyces

cerevisiae also possesses glutaredoxins, a class of small proteins with an

active site containing two redox sensitive cysteines (Jamieson,

1998).

Saccharomyces

cerevisiae contains two genes, GRXl and GRX2, that encode glutaredoxin. These proteins are
thought to act similarly to thioredoxins as a source of electrons for ribonucleotide reductase in
yeast.

Several other molecules, e.g. tlavohaemoglobin,

metallothioneins,

trehalose, lipid-

soluble antioxidants and metal ion homeostasis, also have antioxidant properties.
the exact physiological

role of these molecules

S. cerevisiae remains unknown.

in conferring

oxidant

However,

resistance

in
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3.3.2 Enzymatic defense systems
Cellular antioxidant defenses include several enzymes which are capable of removing oxygen
radicals and their products and/or repairing the damage caused by oxidative stress.

In

S. cerevisiae there are two enzymes, catalase A and catalase T, that catalyses the breakdown
of H202 to O2 and H20 (Cohen et al., 1988; Hartig and Ruis, 1986). The CTA 1 and CITI
genes encode catalase A and catalase T, respectively.

Catalase A is located in the peroxisome

and the main physiological role of this enzyme is to remove the H202 produced by fatty acid
~-oxidation from the cell. The specific physiological role of the cytosolic catalase T protein
is less clear.

Superoxide disrnutases disproportionate the superoxide anion to H202 and 02.

Yeast cells

possess two intracellular superoxide disrnutases (SOD), one in the mitochondria and an other
in the cytoplasm.

The SOD in the mitochondria, MnSod, is encoded by the SOD2 gene,

whereas the cytoplasmic CulZnSod is encoded by the SODl gene (Van Loon et aI., 1986;
Bermingham-McDonogh

et aI., 1988). The CulZnSod appears to be the major enzyme

involved in removing superoxide anions from the cytoplasm and possibly also from the
peroxisome.

The physiological role of the MnSod appears to be to protect the mitochondria

from superoxides generated during respiration and exposure to ethanol. It also seems to play
a role in countering the toxicity of superoxide anions generated by exogenously added
redoxide cycling compounds during fermentative growth.

Glutathione

is crucial to the cell as an antioxidant

reduced:oxidised

and the maintenance

of a high

ratio inside the cell is necessary. The gene GLRl encodes glutathione

reductase (GLR) in S. cerevisiae (Grant et aI., 1996b). This enzyme is primarily responsible
for the recycling

of oxidised

glutathione

to its reduced

form and thus maintain the

GSH:GSSG ratio in the cell. The enzyme glutathione peroxidase catalyses the reduction of
hydroperoxides, using GSH as a reductant (GSSG + NADPH +

Ir -;NADP+

+ 2GSH). The

glutathione peroxidase acts in the presence of both H202 and organic hydroperoxides.

These

activities could be induced by a shift from anaerobic growth conditions to aerobic conditions.

Two other important enzymes are thioredoxin peroxidase and thioredoxin reductase that
reduce both H202 and alkyl hydroperoxides,

in conjunction with thioredoxin and NADPH
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(Jamieson, 1998). Pentose phosphate pathway enzymes as well as methionine reductase and
Apn1 p endonuclease, also playa part in cell protection under oxidative stress conditions.

3.3.3 Regulation of gene expression by oxidants
A number of transcription factors have been identified and demonstrated to play a role in
regulating gene expression in response to oxidants.

The best studied are the b-Zip-type

transcription factors with some sequence similarity to the mammalian transcription factors
such as c-Jun, and basic DNA-binding and dimerisation domains.

Three of these proteins,

Yap1p (Gounalaki and Thireos, 1994), Yap2p and Gcn4p, have been extensively studied and
they all playa role in protecting yeast cells against stress (Fernandes et aI., 1997). The most
conserved feature of b-Zip domains is the basic region that directly interacts with DNA. The
five highly conserved residues

Asn-235, Ala-238, Ala-239, Ser-242 and Arg-243 in Gcn4p

within the basic region make base-specific contacts in the Gcn4 and Fos/Jun co-crystal
structures.

Putative Yap1p-binding sites are present in the 5' promoter sequence of a number of yeast
genes encoding antioxidant activities (SODl,

TWF, TRX2, GLRl and GSHl) (Kuge and

Jones, 1994). The expression of both GLRl and GSHl is Yap1p-dependent and is induced by
oxidants.

Cells with Yap1p mutations were found to be hypersensitive to oxidants.

The

carboxy terminal region of Yap 1 contains a cysteine-rich region that is involved in the stressinduced nuclear localisation process.
cysteine-glutamate-serine

repeats.

This cysteine region of Yap 1p consists of three

Mutations in these residues have a negative effect on the

ability of Yap 1p to induce transcription in response to H202 or diamide. The Yap 1pappears
to have a diamide-responsive

region at the C terminus, but H202-responsiveness

is more

complex and requires both the cysteine-rich domain as well as a region near the N-terminal
end of the protein.
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Research on the identification of the signalling pathways in S. pombe and the function of the
proteins within these pathways are still in a very early stage.

Several of the signalling

pathways in the fission yeast S. pombe are related to that of the budding yeast S. cerevisiae
but the function and structure of these pathways have diverged in several ways.

The Styl

pathway in S. pombe is a hyperosmotie stress-activated signalling pathway and is to a large
extent identical to the HOG pathway of S. cerevisiae (Wilkinson and Millar, 1998). Although
the HOG and Styl pathways are closely related, the Styl pathway is much more of a general
stress response pathway than the HOG pathway.

A wide range of environmental conditions

including osmotic stress, hydrogen peroxide, oxidative stress, heat shock and nutritional
limitation activates the Styl pathway, whereas the HOG pathway is activated solely by
osmotic stress.

There is a high degree of similarity between the Sty 1 pathway and the mammalian stressactivated protein kinase (SAPK) pathways.
present in mammalian

cells:

There are at least two subfamilies of SAPKs

the c-Jun-N (amino)-terminal

kinases or INKs and the

p38/CSBP enzymes (Wilkinson et al., 1996). The INK and p38/CSBP pathways are activated
by the same variety of stress conditions to which the Styl pathway responds (GalchevaGargova et aI., 1994; Han et al., 1994). Both the INK and p38/CSBP pathways playa role in
the regulation of the ATF-2 transcription factor (Gupta et al., 1995), a structural homolog of
the transcription

factor Atfl

that is regulated by the Styl pathway.

This indicates a

remarkable structural and functional conservation in the stress response between mammalian
cells and fission yeast.

Another important pathway in S. pombe is the cyclic AMP-dependent or Pka1 pathway that
displays a complex interplay with the Styl pathway (Kronstad et al., 1998). During specific
conditions, the stress response pathway in S. pombe

acts in opposition

dependent pathway in regulating stress gene expression.
cell are high, the Pka1 pathway negatively
gluconeogenesis and sexual development.
are switched on.

regulates

to the cAMP-

When the cAMP levels within the
genes that are associated

Under these conditions, glucose-activated

with
genes

During nitrogen or glucose starvation, the Styl pathway activates genes
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involved in the above mentioned processes.

On the other hand, the Pkal and the Styl

pathways can act independently on several target genes. This indicates that the Pkal and Styl
pathways can act in parallel, as well as antagonistically,

on downstream targets.

This

complex interplay between these two pathways plays a very important role in the regulation
of common targets in events such as changes in carbon metabolism, exit from the mitotic
cycle into stationary phase, sexual development and gluconeogenesis.

4.1 Styl stress-activated MAP kinase pathway
The integrity of the general stress response or Sty I pathway (Fig. 6) is required for survival of
the cell under a variety of environmental stress conditions such as an increase in osmolarity,
oxidative stress, UV light, certain DNA-damaging agents, nutrient limitation, heat shock and
the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin (Wilkinson et al., 1996; Degols and Russell, 1997).
This pathway stimulates the expression of various genes that are necessary for the cells to
survive under these conditions.

In addition to its role in controlling the cellular response to

environmental stress, the Styl MAP kinase pathway is also required for sexual conjugation
and differentiation.

The sexual differentiation process is triggered by poor nutrient conditions

that cause activation of the Styl pathway.

Several kinase and transcription factors have been identified in the general stress pathway.
The Styl stress-activated

MAP kinase pathway (Fig. 6) contains an upstream response

regulator protein called the mitotic catastrophe suppressor (Mcs4) (Shieh et al., 1997). The
Mcs4p is probably one of several proteins that are required for stress-induced activation of the
MAPK cascade.

The MAPK cascade consists of the MEKKs Wis4 (also called Wak! or

Wikl) (Shieh et al., 1997) and Winl (Samejima et al., 1998), the MEK Wisl (Warbrick and
Fantes, 1991) and the MAPK Styl

(also called Spcl

or Phhl)

(Gaits et al., 1998).

Transcriptional regulation by this MAPK cascade is mediated by the b-Zip transcription
factors Atfl (also called Gad7) and Papl (Wilkinson and Millar, 1998). The Styl pathway is
negatively regulated by the tyrosine-specific phosphatases Pyp 1 and Pyp2, and the production
of Pyp2 results in a negative feedback loop that is required in the regulation of the Sty 1
pathway (Dal Santo et al., 1996). The activated Styl pathway results in the transcriptional
induction of the pyp2 gene and the newly synthesised Pyp2 dephosphorylates and inactivates
the Styl pathway.
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Fig. 6. The Styl stress response pathway in fission yeast that is activated by a variety of different stress
conditions. This model depicts the interactions described by Shiozaki and Russell (1996), Wilkinson et al.
(1996), Shieh et al. (1998b) and Toone et al. (1998). The role of Styl is to regulate the activity of
transcription factors such as Atfl and Papl. It is possible that other proteins (?) are also present in this
highly complex MAPK cascade.
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4.1.1 Mcs4, an upstream regulatory protein
External growth regulatory stimuli, as well as internal checkpoint mechanisms, control the
fission yeast cell cycle (Shieh et al., 1997). This regulation by external signals was a big
mystery, but the specific regulatory mechanism was unraveled after the identification of the
mitotic catastrophe suppressor Mcs4 protein.

The Mcs4p is a key regulatory protein that is

part of a sensor system that monitors multiple environmental signals that positively regulate
the general stress response pathway. This regulation controls the mitotic initiation in fission
yeast and therefore plays an important role in cell proliferation (Shiozaki et al., 1997). The
Mcs4p is also important in the regulation of the Styl pathway as it activates the MAPKKKs
Win1 and Wis4 (Fig. 6).

The Mcs4p is structurally and functionally similar to the Ssk1p of the HOG pathway in
S. cerevisiae (Shieh et al., 1997).

There is a 55% homology in the C-terminal response

regulator domain of these two proteins. Cells with a mutation in the Mcs4p are defective in
the activation of Styl in response to various stress conditions.

Mcs4 controls the G2/M

transition in fission yeast by regulating the Sty 1 MAPK activity (Fig. 6) and by influencing a
second pathway that is independent of the Styl pathway. This Styl-independent
not yet been fully unraveled.

pathway has

Both pathways are required for the correct timing of entry into

mitosis and the regulation of Cdc2 kinase activity, and are regulated by the Mcs4p.

4.1.2 Distinct functions of the MAPKKKs Wis4 and Winl
The MAPKKK Wis4 is required for the activation of the Sty 1 MAPK pathway (Fig. 6) by
direct phosphorylation of Wis I on the Ser-469 and Thr-473 residues (Samajima et al., 1997).
Wis4 shares extensive structural homology in the N-terminal non-catalytic half of the protein
with both Ssk2p and Ssk22p, two proteins present in the HOG pathway of S. cerevisiae, and
is 50% identical to Ssk2p and 49% identical to Ssk22p in the C-terminal catalytic kinase
domain (Shieh et al., 1997).

Several groups (Samejima et al., 1997; Shieh et al., 1997; Shiozaki et al., 1997) reported that
cells with a Wis4 deletion are somewhat less osmosensitive than cells with a Wis1 deletion.
It is possible that Wis 1 may have a low basal activity in the absence of activating
phosphorylation by Wis4 or there might be more MAPKKK homo logs capable of activating
Wisl.

Samejima et al. (1998) and Shieh et al. (1998a) found that Wis1 could also be
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activated by Win I , another MAPKKK that functions independent of Wis4 in response to
osmotic stress.

Low levels of Wisl and Styl are still present in cells that do not contain

functional Wis4 and Winl , suggesting that Wis4 and Winl are two of several redundant
MAPKKs that function upstream of Wis 1. The Wis4p and the Win 1p appear to have similar
functions in the short-term activation of the Sty! MAPK, but mutations in these two proteins
display some distinct phenotypes during the stationary phase. Cells that contain a mutation in
the Win 1p are profoundly defective in maintaining viability of the cells in the stationary
phase. This protein is thus crucial for controlling the Styl MAPK activity in the stationary
phase, whereas a Wis4p mutation has little or no effect on this process. It is clear that these
two proteins

co-ordinately

regulate

the activation

of Styl

in response

environmental

stresses, but they perform distinct roles in controlling

to multiple

Sty 1 under poor

nutritional conditions.

4.1.3 Activation of Styl through phosphorylation by Wisl
As in the case with other MAPKs, dual phosphorylation on the conserved threonine (Thr-I7!)
and tyrosine (Tyr-I73) residues by the MAPKK Wisl (Fig. 6) activates Styl

(Gaits et al.,

1998). The Wisl protein is a 66 kDa protein with an N-terminal half that is particularly rich
in serine, threonine, proline and glutamine residues (Warbrick and Fantes, 1991).

The Wis 1p is a very important inducer of mitosis and a disruption of this protein causes a
delay in mitosis and therefore an increase in cell length at division.

There is also a rapid

reduction of cell viability when the cells enter the stationary phase after the depletion of the
growth medium.

Cells that do not contain Wis 1 are also very sensitive to osmotic stress.

Warbriek and Fantes (1991) suggested that it might also be involved in integrating the
nutritional status of the cell with the regulation of timing of mitosis. The phosphorylation of
Wislon

Ser-469 and Thr-473 residues by Winl or Wis4 is essential for signalling, but it is

not required for the catalytic activity of Wis1.

When Wisl is overexpressed, it is able to

bypass the requirement of the Wis4p and the Winl p MAPKKKs.

This confirms that there

might be other alternative pathways that control Wis 1 as discussed in section 4.1.2 (Shieh et
al., 1998a; Shieh et al., 1998b and Samejima et al., 1998).
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4.1.4 Activation of the b-Zip transcription factors
The b-ZIP transcription factors Atfl and Pap1 are very important targets of the MAPK Styl
(Wilkinson and Millar, 1998). Activated Atfl and Pap 1 induce transcription of various stress
response genes that are important for the proliferation of the cells under various stress
conditions (Fig. 6).

The Pap1p show some homology to the AP-I-like transcription factor in S. cerevisiae, Yap1p,
as well as the c-Jun protein in mammalian cells (Wilkinson and Millar, 1998). Like Yap 1p
and c-Jun, Pap I is also required for the induction of genes such as crrl +, trxI" and trr1 + in
response to oxidative stress (Kyriakis et al., 1994).

The transcription

factor Atfl has

structural and functional homology to the b-Zip domain of the mammalian ATF-2 (Wilkinson
et al., 1996), indicating that the conservation extends to a downstream transcription factor.
Both ATF -2 and Atfl require stress signalling pathways, but the regulation of these two
factors differ since the transactivation domain and kinase interaction domain of ATF-2 are not
present in Atfl.

However, there could be common features that are difficult to recognise until

careful analysis of the structure and function has been carried out. Analysis of ATF-2 and the
c-Jun factor indicated that both contain activation domains that are regulated in a similar
fashion (Livingstone et al., 1995). They are both dependant upon phosphorylation by stressactivated MAPKs and contain a region involved in stable complex formation with these
kinases. It is possible that a similar situation may exist between ATF-2 and Atfl.

The Atfl P contains multiple phosphorylation sites, but the specific mechanism by which Atfl
is phosphorylated

by Sty 1 and the effect this phosphorylation

has on Atfl-dependent

transcription is still unknown (Wilkinson et al., 1996). It is possible that the phosphorylation
of Atfl by Styl stimulates the transactivation properties of Atfl, but there is no evidence that
phosphorylation of Atfl alters its degree of DNA binding or its specificity.
mutation of single phosphorylation

The deletion or

sites was not sufficient for the inactivation of the

transcription factor.

Atfl forms a heterodimer with another b-Zip transcription factor Pcr1 (Shiozaki and Russell,
1996; Watanabe and Yamanoto, 1996; Gaits et al., 1998). The Pcr1p is a relatively small
protein of 171 amino acid residues with a b-Zip domain located near the N-terminal.

When

Per 1 is not present in a cell, the expression of genes that are dependent on Atfl is defective.
Preliminary evidence indicates that the expression of only a subset of the Atfl-dependent
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However, it seems that Perl is necessary for the

nuclear accumulation of Atfl, and it is possible that its role in the regulation of Atfldependent genes is more significant than expected. Wilkinson et al. (1996) suggested that the
Atfl homodimeric and Atfl/Pcrl
response pathway.

heterodimeric complexes play different roles in the stress

Styl can not phosphorylate Pcrl, and for this reason the Atfl component

of the heterodimeric complex is the target of regulation.

There is considerable overlap in the phenotypes that result from the deletion of Atfl, Sty I or
Wis I (Shieh et al., 1997).

The mutant cells are usually sterile, defective in survival at

stationary phase, hypersensitive to stress and suppressed in uncontrolled meiotic induction.
These three kinases are also essential for growth under environmental stress conditions but
there is one major difference between these mutants: mutations in either Styl or Wis I result
in a delay in the timing of mitotic initiation, but this phenotype is not shared by cells with
Atfl mutations.

The Atfl P mutated cells are defective in their response to osmotic stresses and are also sterile,
but mutation of Atfl does not cause a G2 delay (Takeda et aI., 1995; Shiozaki and Russell,
1996). The disruption of the atfl" gene is not lethal, but it does result in a rapid cell death in
the stationary phase and it causes failure in the initiation of the sexual differentiation pathway.
This shows that Atfl mediates feedback inhibition of the Sty I kinase in response to osmotic
stress, because phosphorylation on Sty I remains high in Atfl cells. The Atfl p is suppressed
in the presence of moderate to high cAMP and caffeine levels, but not at low cAMP and
caffeine levels.

4.1.5 Negative regulation by Pyp 1 and Pyp2
The MAPK Styl appears to be down regulated by two tyrosine phosphatases, Pypl and Pyp2
(Dal Santo et al.• 1996).

The Sty lp itself induces the expression of Pyp2 during stress

conditions and this induction is required to decrease the activity of the Styl pathway when the
stress conditions are over (Fig. 6).
negative-feedback

The induction of Pyp2 results in the initiation of a

loop where the newly synthesised

Pyp2 dephosphorylates

inactivates the Sty I kinase on Tyr-173 (Shiozaki and Russell, 1995).
participates in a negative-feedback

and thus

This phosphatase

loop that allows restoration of the basal level of Styl

activity. The transcription factor Atfl is necessary for the transcription of the pyp2 gene and
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this is why the feedback inhibition of the stress-activated pathway is mediated by Atfl.

This

regulation is necessary to greatly dampen the osmotic stress-induced increase of Styl tyrosine
phosphorylation during stress conditions (Degols et al., 1996).

Pyp 1 and Pyp2 appear to help mediate heat stress and oxidative stress-induced changes in
Sty 1 phosphorylation.
phosphatases.

There is a major difference in the size of the Pyp 1 and Pyp2

The Pyplp consists of 550 amino acids whereas Pyp2 contains 711 amino

acids (Ottilie et al., 1992; Hannig et al., 1994; Sanot et al., 1996). These two proteins contain
extended N-terminal regions of 296 and 460 amino acids, respectively.

Sixty two of the 296

amino acids of Pyp 1 are crucial for the correct folding and catalytic activity of the protein
whereas the folding and catalytic activity of Pyp2 depends on the last 115 of the 460 amino
acids in the N-terminal region.
phosphatases.

Pypl is the more active, or highly expressed, of the two

Disruption of Pyp 1 causes slight mitotic advance, whereas disruption of Pyp2

has no visible effect on its own. However, the overproduction of Pyp 1 and/or Pyp2 causes
mitotic delay, thus both of these phosphatases regulate mitosis negatively.

4.2 Regulation of the cAMP-dependent pathway
The cAMP-dependent

signalling pathway (Fig. 7A) plays a role in a variety of cellular

processes including the control of differentiation, entry into the stationary phase, meiosis,
sexual development,

gluconeogenesis

and virulence,

in addition to the monitoring

of

nutritional status and stress (Kronstad et al., 1998). Both nitrogen and glucose activate the
same heterotrimeric

guanine nucleotide-binding

G protein consists of a,
signalling pathways.

p

protein (G-protein) (Bourne, 1997).

The

and y subunits and it serves as a molecular switch in a variety of

Activation by upstream events leads to the exchange of GDP for GTP

and induces dissociation of the heterotrimer.

The released Ga(Gpa2)-GTP

and GPy subunits

can then interact with and activate appropriate target proteins (Isshiki et al., 1992). The
activated Gpa2p together with the Cap 1p increases the synthesis of cAMP through the
activation of adenylate cyclase. Signalling is terminated when the GTP is hydrolysed to GDP
and the Gpa2-GDP reassociates with GPy to reform the inactive trimer.
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Fig. 7. The regulation of the cAMP pathway for nutrient sensing. (A) High glucose or nutrient
concentrations elevate the cAMP concentrations that lead to the activation of the Pka1 pathway. (B)
Low concentrations of glucose or nutrients inactivate the Pka 1 activity (Isshiki et al., 1992; Hoffman
and Winston, 1991; Davey, 1998 and Kronstad et al., 1998). Broken lines indicate indirect regulation of
gene expression,
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Although G proteins activate both S. pombe and mammalian adenylate cyclases, the enzymes
themselves are not related (Nocero et aI., 1994). The git2 (cyrI) gene encodes the S. pombe
adenylate cyclase, and the function of this enzyme is to convert ATP to cAMP in response to
high glucose or nitrogen concentrations (Hoffman and Winston, 1991; Hardie, 1994). The
role of cAMP is to activate the cAMP-dependent protein kinase (cAPK), which is composed
of a pair of regulatory subunits associated with a pair of catalytic subunits (Fig. 7). The
cAMP binds to the regulatory subunits of cAPK (Cgs 1), causing them to dissociate from and
thereby activate the catalytic subunits of cAPK (Pkal) (Yu et aI., 1994), which are now able
to phosphorylate target proteins.

Some of these target proteins are transcriptional activators

or enzymes that are activated or inactivated by phosphorylation.

The Cgs1p has a negative effect on Pka1 in its associated form (Figure 7B).
starvation causes a decrease in the intracellular level of cAMP.

Nitrogen

This decrease results in the

dissociation of cAMP from Cgs1 and now Cgs1 reassociates with Pka1 causing a decrease in
the activity ofPka1 (Kronstad et al., 1998). Cells with Cgs1 deletions have an increase in the
activity of Pka1 in derepression conditions (nitrogen starvation), because there is no Cgs 1 to
bind to Pka1. This deletion leads to the hyper-activation of the Pka1 pathway (Hoffman and
Winston, 1991). The pathways downstream ofPka1 are stimulated to different extents by the
different nutrient signals, e.g. nitrogen depletion is more efficient in inducing sexual
development while a decrease in glucose concentrations promotes gluconeogenesis.

There is a complex interplay between components of the Pka1 pathway and the Styl pathway
in S. pombe (Stettler et al., 1996). These pathways have a close functional relationship as they
act in opposite ways on several distinct target systems.
functions both parallel and antagonistically
regulate a common component

In many cases, the cAMP pathway

to the stress-responsive

or components

MAPK pathway to

which in turn regulates various cellular

activities. Dual regulation by the Pka1 and Styl pathways of several different aspects of
cellular behavior might be mediated by convergence of the pathways on different targets, each
controlling a single cellular activity.

Alternatively,

these might be controlled indirectly

through a single regulatory molecule, which is under dual Pka1 and Styl control.

The specific relationship between the stress response role of Styl and its connection with the
Pka1 pathway is unclear. A second cAMP-dependent protein kinase Sck1 (suppressor of loss
of cAMP-dependent protein kinase) acts independently of the Pka1 pathway (Jin et aI., 1995;
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Davey, 1998) as part of a control mechanism that partially duplicates the Pka1 pathway
(Fig. 7). It is important to note that Sck1 is a functional homolog of Pkal and can overcome
some of the phenotype present in cells with a Pkal deletion.

Very little is known about the

cAMP pathway in S. pombe and only a few of its regulatory proteins have been identified.
Several studies are underway to identify other upstream regulatory proteins and downstream
targets of the Pka1 pathway.

4.3 Cell wall integrity pathway
The cell wall is an essential structure that protects the cell from various environmental
stresses, such as hyper- or hypo-osmotic

stress, and plays an important role in specific

morphology in response to their life or cell division cycle. The fission yeast S. pombe is one
of a few yeast that can regenerate their cell wall and revert to intact cells in liquid medium.
Several signal transduction pathways have been implicated in the regulation of genes that are
involved in the integrity of the cell wall (Ishiguro, 1998).

The S. pombe MAP kinase, Prnkl (containing 1116 amino acids), has about 65% amino acid
sequence identity with the S. cerevisiae cell wall integrity pathway protein Mpk1p (Sengar et
aI., 1997; Zaitsevskaya-Carter

and Cooper, 1997).

The Prnklp

also possesses a long

hydrophilic C-terminal region that may provide binding sites for other proteins, localisation
signals or sites for post-translational modification.

A novel MAP kinase phosphatase, Pmp 1,

has been identified that acts as a negative regulator of the MAP kinase Prnkl.

The Pkal

pathway also inhibits Prnkl activation and function.

The Mkh 1P is the MEKK of the Prnk 1 pathway and acts upstream of Prnk 1 to maintain cell
wall integrity (Sengar et al., 1997). The amino acid sequence of the putative catalytic domain
of Mkhl shows 54% identity to the Bcklp of S. cerevisiae, but there is no homology between
the N-terminal domains.

The Mkhl p is not involved in the regulation of cellular growth or

cell division during logarithmic growth under normal growth conditions, but this protein
provides an essential function when the cells are confronted with extreme hyperosmotie
conditions.

Deletions in Mkhl and Prnkl result in a defect in the normal response to stress,

including nutrient limitation, high temperature and hyperosmotie conditions.
result in abnormal morphological

These defects

changes in media of increased tonicity, low glucose

concentrations or at elevated temperatures (Zaitsevskaya-Carter

and Cooper, 1997). There is
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also a delay in the re-entry from stationary phase into the cell cycle; these mutants are
sensitive to ~-glucanase and are hypersensitive to high salt concentrations. The majority of
rapidly growing Pmk1-deleted cells fail to separate from each other after mitosis or meiosis
and the cells remain attached end-to-end for one to three generations through multiple
divisions (Fig. 8). It then starts to form short filaments that stay attached across the entire
division plate and non-axial growth can be observed. The septa are thicker than usual and fail
to lyse. A major consequence of these changes in the cell is inefficient mating by cells
lacking Pmk 1.

A

c

B

Fig. 8. The effects of mutations in the cell wall integrity pathway. (A) Arrows indicate split layers of
thickened septum in pmkl-delta cells. (B) Arrows indicate undigested portions of cell wall joining a
group of cells together. (C) Calcofluor staining of the cell wall of pmkl-delta/wisl-delta
cells. The
inset shows a negative image to illustrate the multiple septa found between these cells. Taken from
Zaitsevskaya-Carter and Cooper (1997).

Like the Styl pathway, the Pmk1 pathway is required for survival in hypertonic conditions
(Senger et al., 1997). These two pathways work together to induce osmotic response, but
whether these pathways act independently or are required simultaneously for activation of
specific genes, has not yet been determined. There are several differences between the Sty1
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and Pmkl pathways.

Wisl is the only activator of Styl, but Wis l does not activate Pmkl.

The overexpression

of Wis I causes mitotic initiation at reduced cell size whereas the

overexpression of Mkhl results in elongated cell shape. A Wisl deletion in a cell leads to a
G2-delay and concomitant cell elongation whereas Mkh I deletions result in round cell shape
under standard growth conditions and filamentous growth under hyperosmotie conditions.
Other defects in the Wis I pathway shows growth inhibition

at high temperatures

or

hyperosmotie conditions (0.8 M KCI), whereas defects in Mkhl path have no effect on cell
growth during high temperatures, but cell growth is inhibited by very high levels of salt
(> 1.2 M KCI).

Two other proteins that work independently of the Pmk I pathway have also been identified.
The Pckl and Pck2 proteins play an important role to ensure the integrity of the cell wall and
they share an overlapping essential function for cell viability (Kobori et al., 1994; Ishiguro,
1998).

Protoplasts with Pckl mutations reverted to intact cells in osmotic stable liquid

medium, whereas protoplasts with Pck2 mutations are not able to revert to intact cells (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. These photographs show the morphological characteristics of protoplast generation in the
wild type, delta-pekJand delta-pek2 S. pombe cells. Photos were taken after 13-hours of
regeneration. (A) phase contrast microscopic images, (B) Calcofluor staining, (C) actin staining
and (D) DAPI staining form wild type (1), delta-pekJ (2) and delta-pek2 (3) strains. Photographs
(A) and (B) are form the same fields, but are not the same fields as photographs (C) and (D).
Taken from Kobori et al. (1994).
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In the Pck2 mutants, no new cell wall material was formed and the actin was not reorganised.
These findings demonstrate that Pck2 plays a crucial role in cell wall synthesis and actin
organisation, whereas Pckl plays a minor role in protoplast regeneration.

4.4 Regulation of cellular activities through parallel pathways
4.4.1 Gluconate Ir-transport
Glucose limitation causes both a reduction in the activity of the cAMP-dependent

protein

kinase and a stimulation of the Styl MAPK pathway (Caspari, 1997). Cells of S. pornbe use
gluconic acid as a carbon and energy source only in the absence of glucose, therefore the
cAMP cascade is necessary to prevent premature onset of gluconate uptake.

The uptake of gluconate is mediated by a proton-motif-force driven transport protein (Caspari,
1997). The gluconate transport inducer-I gene (gtil +) encodes a novel protein of 720 amino
acids that promotes the onset of gluconate uptake upon glucose starvation but it is not a
transport protein itself. Upon glucose starvation, the MAP kinase pathway either activates
gtil" expression or it may stimulate Gti l activity. Proper onset of gluconate uptake requires
both a decrease in cAMP signalling and an increase in Sty I kinase activity, therefore gluconic
acid uptake increases dramatically in the absence of glucose, but is rapidly down regulated in
the presence of glucose.

Cells that do not contain a functional Styl pathway fail to use

gluconate from the environment during glucose starvation due to the rapid down-regulation in
gluconate uptake.

4.4.2 Regulation of the jbp 1 gene
The fbpï

gene encodes the enzyme fructose-Ló-bis-phosphatase

(Fbpl ) that is the main

regulator of the gluconeogenic pathway and is essential for the utilisation of glycerol as the
sole carbon source (Vassarotti and Friesen, 1985; Hoffman and Winston, 1990; Hoffman and
Winston, 1991; Nocero et al., 1994).

When there is enough 'food',

e.g. high levels of

glucose, there is a high concentration

of intracellular cAMP in the cell.

Under these

conditions, there is a decrease in fop I + expression since it is not required for gluconeogenesis.
When the glucose concentrations

are low, the cell needs to generate glucose from other

metabolites

is initiated.

and gluconeogenesis

transcriptional induction oi fbp;

+

This nutritional

starvation

leads to the

due to the reduction in Pkal activity, which is mediated by
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a low cAMP signal.

There is a definite link between the Wis1 pathway and the cAMP-

dependent signalling pathway during the regulation of the fop 1 gene (Takeda et al., 1995;
Stettler et al., 1996). The expression of fop 1+ upon starvation is mediated by Atfl and also
requires an intact stress-responsive MAPK pathway.

Thus, both the cAMP pathway and the

stress-responsive pathway regulate Fbp1 in an antagonistic way.

4.4.3 Trehalose metabolism
Trehalose is a non-reducing disaccharide (a-D-glucopyranosyl-(

1-1)-a-D-glucopyranoside)

that contains two glucose units linked by e-I ,I linkage (Cabib and Leloir, 1958). Trehalose is
present in the cytosol and acts as a carbon and energy reserve and it protects the cell against
physical

stresses.

Trehalose-6-phosphate

(Tps 1) is required

for the first step in the

biosynthesis of trehalose (Fernandez et al., 1997). The Tps1p transfers the glucosyl residue
of uridine diphosphate glucose (UDPG) to glucose-6-phosphate
phosphate (T6P).

Trehalose-6-phosphate

group to produce trehalose.

(G6P) to yield trehalose-6-

phosphatase (Tpp1) then cleaves the phosphate

The neutral trehalase, encoded by the S. pombe ntp 1 gene,

IS

responsible for the hydrolysis of trehalose.

Under multiple stresses (heat shock, freezing, dehydration, osmotic stress and toxic levels of
ethanol) trehalose accumulates in the cell due to its protective function during physical
stresses (De Virgilio et al., 1990; Soto et al., 1999). The expression of tps1 + and ntp1 + are
enhanced during several stress conditions and for this reason the two proteins are considered
as stress proteins.

Trehalose plays a very important role in stabilising proteins during heat

shock conditions, but may interfere with the refolding of the specific protein afterwards
(Singer et al., 1998). A rapid hydrolysis of trehalose during the recovery period is necessary,
and for this reason both Tps 1 and neutral trehalase are induced during stress conditions (Soto
et al., 1997). Neutral trehalase functions as a negative control mechanism to prevent cells
from exceeding a certain trehalose level.

Trehalose can also playa role in osmotolerance, but glycerol appears to be the main osmolyte
accumulated

in salt-stressed

cells.

When cells were exposed

to high environmental

osmolarity such as high concentrations ofNaCI, sorbitol or glycerol, there is an increase in the
ntp1 gene expression due to the activation of the Styl pathway (Fernandez et. al., 1997). The
Styl pathway, as well as a Styl-independent

mechanism, also increases the expression of the
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tps l gene under these conditions.

The initial stimulus for the increase in the metabolism of

trehalose is still unknown, but it is possible that the cells either recognise a decrease in water
activity or sense an osmotic pressure across the cell membrane.

There is no interaction between the Styl pathway and the Pkal pathway during osmotic
stress. The Pkal pathway activates trehalase after exposure to high concentrations of glucose
and nutrients, but this activation is not due to osmotic stress, but mainly to a nutritional or
cAMP effect. The Sckl pathway that acts independently and in parallel to the Pkal pathway,
also plays a role in the activation of trehalase when high glucose or nutrient concentrations are
present (Soto et al., 1997).

Under hyperthermic conditions there is also a sharp increase in the activity of Tps 1 and Ntp 1.
As in the case with osmotic stress conditions, tpsi

+

is positively regulated by the Styl

pathway during these conditions (Degols et al., 1996). Pyp 1, the major tyrosine phosphatase
that dephosphorylates and inactivates Styl, is inhibited and cannot interact with Styl and this
leads to strong activation of Styl (Nguyen and Shiozaki, 1999; Shiozaki et al., 1998). A
mechanism that acts independent of the Sty 1 pathway also plays an important role in the
regulation of tps 1". When the cells are relieved from the heat shock the activity of both Tps 1
and Ntpl remains more or less constant. The Pkal and the Scki pathways have no effect on
the regulation of trehalose metabolism under heat shock conditions, but the Pkal pathway
does have an effect on the thermotolerance

of the cell in a way that is independent of the

trehalose metabolism (Kronstad et al., 1998).

4.4.4 Catalase activity
As discussed in section 3.3, chemically reactive agents (ROS) such as superoxide, hydrogen
peroxide and hydroxy radicals are the most common destructive agents in living organisms
(Nakagawa et al., 1998). These agents are not only present in the environment, but are also
generated as bypro ducts of respiration.

All living organisms have evolved a wide range of

mechanisms to protect themselves against reactive oxygen species. Cells can reduce reactive
oxygen species by low molecular weight compounds, decomposition of the reactive oxygen
species by different kinds of enzymes and repair or degradation of the molecules that are
damaged by the agents.
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Catalase is a potent free-radical scavenger and plays an important role in the protection of
cells against oxidant injuries.
superoxide,

hydrogen

When S. pombe cells are exposed to low concentrations of

peroxide or hydroxy radicals, their catalase activity is induced

(Nakagawa et aI., 1998). This induction is due to the regulation of the Styl pathway, since
the transcription factor Aftl regulates the expression of the catalase gene in S. pombe under
these oxidative stress conditions.

Two discrete elements in the catalase gene promoter are

involved in the induction of the catalase gene by hydrogen peroxide (H202) (Fig. lOA). The
Atfl binding site (element B) is situated between nucleotide -57 and -50 and element A is
present between nucleotide -111 and -89 of the catalase gene.

A

B

c

D

Fig.10. The regulation of the catalase gene through element A and element B present in the promoter
region (Nakagawa et al.• 1997). (A) Wild type promoter with intact element A and B. (B) No
transcription of the catalase gene caused by deletion of element A and a mutation in a protein of the
Styl pathway. (C) Transcription occurs when element A is intact although there is a mutation in the
Styl pathway (D) or when the Styl pathway is intact but element A is deleted.
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When element A is deleted and there is a mutation in one of the Sty 1 pathway proteins, there
is no transcription of the catalase gene (Fig. lOB). Transcription of the catalase gene occurs
when element A is intact although there is a mutation in the Styl pathway (Fig. IOC) and
even when the Styl pathway is intact but element A is deleted, catalase is still present in the
cell (Fig. 10D).

The Atfl binding site is the target of the general stress response signal

through the Styl MAP kinase pathway. Element A plays an important role in both the basal
and hydrogen peroxide induced expression of the catalase gene, independently of the Sty 1
cascade.

4.4.5 Glycerol metabolism
In S. pombe, glycerol appears to be the main compatible solute that is accumulated inside the
cells in response to high osmolarity to maintain osmotic homeostasis (Aiba et aI., 1995,
1998). Glycerol is synthesised from the glycolytic intermediate dihydroxyacetone phosphate
in two steps that are catalysed by a NADH-dependent
and a phosphatase. Glycerol-3-phosphate

glycerol-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase

dehydrogenase is an osmo-inducible enzyme and is

encoded by the gpdl gene. This enzyme is responsible for the osmoregulation in S. pombe
and the Styl pathway is critically involved in the regulation of the gpdl gene. Cells that do
not contain Atfl and Wis 1, almost have a complete loss in gpdl gene expression.

Three potential Atfl binding sites are evident at nucleotides -420 to -413 (TTACGTAA), -371
to -364 (TGACGTTT), and -324 to -317 (TTACGTCA), relative to the translation initiation
codon (Wilkinson et al., 1996). Atfl can thus bind to sequences upstream of the gpdl gene
transcriptional start site to regulate gene expression by direct binding of Atfl to the promoter
region.

4.4.6 Gene expression necessary for meiosis initiation
Ste 11 is the key-transcription

factor that promotes the onset of sexual development.

It is a

DNA binding protein that belongs to the high mobility group (HMG) family and binds to a
ten base pair T-rich motif called a TR-box (TTTCTTTGTT) (Sugimoto et aI., 1991). Up to
five TR-boxes are present in the 5' upstream region of genes required for sexual development.
Expression of a number of genes that are required for conjugation and meiosis, including the
mating type genes and the mei2 gene, is dependent on the binding of Stell to the TR-boxes
(Kato et al., 1996).
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There are at least two pathways downstream of PkaI, one leading to gluconeogenesis and the
other to sexual development

(Davey, 1998) (Fig. 7).

The stress-activated

MAP kinase

cascade as well as a number of nutrient-sensitive compounds influence the expression of the
ste 11 gene. The Pkal pathway appears to be the main regulator of cAMP-mediated inhibition
of sexual development.

The expression of the ste 11 gene is negatively regulated by the

cAMP-dependent protein kinases Pkal and SckI, but positively regulated by the Atfl-Pcrl
transcription factor activated by the Styl pathway.

Nutrient starvation activates the Styl kinase and this activation causes an induced expression
of the stell

gene through the transcription factors Atfl and Perl (Takeda et al., 1995;

Shiozaki and Russell, 1996)..

Five putative ATF-like binding sites are present within an

important region of the ste 11 promoter.

These sites are located between positions -1519 and

-1512, -1500 and -1493, -465 and -1458, -1247 and -1240, as well as -1130 and -1122. All of
these sites contain the central core ACOT motif which is invariant in binding sites preferred
by different ATF JCREB proteins (Takeda et al., 1995). These sites indicate a direct binding of
Atfl to the ste 11 promoter region.

In S cerevisiae, the Mpki MAPK cascade is important in maintaining the integrity of the cell
wall during mitotic growth and the same pathway could play a role in its degradation just
prior to conjunction (Buehrer and Errede, 1997; Zaitsevskaya-Carter

and Cooper, 1997).

Activation of the Mpki pathway is essential for cell viability during shmoo formation in
response to pheromone stimulation.

After shmoo formation, Mpklp is inactivated to allow

the breakdown of the cell wall before fusion can take place.

It is possible that the Pmki

pathway plays more or less a similar role in S. pombe due to the homology between the Mpki
pathway and the Pmki pathway.

4.5 The nucleus retention ofS. pombe MAPK cascade
The components of the Sty 1 MAPK cascade are activated in the cytoplasm.

This results in

the activation of the transcription factors that are necessary for the nuclear transcription of
genes that are important for cell viability during stress conditions.

The specific mechanisms

that promote nuclear accumulation of Sty 1, control the duration of Sty 1 nuclear localisation or
finally determine export of Styl back to the cytoplasm are largely unknown.

Wilkinson and
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Millar (1998) compiled a speculative model for the activation of genes by the Sty 1 MAP
kinase under stress conditions (Fig. 11).

The Wis 1p is permanently located in the cytoplasm, whereas the transcription factor Atfl is
found exclusively in the nucleus during stress and normal growth conditions (Fig. II) (Gaits
et al., 1998; Wilkinson and Millar, 1998).

During stress conditions, the activated Wis 1

phosphorylates Styl on Thr-I71 and Tyr-I73 and this phosphorylation seems crucial for the
nuclear localisation of Styl.

It is possible that this phosphorylation stabilises the interaction

of Sty 1 with a nuclear anchor protein.

The rapid nuclear import of activated Sty 1 is the

primary mechanism by which the stress signal is transmitted from the cytoplasm to the
nucleus. Under normal growth conditions, the transcription factor Papl is usually present in
the cytoplasm due to the presence of a nuclear export signal (NES) in its N-terminal region
(Toone et al., 1998). The NES associates with the nuclear export receptor (Crm l/Exportin) in
the nucleus and is then transported out of the nucleus.

Regulated localisation of Pap 1

therefore appears to be mediated at the level of nuclear export rather than import. Oxidative
stress conditions induce a conformational change of Pap l and it can no longer bind Crm l.
Pap 1 is now able to physically associates with the double phosphorylated

Sty 1 in the

cytoplasm and this association induces Papl nuclear entry. Styl would now be redirected to
Pap l-dependent promoters and causes the induction of a distinct set of genes, including trx2 +,
trrl

+,

eft I +, hba2+, pmdi

+

and aptl ".

When the cell is exposed to osmotic stress conditions, the double phosphorylated Styl enters
the nucleus, possibly as a result of binding to a nuclear import protein (Fig. 11) (Wilkinson
and Millar, 1998). In the nucleus it phosphorylates, thus activates, the transcription factor
Atfl to induce transcription of a set of Atfl-dependent

genes such as pypI", tpsi

+,

czrl

+

and

gpdl ". Since the nuclear retention of Atfl is dependent on its heterodimeric association with
the b-Zip transcription factor Perl (Shiozaki and Russell, 1996; Gaits et al., 1998), Pcrlp is
important for the regulation of Atfl-dependent

gene expression.

When the stress conditions are relieved, Papl re-associates with Crml for its nuclear export
and it remains in the cytoplasm due to the erml/NES

association, waiting for its next

oxidative stress activation (Fig. 11) (Gaits et al., 1998; Wilkinson and Millar, 1998). The
Crm lp functions as a negative regulator of Pap I activity since Crm l is a nuclear export factor
of Pap I (Toda et aI., 1992; Shimanuki et al., 1995). It is not yet clear what causes the nuclear
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export of Styl after the stress condition.

It is possible that dephosphorylation

of Styl by

cytoplasmic phosphatases (Pypl and Pyp2) may increase the export of Styl from the nucleus.
It is also possible that nuclear phosphatases inactivate Styl in the nucleus, after which Styl
dissociates from Atfl.

Unphosphorylated

Sty I is now unable to continue its nuclear

retention, and for this reason the disassociation of Styl from Atfl helps with the export of
Sty I from the nucleus.
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Fig. II. A speculative model for the nuclear import and export of proteins of the Styl MAP kinase that are involved in gene expression in S. pombe
(Wilkinson and Millar, 1998; Shiozaki and Russel, 1996).
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Regulated Expression of the
Schizosaccharomyces pombe Malic Enzyme Gene
Marizeth van der Merwe and Marinda Viljoen
Department of Microbiology, University of Stell enbosch, Private Bag Xl, Matieland 7602, South Africa

The transcriptional

regulation

of the mae2 gene encoding

the S. pombe NAD-

dependent

malic enzyme was studied to elucidate the mechanisms

regulation

and the physiological

yeast.

Northern

importance

involved in its

of L-malate degradation

in fission

and western analyses and malic enzyme assays showed that the

levels of mae2 transcription

and enzyme activity increased when cells were grown

in increased glucose concentrations

or under anaerobic

conditions. The promoter

region of the mae2 gene contains

two positive cis-acting

elements,

VASI and

VAS2, which showed homology with the binding sites for the cAMP-dependent
transcription

factors ADRI, AP-2 and ATF/CREB.

The involvement

of these

elements, as well as three negative cis-acting elements, VRSI, VRS2 and VRS3, in
the

regulated

investigated.

expression
Plasmids

transformed

of mae2

containing

into S. pombe strains

stress-activated

mutations

of

expression
S. pombe,

various

pathways.

growth

in these promoter

with mutations

signal transduction

link between the induced

under

conditions

elements were

in the cAMP-dependent

The results indicated

pathway

whereas

the

cAMP-dependent

apparently

does not playa role in the regulation of the mae2 gene.

or

a possible

of the mae2 gene and the general

activated

was

stress

pathway

INTRODUCTION
L-Malate is a a-hydroxyl C4 dicarboxylic acid that serves as an intermediate of the
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and plays an important role in the metabolism of C3 and
C4 compounds in different subcellular compartments (Fraenkel, 1982).

The fission

yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe contains a cytoplasmic malic enzyme that catalyses
the oxidative decarboxylation of L-malate to pyruvate and CO2 in the presence of the
cofactors NAD+ and Mn2+. The pyruvate produced in this reaction can be further
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metabolised and used for amino acid synthesis or other biosynthetic pathways.

Under

anaerobic conditions, the pyruvate is further metabolised to ethanol and CO2 (Mayer
and Temperli, 1963).

Yeast species differ remarkably in their ability to utilise and degrade t.-malate. Malate
enters Saccharomyces cerevisiae through simple diffusion, whereas S. pombe contains
a malate permease for the active uptake of extracellular malate. Two different systems
for the transport of malate were described for Candida utilis: a proton-syrnporter for
the uptake of the ionised form of L-malate and facilitated
undissociated

form (Cássio and Leao,

1991, 1993).

diffusion

for the

Strains of S. pombe

and

S. cerevisiae are unable to grow on malate as the sole source of carbon and require
glucose or other carbon sources to provide energy to the cell (Osothsilp and Subden,
1986b). In contrast, cells of C. utilis can grow on malate as the sole carbon source, but
malate degradation in C. utilis is glucose repressed and subject to malate induction.
Furthermore, the malic enzyme of S. pombe has a significantly higher substrate affinity
(Km = 3.2 mM) for malate than the malic enzyme of S. cerevisiae (Km = 50 mM)
(Fuck et al., 1973; Temperli et al., 1965). The malic enzyme gene of S. cerevisiae
contains a putative mitochondrial targeting signal which suggests that this enzyme
functions predominantly in the mitochondria.

DNA sequence analyses of the S. pombe

mae2 gene (Viljoen et al., 1999) did not reveal a mitochondrial

targeting signal,

suggesting a cytoplasmic localization for the enzyme.

The

different

mechanisms

compartmentalisation

for

the

uptake

of

malate

and

the

subcellular

of the malic enzymes from S. pombe and S. cerevisiae suggest

that different regulatory mechanisms are present in these two yeast species.

The

purified malic enzyme of S. pombe consists of two identical subunits of 60 kDa with a
total molecular weight of 130 kDa (Osothsilp, 1987). The mae2 gene open reading
frame of 1695 nucleotides encodes a 565 amino acid polypeptide (Viljoen et al., 1994).
Analysis of the amino acid sequence of the S. pombe malic enzyme showed a high
degree of homology with malic enzymes from several prokaryotic and eukaryotic
malic enzymes (Viljoen et al., 1994) and eight highly conserved
identified.

regions were

Some of these conserved regions are putative binding sites for t-malate,

divalent cations and the co factors NAD+ and/or NADP+ (Rothermel and Nelson, 1989;
Borsch and Westhoff, 1990; Hsu et al., 1992; Kulkarni et al., 1993).

The highly
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conserved glycine residue at position 444 (Gly-444) in the S. pombe malic enzyme was
shown to be important for the activity of the enzyme.

Mutation of this residue to an

aspartate residue resulted in the complete inactivation of the malic enzyme (Viljoen et
al., 1998).

A study on the transcriptional regulation of the mae2 gene showed an increase in the
expression of the gene when cells were grown under anaerobic conditions or on 8%
glucose (Viljoen et al., 1999). This is in contrast to the regulation reported for the
malic enzymes of E. coli (Murai et al., 1972) and C. utilis (Cássio and Leao, 1991;
1993) that are both subject to glucose repression.

Several putative cis-acting

regulatory elements, including upstream activator sequences (UAS) and upstream
repressor sequences (URS), were identified in the mae2 promoter (Viljoen et al.,
1999).

Promoter analysis also indicated the presence of a putative TA TA box at

nucleotide

(nt) -88 (TT ATIT AAAA)

that was shown to be indispensable

for

transcription of the mae2 gene (Viljoen et al., 1999).

In the mae2 promoter, the UAS 1 located at nt -359 has homology with the ADRI
binding site (TCCCCT) and an AP-2 binding site (CCCCTGG) (Viljoen et al., 1999).
The Adr 1p of S. cerevisiae mediates transcriptional regulation of several genes such as
activation of the ADH2 in response to cAMP and is inactivated in high levels of
glucose due to phosphorylation
1989).

by a cAMP-dependent

protein kinase (Cherry et al.,

The AP-2 factor was shown to be necessary for regulation of the cAMP-

inducible transcription

of the mammalian NAD(P)H:quinone

oxidoreductase I gene

(Xie and Jaiswal, 1996). Overlapping with the ADRI and AP-2 sites, is a TGGCA
sequence at nt -354 that represents a binding site for the nuclear factor 1 (NF1)-like
protein that is involved in transcriptional regulation in higher eukaryotes (Rupp et al.,
1990; Singh and Ntambi, 1998).

The UAS2 element at nt -175 is a very strong

activator sequence that is required for transcription of the mae2 gene (Viljoen et al.,
1999). It shows homology to a putative cAMP response element (CRE) that serves as
a binding site for the ATF/CREB

(activating transcription

factor/cAMP response

element binding protein) in mammalian cells (Hai et al., 1989).

The ATF/CREB

interacts with cAMP-inducible promoters by binding as a dimer to the CRE (Berkowitz
and Gilman, 1990; Hai et al., 1989) and stimulating expression of cAMP-inducible
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genes in response to an activated protein kinase A (PKA) (Lin and Green, 1988;
Berkowitz and Gilman, 1990; Lamph et al., 1990).

Three negative cis-acting elements in the mae2 promoter, URS 1 (TCATTCA TT),
URS2 (AAAATTGCGAG)

and URS3 (TGGGCTAAT),

-202 and -86, respectively (Viljoen et al., 1999).

were identified at nt -244,

These three elements appear to

function co-operatively to exert negative regulation of the mae2 gene.

Sequences

homologous to URS 1 and URS2 were also found in the promoter region of the malate
permease gene, mae1 (Grobler et al., 1995), suggesting possible co-regulation
pathway-specific
mammalian

enzymes

in S. pombe.

The URS3

SpI and Sp3 binding sites.

sequence

The mammalian

resembles

of
the

SpI protein promotes

induction of gene expression by binding to multiple GC boxes in promoter regions
(Mitchell et al., 1987), whereas binding of the Sp3 protein to the Sp3 element (a GC/GT
box) caused transcriptional repression of the human transcobalamin II gene (Li et al.,
1998).

The role of the general stress response (Styl) and the cAMP-dependent (Pkal) pathways
in the expression

of several S. pombe

(Hoffman and Winston,

genes have previously

been demonstrated

1991; Shiozaki and Russell, 1996; Wilkinson et al., 1996;

Kronstad et al., 1998). Both pathways play an important role in the survival of the cell
under environmental

stress conditions.

The presence of several putative cAMP-

dependent elements in the S. pombe mae2 promoter region suggested the possibility of
cAMP-dependent

and/or stress-regulated expression of the mae2 gene in 8% glucose

concentrations or under anaerobic conditions.

One of the initial aims of this study was to investigate the regulation of the malic
enzymes of S. cerevisiae, C. utilis and S. pombe to better understand the role of this
enzyme in yeast.

Expression of the malic enzyme in these three species was studied

under different growth conditions using various assay methods. Further investigation of
the role of the UASl, UAS2 and URSl, 2, 3 elements in the induced response of the

S. pombe mae2 gene to fermentative conditions was done using plasmids containing
mae2 promoter-LacZ fusions with mutations in the respective elements. These plasmids
were used to study the expression of the mae2 gene in S. pombe strains defective in
either the stress-response or the cAMP-dependent pathway.

Expression of the various
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constructs was determined after growth on different glucose concentrations,

under

osmotic stress as well as anaerobic conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Strains, plasmids and media
All strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 1. A partial restriction
enzyme map and the various mutated elements in the reporter plasmids are shown in

Fig.T,

Cultures of the various S. pombe, S. cerevisiae and C. utilis strains were grown

at 30°C on

se=

medium (0.17% yeast nitrogen base without amino acids and

ammonium sulphate [Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI], 0.5% (NH4)2S04 and amino
acids supplements),
sources

supplemented

and concentrations

experiments.

with leucine when required.

thereof

were

used as indicated

Different carbon
for the different

For plasmid isolations, E. coli cells were grown in Luria Broth at 37°C

with 200 mg/l ampicillin.

RNA isolation
Total RNA was isolated

from S. cerevisiae

and S. pombe KS1479

cells grown

overnight to A600 of 0.9 in 50 ml and 10 ml SC medium, respectively,

with

0.5% glucose, 2% glucose, 8% glucose, 30% glucose or 2% raffinose as carbon source.
To mimic anaerobic conditions, SC medium containing 2% glucose was sealed with
mineral oil and incubated without shaking. Small amounts of total RNA were isolated
with the Fast RNA Kit-Red (BIO 101, Vista, CA) according to the manufacturer's
instructions.

For large quantities of intact total RNA, glass beads were used as

described by Moreno et al. (1991).

Northern analysis
Samples of 10 ug total RNA from S. pombe KS 1479 and 40 ug from S. cerevisiae were
loaded on 0.8% formaldehyde agarose gels and subjected to electrophoresis (Ausubel
et al., 1994). The RNA was transferred to Nylon membranes (MSI, Westboro, MA)
and detection was carried out with the DIG detection kit (Boeringer Mannheim,
Germany) or with

32P-Iabelled

fragments using end labelling.

The DIG labelling was

done with a DIG labelled S. pombe mae2 fragment (bp 285 to bp 775). The [a]32p_
dATP labelling was done with a 510 bp Bgm-EcoRV

fragment of the S. pombe mae2
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gene and a 1.2 kb Cia! fragment of the S. cerevisiae ACTl gene.

Since the ACTl

transcript could not be detected in S. pombe cells, the RNA was visualised on a 0.8%
ethidium bromide agarose gel to confirm that equal concentrations of total RNA were
used for the northern analysis (Aib et al., 1995).

Table 1. Strains and plasmids used in this study
Genotype/Description

Reference

Strains
E. coli DH5a

f'/endAl hsdR17(rK-m/) supE44 thi-I recAI
gyrA (Nat") relAI 6(lacZYA-argF)u/69
(m801IacZ6MI5)

S. cerevisiae
YPH259

a ura3-52, lys2-80 1amber, ade2-1 0 I ochre,
his3 6200, leu2-61

C. utilis

ATCC 9950T

S. pombe mael'

972 h- leul-32 mael: LH67

Osothsilp and Subden, 1986a

S. pombe KS 1479

h-leul-32

*

S. pombe SPB76

h+ leul-32 ade5-M210 cgsl::ura4+ ura4-Dl8

S. pombe CHP453

h-leul-32

S. pombe TP 108

h-leul-32papl::ura4+

S. pombe TP367

h-leul-32

S. pombe EDI0I0

h+ leul-32 wisl::hisl+ hisl-l02

* Stettler

pMZl

pRS315 backbone
fused to lacZ

Myers et al., 1986;
Viljoen et al., 1999

pMZ89

pMZ 1 with mutated VRS 1, VRS2 and VRS3

Viljoen et al., 1999

pMZ88

pMZlwith mutated VASI

(ADRIIAP-2)

Viljoen et al., 1999

pMZ291

pMZl with mutated VAS2

(ATf/CREB)

Viljoen et al., 1999

aifl:HA6his::ura4+ ura4-Dl8

his7-366 pkal::ura4+ ura4-Dl8
ura4-Dl8

adeë aifl::ura4+ his7-366 ura4-D18

Sikorski and Hieter, 1992

*
* Jin

et al., 1995

*
*
et al., 1996

Plasm ids

*

with native mae2 promotor

cultures and genotypes were kindly provided by C.S. Hoffman.
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A
PvuIl0425

Pvull 8986

pMZl

ApaI8761

Pvul2974

XhoI8420

11 556 bp

Pvull 8084

~_--PvuI6853
PvuI6400
EcoRV 6185
HpaI6122
Pvu15920

ClaI4650
XhoI4768
Sail 4862

B
UASl

-359

-298

ADRl/AP-2
TGGCA

CCAAT

URSl

URS2 URS3 UAS2

-244

-202 -186 -175
SpIt CRE
Sp3

-251

ADRI

-102 -88
CRE TATA

pMZ89
Fig. 1. (A) Partial restriction enzyme map of the reporter plasmid (pMZ 1) that was used in this study
(Myers et al., 1986; Viljoen et al., 1999). (B) The mae2 promoter region with the respective putative
cis-acting elements (pMZl). Mutations in the UASl (pMZ88) or UAS2 element (pMZ291) or the triple
mutation in the DRS1, DRS2, DRS3 elements (pMZ89) were introduced upstream of the LacZ reporter
gene (Viljoen et al., 1999).
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Protein isolation, malic enzyme activity assays and western blot analysis
Total cellular proteins

were isolated

(Osothsilp

and Subden,

1986a, b) from

S. pombe KS1479 and S. cerevisiae grown overnight in 50 ml and 100 ml SC medium,
respectively,

to A600 of 0.9.

The media contained

0.5% glucose,

2% glucose,

8% glucose, 30% glucose, 2% raffinose or 8% raffinose as carbon source, and one
2% glucose culture was sealed with mineral oil and incubated without shaking to
mimic

anaerobic

conditions.

Strain S. pombe KS 1479 was also inoculated

SC medium with 30% raffinose or 2% glycerol/ethanol
growth was detected.

in

as carbon source, but no

Total proteins were also isolated from S. pombe mae'I' after

growth on 2% glucose to determine the malic enzyme activity in the mutant strain. For
C. utilis, total cellular proteins were isolated after growth on SC medium containing
0.5% glucose

with/without

0.2% malate,

2% glucose

with/without

0.2% malate,

8% glucose, 2% raffinose, 2% malate and under anaerobic conditions with 2% glucose.

The respective protein extracts were used for malic enzyme assays as described by
Osothsilp and Subden (1986a) with some modifications.

Different concentrations of

malate (5 mM or 7 mM), NAD+ (0.133 mM, 0.3 mM or 0.5 mM) and Mn2+ (0.33 mM,
0.5 mM or 0.6 mM) were used to optimise the malic enzyme assays for the various
yeast species. Protein concentrations were determined by Bradford assays (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA) and the enzyme activities are given as umoles of NADH produced per
minute per mg of protein (Osothsilp and Subden, 1986a).

For

western

analysis,

40!-lg

of

total

protein

extracts

from

C. utilis

and

S. pombe KS1479 cells and 160!-lg from S. cerevisiae were loaded on a 12% SDSPAGE gel and subjected to electrophoresis (Ausubel et al., 1994). Detection of the
malic enzyme protein were done with anti-Mae2 polyclonal antibodies (Volschenk et
al., 1997) active against the Mae2p of S. pombe using the Boehringer Mannheim
Chemiluminescence Western Blotting Kit (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany).

Plasmid isolation and transformation
Standard procedures (Ausubel et al., 1994) were used for the isolation of plasmid DNA
from E. coli cells.
lithium

Competent cells of the S. pombe strains were prepared with the

acetate procedure

(Moreno

et al.,

1991), but electroporation

(BioRad

Electroporator at l.5 kV, 200 Ohms and 25 uF) had to be used for the transformation
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of S. pornbe strains TP367 and EDlOlO. The S. pombe maeT strain was transformed
with only pMZl whereas all the other S. porn be strains were transformed with plasmids
pMZ1, pMZ88, pMZ291 and pMZ89.

Transformants were selected on SC1eu agar

plates after four days of incubation at 30°C.

~Galactosidase
The transformed

assays

S. pombe strains were cultured in 10 ml SC1eu medium with

0.5% glucose, 2% glucose, 8% glucose, 30% glucose, 2% raffinose or 8% raffinose as
carbon source.

Assays on the wild type strain (KS 1479) transformed with the wild

type plasmid (PMZ1) were also done after growth on 0.5% glucose, 2% glucose or
8% glucose media,

all supplemented

transformed with pMZl

with 0.2% malate.

S. pombe

mae'E cells

were assayed after growth on 0.5% glucose, 2% glucose,

8% glucose and under anaerobic conditions. Growth in 1.2 M sorbitol or 0.8 M KCI
was used to induce osmotic shock and anaerobic conditions
2% glucose with mineral oil and incubation without shaking.

were simulated

in

Cultures were grown to

A600 of 0.80 to 0.99 and p-galactosidase assays were done in duplicate on at least three
transformants from two or more different transformation sets and the p-galactosidase
activities are measured in Millar units (Viljoen et al., 1999).
Statistical data analysis of ~galactosidase

assays

A comprehensive data set for the results from the p-galactosidase assays of the yeast
transformants is given in the Appendix.

The STATISTICA (1998 Ed.) Mixed Model

ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) technique for unbalanced data, in this case using log
assay values, was used to obtain means, standard errors and confidence intervals (95%)
for different combinations

of main effects (yeast, plasmids and conditions).

The

Appendix includes an analysis of variance, ANOVA table, raw means and standard
deviations (st. dev.) of replicates of assayed combinations, means and standard errors
of log transformed assay values, as well as mean log graphs for each transformed yeast
strain under different growth conditions.

The coefficient of variation of replicate

assays (cv = standard deviation/mean) was calculated for each combination.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Expression of the S. cerevisiae and C. utilis malic enzymes under various growth
conditions
Western analyses showed that the concentration

of the malic enzyme protein in

S. cerevisiae was very low and that the enzyme could only be detected when 160 ug
total protein extract was used. The results showed that equal amounts of malic enzyme
protein were present after growth under the different conditions (Fig. 2). This indicates
that the protein is constitutively expressed in S. cerevisiae and its regulation is not
dependent

on the specific

growth conditions,

i.e. carbon

source or anaerobic

conditions.

Fig. 2. Western blot analysis of the malic enzyme of S. cerevisiae with anti-Mae2 antibodies
using 160 ug total protein isolated from cells grown under various conditions.

Similar to that observed with the western analysis, the malic enzyme assays on
S. cerevisiae protein extracts (Table 2) showed equal levels of activity for the different
growth conditions.

Since the malic enzyme of S. cerevisiae showed very low activity

using the S. pombe assay method, the assay was optimised for S. cerevisiae using
5 mM malate, 0.5 mM NAD+ and 0.5 mM Mn2+. The low Km for the S. cerevisiae
malic enzyme (50 mM) suggests that a higher concentration

malate may further

enhanced the enzymatic activity.

No signal was obtained for the northern blot of S. cerevisiae total RNA probed with the
mae2 fragment of S. pombe, indicative of insufficient homology between the malic
enzyme gene of S. pombe and that of S. cerevisiae.

It is therefore recommended that a
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fragment of the malic enzyme gene of S. cerevisiae should be used as probe for future
northern studies.

Table 2. Malic enzyme activity of S. cerevisiae cells grown in different growth conditions.
Values given are the average of four sets with the standard deviation given in brackets.
Growth condition

Enzyme activity
(umoles NADH produced/mg protein.min)

0.5%glucose

0.11 (13%)

2% glucose

0.16 (6%)

8% glucose

0.11 (13%)

30% glucose

0.12 (11%)

2% glucose (anaerobic)

0.21 (6%)

2% raffinose

0.13 (5%)

8% raffinose

0.15 (10%)

Northern analysis could also not done on C. utilis cells since the malic enzyme gene of
C. utilis was not yet cloned and no signal could be obtained with the S. pombe probe.
Some difficulty was experienced with the western analysis on C. utilis cells due to a
high level of non-specific binding of the polyclonal antibody active against the Mae2
of S. pombe (Fig. 3).
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Fig.3. Western blot analysis of the malic enzyme of C. utilis using total protein isolated from
cells grown in various growth conditions.
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The malic enzyme assays on C. utilis using the standard S. pombe protocol also proved
to be troublesome; seven replicates of the assay could not ensure a low standard
deviation.

The protocol was optimised and the malic enzyme assay results obtained

with 5 mM malate, 0.3 mM NAD+ and 0.6 mM Mn2+ are shown in Table 3. There was
a drastic increase in the activity of the malic enzyme after growth in the presence of
glucose with 0.2% malate or when 2% malate was used as sole carbon source.

This

confirms previous reports (Cássio and Leao, 1991) that the malic enzyme of C. utilis is
induced by malate. Furthermore, the results obtained with 0.5% glucose, 2% glucose
and 8% glucose in the absence of malate, clearly shows that the C. utilis malic enzyme
activity is subject to glucose repression.

Table 3. Malic enzyme activity of C. utilis grown in different growth conditions.
given are the average of seven sets with the standard deviation given in brackets.
Growth conditions

Values

Enzyme activity
(umoles NADH produced/mg

0.5% glucose

3.1 (17%)

0.5% glucose with 0.2% malate

14.2 (20%)

2% glucose

1.8 (15%)

2% glucose with 0.2% malate

15.6 (18%)

8% glucose

0.1 (16%)

2% glucose (anaerobic)

3.2 (10%)

2% rafffinose

2.9 (8%)

protein.min)

18.2 (17%)

2% Malate

The results shown here clearly indicate that little regulation
expression of the S. cerevisiae malic enzyme.

is exerted on the

Although C. utilis showed promising

results, a proper study on the regulation of the malic enzyme of C. utilis would require
cloning of the corresponding gene and the isolation of antibodies active against its own
malic enzyme protein

It was therefore decided to concentrate on the regulation of the

S. pombe malic enzyme gene under different growth conditions by studying the
function of various cis-acting elements and trans-acting factors on the expression of
the mae2 gene.
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Increased S. pombe mae2 transcription and translation under fermentative
conditions
Since very low concentrations and slightly degraded RNA were obtained with the Fast
RNA kit, all subsequent RNA isolations were done with the glass bead method that
produced very high concentrations of intact RNA.
initially done using DIG-labelled

The northern blot analyses were

mae2 fragments, but since no signal could be

obtained, radioactive 32P-Iabelled probes were used to detect mae2 transcripts.

The

ACT! gene of S. cerevisiae was used as an internal quantification standard, but act1
transcripts of S. pombe could not be detected.

An ethidium bromide agarose gel

(Fig. 4A) was subsequently used to confirm that equal amounts of RNA were used for
the northern analysis (Aib et al. 1995). Alternative probes that could be used in future
work include the S. pombe ede2, ura4 and leu 1 genes.

Northern analysis showed a variation in the mae2 mRNA levels when S. pombe cells
were grown on different

glucose concentrations

or under anaerobic

conditions

(Fig. 4B). Only low levels of mRNA could be detected on 0.5% glucose, with slightly
higher levels for cells grown on 2% raffinose, 2% glucose and 8% glucose. However,
the levels of mae2 expression was increased approximately 4-fold when grown on
30% glucose and 3-fold when grown anaerobically on 2% glucose.

A

l

~
1.8 kb
rRNA
.....------- 1.5 kb (

.,__

tRNA

B
~

mae2 transcripts

Fig. 4. Ethidium bromide agarose gel electrophoresis of total RNA (A) and northern blot
analysis (B) of mae2 expression after S. pombe cells were grown in various growth conditions.
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The western blot analysis showed variations in the malic enzyme levels (Fig. 5) similar
to those obtained with the northern analysis. Low levels of malic enzyme protein were
detected after growth on 0.5% glucose with slightly higher levels on 2% glucose and
2% raffinose.

Slightly higher levels of Mae2p were detected after growth on

8% glucose and 8% raffinose, with increased levels after growth on 30% glucose or
under anaerobic conditions.
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Fig. 5. Western blot analysis of the malic enzyme of S. pombe using total cellular proteins
isolated from cells grown in various growth conditions.

For the S. pombe malic enzyme assays, the best results were obtained using 0.3 mM
NAD+ and 0.5 mM Mn2+ together with 5 mM malate. An increase in malic enzyme
activity was observed when cells were grown on 30% glucose or under anaerobic
conditions (Table 4). A small increase in the enzyme activity was observed after
growth on 8% glucose or 8% raffinose when compared to 2% of the respective sugars.
The very low levels of enzyme activity detected for the mae2 mutant strain (maeT)
confirmed that the levels ofNADH measured with the enzyme assays are due to malic
enzyme activity and not that of the malate dehydrogenase.

The enzyme activity assays, taken together with the results form the northern and
western analyses, indicate an induction in expression of the S. pombe malic enzyme
under fermentative conditions that takes place on a transcriptional rather than posttranscriptional level. This raised a number of important questions: (1) What is the
physiological or metabolic function of the S. pombe malic enzyme under fermentative
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conditions?

(2) What is the role of the varIOUScis-acting elements in the mae2

promoter region in the regulation of the malic enzyme gene under these conditions?
(3) Are any signalling pathway proteins involved in this regulation and how do they
interact with the respective cis-acting elements?

In the following sections these

questions are addressed in an attempt to provide some answers.

Table 4. Malic enzyme activity of the wild type and mutant strain of S. pombe grown under
different growth conditions. Values given are the average of four sets with the standard
deviation given in brackets.
Enzyme activity

Growth conditions

(umoles NADH produced/mg

s. pombe

protein.min)

Induction relative to
0.5% glucose

KS1479

0.5% glucose

2.8 (8%)

2% glucose

3.8 (5%)

1.4

8% glucose

4.8 (3%)

1.7

30% glucose

10.3 (10%)

3.7

2% glucose (anaerobic)

6.8 (6%)

2.4

2% raffinose

4.0 (3%)

1.4

8% raffinose

4.6 (5%)

1.6

30% raffinose

No growth

No growth

2% glycerol/ethanol

No growth

No growth

S. pombe mael:
2% glucose

0.3 (5%)

A physiological role for the malic enzyme under fermentative

conditions

In order to answer the first question it is important to understand what happens inside
the cell under the different growth conditions.

During aerobic growth, mitochondrial

NADH can be oxidised by the electron transport chain with oxygen as the terminal
electron acceptor.

When cells are grown under fermentative

(anaerobic or high

glucose) conditions, the electron transport system is not functional and results in the
accumulation of mitochondrial NADH. Since NADH cannot be transported across the
mitochondrial membrane, an alternative route for the reoxidation ofNADH is required.
This may be provided by a pyruvate/malate
enzyme.

shuttle that also involves the malic
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The malic enzyme catalyses the oxidative decarboxylation

of L-malate to produce

pyruvate that represents an important metabolic branch point for several biosynthetic
pathways, such as the synthesis of amino acids from intermediates of the TCA cycle.
'Due to the general role of pyruvate in cellular metabolism, the production of pyruvate
plays a very important role in the survival of the cell. Under fermentative conditions,
pyruvate can be transported into the mitochondria where it is converted to oxaloacetate
by a pyruvate carboxylase in the matrix of the mitochondria (Fig. 6) (Zubay, 1993).
Oxaloacetate cannot be transported directly across the mitochondrial membrane and is
therefore converted to L-malate via malate dehydrogenase.

After being transported

over the membrane, the cytosolic L-malate can be decarboxylated to pyruvate via the
malic enzyme. This pyruvate can now be used for other biosynthetic requirements or
serve as electron acceptor for the production of ethanol.

Biosynthetic

path\s

Ethanol

NADH NAD'
NADH

Pyruvate

NAD+

-=::::::---tt---:,..........-M-:-:-ic-e-nz-y-m--'~

Malate

CO2

Cytosol
Mitochondria
(Not fully functional)

V
Pyruvate

ATP + CO,

I\..>
Pyruvate
carboxylase

NADH

NAD+

Oxaloacetate ~

Malate
Malate
dehydrogenase

Fig. 6. Recycling and metabolism of pyruvate under fermentative conditions. The mitochondrial
pyruvate carboxylase catalyses the conversion of pyruvate to oxaloacetate which is reduced to malate
via the malate dehydrogenase.
The malic enzyme catalyses the decarboxylation of L-malate to
pyruvate in the cytosol (Zubay, 1993).
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Under fermentative

conditions, the pyruvate-malate

interconversion

may therefore

provide a shuttle mechanism for the translocation ofNADH from the mitochondrion to
the cytosol.

The induced expression of the malic enzyme may be required for the

increased activity of this shuttle and therefore the maintenance of the redox potential
under fermentative conditions.
Involvement of cis-acting elements in the regulation ofS. pombe mae2 expression
Plasmids containing the wild type and mutated promoter regions of the mae2 fused
with the ~-galactosidase (LacZ) gene from E. coli were used as an in vitro reporter
system to study the transcriptional

regulation of the S. pombe mae2 gene under

different growth conditions (Table 1 and Fig. I).

These pRS315-based

reporter

plasmids contain the ARSH4 and Cen6 sequences to ensure single copy numbers
(Myers et al., 1986).

The Cen6 sequence is centromeric DNA obtained from the

S. cerevisiae chromosome VI (Panzeri and Philippsen, 1982). Although it is possible
that this sequence may cause some plasmid instability when expressed in S. pombe
cells, the consistency of the data presented here clearly showed that it was not a
problem in this study. (See Appendix for complete set of ~-galactosidase values and
statistical analyses of the data.)

The extremely narrow confidence intervals of the

assay value means as well as the average coefficient of variation of 7.0% of all the data
reflects high precision and repeatability of the methods used.

Large variations

m the levels of mae2 expression

(measured

activity) were observed for the wild type promoter-lacZ
different

growth

8% glucose

conditions,

or 30% glucose

i.e. aerobic
and

growth

simulated

as ~-galactosidase

construct (PMZ1) in the

on 0.5% glucose,

anaerobic

growth

on

2% glucose,
2% glucose

(Table 5 and 6). Since these studies were performed in S. pombe strains that contain a
functional mae2 gene, the assays were also done in a S. pombe maeZ strain after
growth on 0.5% glucose, 2% glucose, 8% glucose or simulated anaerobic growth on
2% glucose (Table 5). The results showed that there was no significant difference in
the levels of expression or induced response whether a functional malic enzyme was
present or not.

The wild type S. pombe strain KS1479 transformed with pMZl showed an increase in
transcription when grown on higher glucose concentrations (8% and 30% glucose) or
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under anaerobic conditions (Table 5 and 6). This confirmed the results obtained with
northern and western analyses and the malic enzyme assays as discussed in previous
sections.

Furthermore, the induction in 30% glucose was shown not to be due to

osmotic stress, since no increase in transcription was observed when cells were grown
on 0.8 M KCI or 1.2 M sorbitol (Table 5). Furthermore, no drastic difference in the
expression of the gene was observed in the presence or absence of 0.2% malate
(Table 5). The levels of expression in 2% glucose were only slightly higher than that
observed for 0.5% glucose (Table 5 and 6) and indicate that 0.5% glucose did not
represent a possible repression due to nutrient starvation.
2% and 8% raffinose
respectively (Table 5).

Results obtained with

correlated well with the results from 2% and 8% glucose,
In the following section only the results obtained with the

different glucose concentrations and anaerobic conditions will be discussed.

Table 5. I3-Galactosidase expression from different mae2-LacZ fusions in S. pombe KS 1479
and mae'Z strains cultured in
medium under various growth conditions. Results are
given as the mean* l3-galactosidase activities.

se+

Growth condition

pMZl

pMZ88

pMZ291

pMZ89

0.5% glucose

431

194

95

1724

0.5% glucose with 0.2% malate

423

nd

nd

nd

2% glucose

523

207

95

2074

2% glucose with 0.2% malate

511

nd

nd

nd

8% glucose

863

250

129

2889

8% glucose with 0.2% malate

847

nd

nd

nd

30% glucose

1939

672

301

5603

2% glucose (Anaerobic)

1495

496

194

4496

2% raffinose

502

212

97

2066

8% raffinose

874

255

121

2909

1.2M sorbitol

473

199

98

2069

0.8MKCl

471

207

100

2074

0.5% glucose

417

nd

nd

nd

2% glucose

511

nd

nd

nd

8% glucose

852

nd

nd

nd

2% glucose (Anaerobic)

1488

nd

nd

nd

WT (KS1479)

mael:

nel, not determmed
... See Appendix for complete set of data, standard deviation and coefficient of variance (cv) for each
S. pombe transformant.

100

Table 6. Relative levels of l3-galactosidase expression from different mae2-LacZ fusions in
S. pombe transformants cultured in SC1eu medium under various growth conditions. Results
are given in percentage relative to the mean* l3-galactosidase activities obtained for strain
KS 1479 (wild type) transformed with pMZl and grown on 0.5% glucose. Results in brackets
are activities given as percentage relative to the activity for each transformant after growth on
0.5% glucose.

o
o

pMZ88
pMZ29 I
pMZ89

77

(100)

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

o
o
144

o
o
(187)

200

o
o
(260)

175

(227)

nd, not determined
* See Appendix for complete set of data, standard deviation and coefficient of variance (cv) for each
S. pombe transfonnant.

The results obtained from the KS 1479-pMZ 1 transformant suggest that there could be
three possible induction responses (Table 6). The first is a slight induction observed
from 0.5% glucose to 8% glucose with a second, more significant, induction from
8% glucose to 30% glucose that may represent a more severe stress response.

The
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induction obtained under anaerobic conditions is probably linked to a completely
different regulatory mechanism in response to the availability of oxygen.

The function of the U AS 1, UAS2 and URS 1, URS2, URS3 elements in the regulated
expression of the mae2 gene was investigated by expressing

mae2-1acZ fusions

containing the respective mutated elements under the different growth conditions.
After growth on 0.5% glucose the basal levels of mae2 transcription were decreased by
55% when the wild type S. pombe
(mutated UASI),

strain KS1479 was transformed

with pMZ88

and by 88% when transformed with pMZ291 (mutated UAS2)

(Table 6). Even more severe decreases in the basal levels of mae2 transcription were
detected for pMZ88 and pMZ291 on 2%,8% and 30% glucose or under anaerobic
conditions, confirming that UAS 1 and UAS2 are important activator sequences. There
was a decrease in the response to 8% and 30% glucose for both pMZ88 and pMZ291
when compared to pMZl (Table 6).

Under anaerobic conditions, the induction for

pMZ291 (1.9-fold) was reduced to 55% relative to that ofpMZl

(3.5-fold), with a less

severe effect for pMZ88.

These results showed that both UAS 1 and UAS2 are required for the high basal level
of mae2 expression and may therefore act as general activator elements. Furthermore,
UAS2 also appears to be important for induced gene expression under anaerobic
conditions.

Both the UAS 1 and UAS2 elements showed homology with binding sites

for cAMP-dependent transcription factors. Mutation of either element slightly affected
the induced response on 8% and 30% glucose (Table 6), but a possible role as cAMPresponsive elements seems unlikely.

Furthermore, the effect of the mutated UAS2 on

the induced response to anaerobic conditions may indicate an alternative function for
this element that needs to be further investigated.

Expression of pMZ89 (triple mutated URS 1, URS2 and URS3) gave a 300% increase
in the basal level of mae2-1acZ transcription (Table 6), but some of the response was
lost when grown on 8% or 30% glucose or under anaerobic conditions, with a more
severe effect on 30% glucose. It therefore appears that a double regulatory system may
operate in the expression of mae2:
repression via URS 1,2,3.

general activation via UAS 1 and/or UAS2 and
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Involvement of signal transduction pathways in the regulated expression ofmae2
Signal transduction pathways play an important role in the transcriptional regulation of
several genes in response to different physiological
cAMP-dependent

(Pkal)

conditions.

In S. pombe, the

and general stress activated (Styl) pathways operate in

parallel to regulate the expression of several genes including fbpï",
ste 11+ and cttl

+

tpsl+, gpdï",

(Wilkinson et al., 1996; Kronstad et al., 1998) (Fig. 7). The induction

of the mae2 gene under high concentrations of glucose appears to be in direct contrast
to other S. pombe genes that are regulated by the Styl or Pka1 pathways.

For this

reason the effect of these two pathways on the expression of the mae2 gene was
investigated.

Plasmids containing mae2-lacZ fusion with mutations in the putative ADRlI AP-2,
ATF/CREB or the triple URS 1, URS2, URS3 sites, were transformed into S. pombe
strains with mutations in either of the two signal transduction pathways. The S. pombe
transformation protocol described by Moreno et al. (1991) was used to transform the
various S. pombe strains with plasmids pMZ 1, pMZ88, pMZ291 and pMZ89.

Large

numbers of transformants were obtained from strains KS 1479, SPB76, CHP453 and
TPI08, but only 2 to 4 transformants were obtained from strains EDI010 and TP367.
Electroporation was therefore used for these two mutant strains which resulted in a
drastic increase in the transformation

frequency.

The S. pombe wild type strain

KS 1479 served as the reference strain to evaluate the effect of the signal transduction
mutant strains on mae2 expression.

cAMP-dependent (Pkal) pathway.

Under high glucose or nitrogen concentrations,

adenylate cyclase converts ATP to cAMP that activates the cAMP-dependent protein
kinases (cAPKs) that are composed of regulatory subunits associated with catalytic
subunits (Hoffman and Winston, 1991). The cAMP binds to the regulatory subunit
(Cgsl ) of cAPK (Fig. 7); Cgsl dissociates from and thereby activates the catalytic
subunit (Pkal) of cAPK.

The Pkal protein is now available to phosphorylate target

proteins such as transcription

activators or enzymes that are either activated or

inactivated by phosphorylation.

Nitrogen or glucose starvation causes a decrease in the

intracellular level of cAMP that results in the dissociation of cAMP from Cgs 1 (Fig.
7). Cgs1 is thus free to reassociate with Pka1 and decrease its activity (Kronstad et aI.,
1998). The Cgs 1 protein has a negative effect on the cAMP-dependent pathway when
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it is associated with Pkal and mutation of Cgsl results in the hyper-activation of the
cAMP-dependent pathway even in the absence of glucose and nutrients.
the inhibition of gluconeogenesis

This causes

and meiosis under nutritional starvation and the

constitutive activation of genes that are usually only activated under high glucose
concentrations.

Oxidative stress

HeatShO\ j )Wita\
Osmotic stress

N u triti
I
Tl rona

High glucose /nitrogen
concentration

..

Stress response genes

Fig.7. Combined model for the regulation ofthejbp1 gene by two parallel acting pathways, the
general stress activated (Styl) pathway (Shiozaki and Russel, 1996; Wilkinson et al., 1996; Shieh
et al., 1998; Toone et al., 1998) and the cAMP-dependent (Pkal) pathway (Hoffman and
Winston, 1991; Isshiki et al., 1992; Kronstad et al., 1998; Shieh et al., 1998). The shaded blacks
indicate the proteins investigated in this study.
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Strain SPB76 has a mutation in its cgsl gene that encodes the regulatory subunit of
cAPK (Hoffman and Winston, 1991) (Fig. 7) . When expressed in the cgs 1- strain, the
levels of expression from pMZl on 0.5% and 30% glucose are comparable to that of
the wild type strain (Table 6). Expression of the reporter constructs in strain SPB76 on
2% glucose, 8% glucose, 2% raffinose, 8% raffinose, 0.8 M KCl and 1.2 M Sorbitol
compared well with that of the wild type strain, KS1479 (see Appendix).

However,

induction under anaerobic conditions was much lower (2.3-fold) than in the wild type
strain (3.5-fold) indicating that Cgsl may also be required for this response (Table 6).
A marked decrease in induction was observed for pMZ88 grown on 30% glucose or
under anaerobic conditions.

The loss in response for pMZ291 under both conditions

was comparable to that observed for the wild type strain.
pattern unfolded for pMZ89:

A different expression

the basal levels of pMZ89 expression were decreased

significantly (Table 6), with an increased response to 8% and 30% glucose, as well as
to anaerobic conditions.

When compared to pMZ 1, the results suggest that Cgs 1 is

. required for the response to anaerobic conditions; this requirement is bypassed when
URS1,2,3 are mutated.

Furthermore, mutation of UASI strengthens the requirement

for Cgs 1 under high glucose or anaerobic conditions.

The pkal gene encodes the catalytic subunit of cAPK (Hoffman and Winston, 1991)
and mutation of Pkal results in the onset of sexual development and initiation of
gluconeogenesis

under high glucose concentrations

(CHP453), wild type levels of mae2 transcription
0.5% glucose

(Table 6).

The transcription

(Fig. 7).

In the pkal strain

were obtained when grown on

levels on 2% glucose,

8% glucose,

2% raffinose, 8% raffinose, 0.8 M KCI and 1.2 M sorbitol compare well with that of
the wild type strain, KS1479 (see Appendix).

The response to 30% glucose was

comparable to the wild type strain, but a loss in response was found in anaerobic
conditions.
significantly

When compared to the wild type strain, the response to 30% glucose was
affected only in pMZ88,

suggesting

that UAS 1 requires Pkal

for

induction in high glucose. Under anaerobic conditions, the responses were comparable
to the wild type strain.

Since cgs l is a hyper-activated mutant of the Pkal pathway and the pkal ' mutation
results in a loss of activation of the cAMP-dependent

pathway, opposite responses

would be expected for the expression of a cAMP-dependent enzyme in the two mutant
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strains. In 30% glucose, an increased induction (5-fold) for pMZl in cgs l was found
in contrast to a lower level of induction (4-fold) in pkal (Table 6). However, it does
not indicate a hyper-activation or complete loss of activation as would be expected for
cAMP-dependent regulation. The responses ofpMZl

to 8% glucose were comparable

for the two strains, whereas pMZ88 lost some induced response in the pkal strain.
Furthermore, the results for both strains showed a loss of induction under anaerobic
conditions and a requirement for UASI for induction in 30% glucose.

It is possible

that some of the phenotypes associated with Pkal may be overcome by the presence of
Sckl, a cAMP-independent protein kinase that is a functional homolog of Pkal (Jin et
al., 1995).

Future research on Sck l-Pkal

double mutant strains will therefore be

necessary to confirm the effect of Pkal on mae2 expression.

General

stress activated

(Styl) pathway.

The integrity of the Styl pathway is

required for survival of the cell under a variety of environmental stress conditions, e.g.
increase in osmolarity, oxidative stress, UV -light, nutrient limitation, heat shock and
the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin (Wilkinson et al., 1996; Degols and Russel,
1997).

In addition to its role in controlling the cellular response to environmental

stress the Sty 1 pathway is also required for sexual conjugation and differentiation.

The

Styl pathway (Fig. 7) contains several regulatory proteins such as Mcs4 (Shieh et aI.,
1997), the two MEKKs Wis4 (Shieh et al., 1997) and Win1 (Samejima et al., 1998),
the MEK Wis1 (Warbrick and Fantes, 1991) and the MAPK Styl (Gaits et al., 1998).
The Styl pathway is also regulated by a negative feedback loop that involves the
tyrosine-specific phosphatases Pyp I and Pyp2 (Dal Santo et al., 1996).

Transcriptional
transcription

regulation by the Styl MAPK cascade is mediated by the b-Zip
factors, Atfl

(Shiozaki and Russell,

1996; Wilkinson et al., 1996;

Wilkinson and Millar, 1998) and Pap I (Toone et. al., 1998; Wilkinson and Millar,
1998) (Fig. 7).

The Pap 1 protein is involved in the regulation of genes that are

required under various stress conditions.

This protein shows some homology with the

AP-I like transcription factor Yap lp that functions in the oxidative stress response
pathway in S. cerevisiae (Wilkinson and Millar, 1998). The Atfl protein regulates the
transcriptional activation of genes whose products are important for the survival of the
cell under different stress conditions.

The Atfl protein has some homology to the

mammalian transcription factor ATF-2 that is regulated by phosphorylation

via the
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stress activated mitogen-activated protein kinases JNK and p38 (Wilkinson and Millar,
1998).

When pMZ1 was expressed in the pap l" strain TP108, the basal level of transcription
was similar to that observed for the wild type strain (Table 6), although induction in
8% glucose and anaerobic conditions was mildly affected. The most significant effect
of the pap 1- strain was the loss in induction on high glucose concentrations (Table 6),
with the effects being more severe when UAS2 was mutated in pMZ291.
mutation of either UAS10r

However,

URS1,2,3 appears to mildly suppress this phenotype,

suggesting that pap 1 may be linked to mae2 expression via these elements. The results
obtained after growth on 2% raffinose and 8% raffinose appear to correlate well with
the 2% glucose and 8% glucose respectively

and results from 0.8 M KCI and

1.2 M sorbitol were approximately the same as for 2% glucose (see Appendix).

Mutation of atjl in strain TP367 resulted in hypersensitivity to environmental stresses
(especially osmotic stress) and sterility (Shiozaki and Russell, 1996; Takeda et al.,
1995).

Although this mutation is not lethal, it results in a rapid cell death in the

stationary phase and causes failure in the initiation of the sexual differentiation
pathway. This may also be the reason why no growth could be observed for this strain
on 0.8 M KCI and 1.2 M sorbitol (see Appendix).

Basal levels of mae2-lacZ

transcription were severely affected in the atfl strain, with no detectable transcription
from pMZ88 or pMZ291 (Table 6). Induction on 30% glucose was mildly affected in
pMZ1 (Table 6), whereas induction under anaerobic conditions was limited to 1.3-fold.
In pMZ89, the basal level of expression was only 67% higher than for pMZ1, with a
comparable induction on 30% glucose. However, a 201 % increase in transcription was
observed for pMZ89 relative to pMZ1 in anaerobic conditions.

It is clear that Atfl is

required for the general expression of mae2 and especially for induced expression
under anaerobic conditions.
suppress the atfl phenotype

However, the mutated URS 1,2,3 elements were able to
significantly

in anaerobic conditions,

suggesting an

interaction between Atfl and one or more of the URS elements. The low basal level of
expression from pMZ89 confirms a requirement for Atfl for optimal function of
URS1,2,3.
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The Wisl protein is currently known as the only MAPKK of the Styl pathway in

S. pombe and is essential for the activation of both Papl and Atfl (Warbrick and
Fantes, 1991). Mutation ofWisl

in strain EDI0I0 resulted in the down-regulation of

the general stress pathway and caused a delay in mitosis and therefore an increase in
cell length at division (Warbrick and Fantes, 1991). This mutation also caused a rapid
reduction in cell viability when the cells enter the stationary phase or when the cells are
grown at high temperatures or under hyperosmotie conditions.

The basal levels of expression observed for pMZ 1, pMZ88 and pMZ291 in the wis 1strain are comparable to that obtained for the atfl ' strain, whereas induction was
limited to 2.1-fold on 30% glucose (Table 6).

The levels of expression under

anaerobic conditions was reduced to only 73% when compared to 0.5% glucose. No
detectable levels of expression could be found for pMZ88 and pMZ291 (Table 6). For
pMZ89, there was an all-round

improvement:

a significant

increase in basal

expression, induction on 8% and 30% glucose and an almost wild type induction under
anaerobic conditions.

The similar results obtained for pMZ89 in the atfl and wis 1-

mutants are not surprising since they are both components

of the MAPK signal

transduction pathway in S. pombe. Similar to the atfl strain the wis 1- strain could not
grow on 0.8 M KCI and 1.2 M sorbitol (see Appendix).

However, the lack of Wis1

was much more severe for expression from pMZ 1, suggesting a more important and
direct function in expression of the mae2 gene.

CONCLUSIONS
Although malic enzymes exhibit a high level of homology, their metabolic function
and the regulation

of the enzyme vary remarkably

between

different types of

organisms. In this study the expression of the malic enzyme genes from three different
yeast species, i.e. S. pombe, S. cerevisiae and C. utilis was investigated

It has been

shown that the malic enzyme of S. pombe is not subjected to substrate induction, but
high levels of enzyme were obtained after growth on 30% glucose and under anaerobic
conditions

(fermentative

conditions).

The malic

enzyme

of S. cerevisiae

is

constitutively expressed at low concentrations and no indication of substrate induction
or glucose regulation was obtained. In contrast, the malic enzyme of C. utilis is subject
to malate induction and possible glucose repression.
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Induced expression of the S. pombe malic enzyme was evident from the northern blot,
It is possible that the increased

western blot and malic enzyme activity assays.

expression of the S. pombe mae2 gene under fermentative conditions may playa role in
maintaining the redox balance of the cell.

The results indicated that a double

regulatory system may operate for mae2 expression: general repression via URS I ,2,3
and general activation and induced transcription via UAS I and/or UAS2.

The Styl

pathway appears to be involved in the induced expression of the mae2 gene under
anaerobic conditions as well as high glucose concentrations (Fig. 8).
appears that the Pkal-pathway

However, it

factors Cgs I and Pkal do not playa significant role in

the regulation of this gene. No severe effects were obtained during expression of the
gene in the two mutant strains and it is possible that the phenotypes associated with
Pkal may be overcome by the presence of Sck l .
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From this study it is concluded that Wis 1 is necessary for the Pap 1- and Atfldependent regulation of the mae2 gene (Fig. 8).

Both the MAPKK Wis 1 and the

transcription factor Atfl are required for the general expression of mae2, as well as its
induced expression under anaerobic conditions.

Pap 1 appears to be the transcriptional

activator required for the proper function of UAS 1 and is involved in the induced
expression of mae2 under high glucose concentrations. Furthermore, Atfl seems to be
also required for direct or indirect derepression of mae2 expression via the URS 1,2,3
elements under anaerobic conditions.
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This section contains the complete set of p-galactosidase assay data, raw means, percentage
relative to KS1479-pMZI-O.5% glucose, mean log values, standard errors, standard deviation
and coefficient of variation (cv) for each S. pombe transformant under different growth
conditions.
The assay data for each yeast strain, except for the S. pombe mae2 mutant
(Table 7), is followed by a graph of mean log values with error bars. A brief discussion of the
results of the statistical analysis and an analysis of variance (ANOVA) table are also included.

Table 1.

Beta-galactosidase

WT (KS1479)
1
2
pMZl - 0.5% Glucose
447 453
pMZl - 0.5% Glucose + 0.2% Malate
452 448
pMZl - 2% Glucose
503 530
pMZl - 2% Glucose + 0.2% Malate
521 509
pMZ 1 - 8% Glucose
930 902
pMZl - 8% Glucose + 0.2% Malate
904 921
2112 2098
pMZl - 30% Glucose
1398 1423
pMZ 1 - Anaerobic
509 513
pMZl - 2% Raffinose
942 953
pMZl - 8% Raffinose
474 440
pMZl - 1.2M Sorbitol
430 602
IpMZl - 0.8M KCI
203 254
pMZ88 - 0.5% Glucose
242 212
pMZ88 - 2% Glucose
249 281
pMZ88 - 8% Glucose
pMZ88 - 30% Glucose
712 686
529 506
pMZ88 - Anaerobic
263 227
pMZ88 - 2% Raffinose
308 295
pMZ88 - 8% Raffinose
191 238
pMZ88 - 1.2M Sorbitol
209 224
IpMZ88 - 0.8M KCI
115 115
pMZ291 - 0.5% Glucose
121 102
pMZ291 - 2% Glucose
134 129
pMZ291 - 8% Glucose
329 352
pMZ291 - 30% Glucose
231 212
pMZ291 - Anaerobic
113 114
pMZ291 - 2% Raffinose
137 132
pMZ291 - 8% Raffinose
112 III
pMZ291 - 1.2M Sorbitol
118 120
pMZ291 - 0.8M KCI
-

assays and statistical analysis for WT (KSI479) transformants

Number and
3
4
400 381
412 401
555 563
530 525
865 827
852 858
1953 1874
1499 1459
546 527
932 860
539 503
548 487
175 170
196 164
247 238
642 672
490 461
174 183
251 220
221 209
231 199
74
85
70
72
106 100
321 302
203 196
92
84
121 109
110 114
98 102

under different growth conditions

Mean
Relative
values of beta-galactosidase
assays
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
9
Ipercentage
393 389 485 477 460 472 415 404 431.33
100
421 405
423.17
98
483 501 576 559 524 512 443
522.64
121
478 502
510.83
121
768 777 864 844 891 898 923
921 862.64
200
775 769
846.50
196
1754 1842 1998 2092 1829 2138 1735
1938.83
449
1532 1665 1476 1490 1546 1465 1587 1395 1494.58
347
462 456
502.17
116
873.83
203
802 754
430 449
472.50
110
47l.l4
109
439 408 384
45
190 171 183 199 221 200 173 193 194.33
48
214 195 234 216 207 220 179 201 206.67
58
212 228 264 251 243 269 242 272 249.67
156
653 666 709 643 632 670 722 653 671.83
115
435 501 492 540 546 480 473 490 495.73
212.17
103
209 217
59
255.17
230 227
46
199.43
210 163 164
207.33
48
200 181
22
90
96
84
94 95.33
95
81
98 117
94 95.33
22
86
91
92
102
95 106 113
30
135 129.00
112 139 143 173 125 115 137
70
260 242 287 274 314 321 307 296 301.00
45
184 194.00
194 175 155 181 199 226 172
97.33
23
97
84
120.67
28
110 115
98.13
23
83
82
90
83
100.43
23
99
85
81

The data for the wild type (KSI479) yeast, transformed with plasmid pMZ89, is given on the next page.

Mean
log
2.633

Standard
error
0.009

Standard
deviation
38.07

cv
0.09

2.717

0.010

39.73

0.08

2.937

0.009

54.63

0.06

3.288
3.174
2.700
2.940
2.673
2.668
2.286
2.313
2.396
2.827
2.694
2.323
2.403
2.296
2.315
1.975
1.974
2.106
2.476
2.285
1.985
2.080
1.987
1.998

0.010
0.009
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.012
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.013
0.013
0.012
0.013
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.013
0.013
0.011
0.012

149.21
78.93
35.91
82.47
41.88
79.15
24.34
21.76
19.53
29.80
32.28
32.08
37.57
28.31
18.21
14.07
15.01
19.61
30.89
22.28
13.47
11.64
14.81
14.82

0.08
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.17
0.13
0.11
0.08
0.04
0.07
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.09
0.15
0.16
0.15
0.10
0.11
0.14
0.10
0.15
0.15

-.)

Table 1 (continued).

pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
IpMZ89

WT (KS1479)
- 0.5% Glucose
- 2% Glucose
- 8% Glucose
- 30% Glucose
- Anaerobic
- 2% Raffinose
- 8% Raffinose
- 1.2M Sorbitol
- 0.8M KCl

Beta-galactosidase assays and statistical analysis for WT (KSI479) transformants under different growth conditions

1
1841
2109
3122
5730
4863
2089
3197
2134
2105

2
1799
2100
3003
5549
4659
2169
3028
2077
2134

Number and values of beta-galactosidase assays
6
3
4
5
7
8
10
9
1843 1823 1643 1639 1724 1732 1621 1711
2064 2084 2071 2001 2222 2198 1977 1963
2966 2802 2765 2876 3012 2998 2562 2679
5509 5391 5800 5638 6171 6094 5294 5079
4519 4139 4664 4495 4721 4599 4011 4417
1997 2080 2189 1872
2874 2854 2707 2794
1895 2126 2173 2009
1899 2113 2084 2109

Mean
11
1654
2102
2887
5599
4639

12
1659 1724.08
1993 2073.67
2992 2888.67
5602.83
4597 4496.36
2066.00
2909.00
2069.00
2074.00

!

Relative
percentage
400
481
670
1299
1042
479
674
480
481

Mean
log
3.236
3.316
3.460
3.749
3.655
3.315
3.463
3.315
3.316

Standard
error
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.010
0.009
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013

Standard
deviation
83.68
81.90
160.96
322.83
241.08
117.35
176.29
102.21
87.21

cv
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04

00

-

-..l
VI

~

~.
!""'

pMZl - 0.5% Glucose

~
CD
~

pMZl - 2% Glucose

=0-

pMZl - 8% Glucose

<:
~

pMZI - 30% Glucose

Mean log
IV

w

IV

~
VI

IV
VI

IV
VI

IV

w

w

IV
VI

w

-..l
VI

VI

III
III
III

ce

aCD

III

pMZl - Anaerobic

<Il

~.

:;.

III

pMZl - 2% Raffinose

..,..,
0
..,

Hi

CD

pMZl - 8% Raffinose

0-

~
..,

Hi

pMZl - 1.2M Sorbitol

Hi

<Il

....,
0CD
....
~
0

pMZl - 0.8MKCI

Hi

pMZ88 - 0.5% Glucose

I

III

O'l

~

pMZ88 - 2% Glucose

t;;

....
0

III

(")

pMZ88 - 8% Glucose

<Il

Q.;

~

pMZ88 - 30% Glucose

<Il

CD

~

'"ti

<Il
<Il

~
0'
..,
;;<::

-

p;-

pMZ88 - Anaerobic

2.
0-

pMZ88 - 2% Raffinose

III
III

en

<Il

en

III

Hi

I

OCI
'""I
0

pMZ88 - 8% Raffinose

S

pMZ88 - 1.2M Sorbitol

.jo.

-..l

'Cl
....
....

::r

=0'

0
=:l

~

(")

<Il

3
~

Hi

pMZ88 - 0.8MKCI

Hi

9-:
..... pMZ291 - 0.5% Glucose

III

pMZ291 - 2% Glucose

III

o·
=:l

.=...

Hi

o

<Il

0

g.

;:I
Q..

pMZ291 - 8% Glucose

III

S· pMZ291 - 30% Glucose

~
..,

.....

If

p)

o·

CD
;:I

....
..,

=:l

O'l
0

pMZ291 - Anaerobic
pMZ291 - 2% Raffinose

S
:;::.-

III
H

pMZ291 - 8%Raffinose

(")

Hi

0

;:I

e-:
....

pMZ291 - 1.2M Sorbitol

~

pMZ291 - 0.8M KCI

o·
;:I

pMZ89 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ89 - 2% Glucose

H

H~
H
III

pMZ89 - 8% Glucose

III

pMZ89 - 30% Glucose

t

pMZ89 - Anaerobic
pMZ89 - 2% Raffinose

III
Hi

pMZ89 - 8% Raffinose

611

Hi

pMZ89 - 1.2M Sorbitol

Hi

pMZ89 - 0.8M KCI

Hi

.jo.

Table 2.

cgsl (SPB76)
pMZl - 0.5% Glucose
pMZI - 2% Glucose
pMZl - 8% Glucose
pMZl - 30% Glucose
pMZ 1 - Anaerobic
pMZl - 2% Raffinose
pMZ1 - 8% Raffinose
pMZl - l.2M Sorbitol
[pMZl - 0.8M KCI
pMZ88 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ88 - 2% Glucose
pMZ88 - 8% Glucose
pMZ88 - 30% Glucose
pMZ88 - Anaerobic
pMZ88 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 1.2M Sorbitol
IpMZ88 - 0.8M KCl
pMZ291 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ291 - 2% Glucose
pMZ291 - 8% Glucose
pMZ291 - 30% Glucose
pMZ291 - Anaerobic
pMZ291 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ291 - 0.8M KCI

Beta-galactosidase

1

2

401
421
446
437
657
632
2203 2124
998
954
438
437
682
643
452
432
448
431
150
142
221
368
201

204
372
194

219
174
182
139

200
170
153
137

192
434
174

184
421
171

200
153
161

196
143
144

assays and statistical analysis for the transformants

of the Cgsl mutant (SPB76) under different growth conditions

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
assays
6
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
395
387
413
423
399
419
423
392
406
421
414
439
451
407
432
430
450
407
627
598
641
660
631
637
649
645
632
1813 1989 2010 2049 2152 1972 2201 2079 1962
906
872
943
968
982 1002
910
942
961
446
427
431
438
619
613
638
603
410
437
429
468
397
452
474
428
146
124
136
132
147
152
121
130
137
Not determined
184
186
193
199 206
189 214
179
198
342
358
314
325
350
332
319
370
331
180
172
169
179
182
185
171
169
189
Not determined
175 201
185 209
179
154
152
154
142
171
136
165
153
125
133
138
140
128
134
134
138
124
Not determined
187
184
170
186
180
176
181
194
172
400
437
389
401
419
424
391
421
379
163
163
165
169
175
168
165
164
170
Not determined
186
173
174
179
132
144
150
139
129
148
149
132
---

Mean

12
426
423
650
1934
947

133
196

408.75
429.75
638.25
2040.67
948.75
436.17
633.00
438.00
438.33
137.50

Relative
percentage
95
100
148
473
220
101
147
102
102
32

Mean
log
2.611
2.633
2.805
3.309
2.977
2.640
2.801
2.641
2.641
2.137

Standard
error
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.009

Standard
deviation
13.76
15.59
16.54
117.03
38.40
6.55
28.36
19.99
26.16
10.06

cv
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06

46
80
42

2.295
2.535
2.260

0.009

195

197.42
343.73
182.17

0.009

12.41
21.14
10.89

129

195.43
157.67
160.00
133.25

45
37
37
31

2.290
2.197
2.202
2.124

0.012
0.013
0.013
0.009

16.27
12.03
16.15
5.55

0.08
0.08
0.10
0.04

183.25
410.55
167.33

42
95
39

2.263
2.613
2.223

0.009
0.010
0.009

7.86
19.40
4.54

0.04
0.05
0.03

184.67
143.50
143.83

43
33
33

2.266
2.156
2.157

0.013
0.013
0.013

11.38
7.56
11.82

0.06
0.05
0.08

193
161

o.oro

The data for the Cgsl mutant (SPB76), transformed with plasmid pMZ89, is given on the next page.
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Table 2 (continued).

cgsl (SPB76)
pMZ89 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ89 - 2% Glucose
pMZ89 - 8% Glucose
pMZ89 - 30% Glucose
pMZ89 - Anaerobic
pMZ89 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ89 - 0.8M KCl

Beta-galactosidase

assays and statistical analysis for the transfonnants

of the Cgsl mutant (SPB76) under different growth conditions

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
assays
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
7
11
12
1107 1124 1089 1104 1125 1041 1196 1141 1120 1090
Not determined
2153 2107 2071 2040 2007 1997 2043 2112 2041 2059 2000 1965
6394 6184 5984 6030 6143 5831 5747 6004 6472 5711 5877 6100
3514 3489 3378 3298 3417 3404 3171 3271 3499 3477 3500 3399
Not determined
2178 2085 2203 2000 1989 2005
1364 1388 1329 1395 1195 1196
1248 1299 1347 1427 1268 1204
1
1189

-

2
1148

Mean
1122.83

Relative
percentage
260

Mean
log
3.050

Standard
error
0.009

Standard
deviation
42.89

cv
0.04

2049.58
6039.75
3401.42

475
1400
789

3.312
3.781
3.531

0.009
0.009
0.009

54.64
236.60
107.41

0.03
0.04
0.03

2076.67
131l.l7
1298.83

481
304
301

3.317
3.117
3.113

0.013
0.013
0.012

94.87
92.52
79.09

0.05
0.07
0.06

.......
tv

Mean log
~

'!!j

~.
*
Z

....
0

~

pMZl - 0.5% Glucose

3::
Cl>

pMZl - 2% Glucose

§
0'

§.
:=

ti)

Cl>

0-

N

pMZl - 8% Glucose

-e

s-

....

N
VI

()I:I

0Cl>
Cl>

VI

~

pMZl - 30% Glucose

Cl>

pMZI - Anaerobic

~

s:

pMZl - 2% Raffinose

a
Cl>

pMZl - 8% Raffinose

....

C1'
po

....

pMZl - 1.2M Sorbitol

....,

pMZl - 0.8M KCI

ti)

0

C1'
Cl>

S

pMZ88 - 0.5% Glucose

I

()I:I

Il>

* pMZ88

s....
0
C)

- 2% Glucose

*

pMZ88 - 8% Glucose

ti)

c.:
Il>

ti)

Cl>
Il>
ti)
ti)

~

ti)

ë'
....
Ul

'"t:1
tli
-..l

0\
....
....

§
ë'

ti)

S

§

....
ti)

Si"
0-

§i
Cl>
....
Cl>
:=
....
()I:I

....

0

S.::r
C)

0

_=.....
0-

pMZ88 - 30% Glucose
~

;;;-

pMZ88 - Anaerobic

'Jl

a * pMZ88
0.:

- 2% Raffinose

*

I

(JO
'"1

pMZ88 - 8% Raffinose

0

g

pMZ88 - 1.2M Sorbitol

o

pMZ88 - 0.8M KCI

::::r

0
::l
0-

;:+.

pMZ291 - 0.5% Glucose

o·
::l
* pMZ29 I - 2% Glucose *
o

0

a0"

S·

pMZ29l - 8% Glucose
pMZ291 - 30% Glucose

C>

.-+

o·
::l

pMZ29l - Anaerobic

* pMZ29l

- 2% Raffinose

*

pMZ29l - 8% Raffinose

o·

pMZ29l - l.2M Sorbitol

!"

pMZ29l - 0.8M KCI

=

pMZ89 - 0.5% Glucose

* pMZ89

- 2% Glucose

*

pMZ89 - 8% Glucose
pMZ89 - 30% Glucose
pMZ89 - Anaerobic

* pMZ89

- 2% Raffinose

*

pMZ89 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ89 - 0.8MKCl
..

Z:Z:I

- ---

W

N
N
VI

~

VI

w

N
VI

w
VI

w

~

VI

"'"

Table 3.

pka1 (CHP4S3)
pMZI - 0.5% Glucose
pMZl - 2% Glucose
pMZ 1 - 8% Glucose
pMZl - 30% Glucose
pMZl - Anaerobic
pMZl - 2% Raffinose
pMZ 1 - 8% Raffinose
pMZl - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZl - 0.8M KCl
pMZ88 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ88 - 2% Glucose
pMZ88 - 8% Glucose
pMZ88 - 30% Glucose
pMZ88 - Anaerobic
pMZ88 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ88 - l.2M Sorbitol
IpMZ88 - 0.8M KCI
pMZ291 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ291 - 2% Glucose
pMZ291 - 8% Glucose
pMZ291 - 30% Glucose
pMZ291 - Anaerobic
pMZ291 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ291 - 0.8M K~1

Beta-galactosidase

1
478
574
774
1889
1265
568
782
539
525
212
231
437
407
231
217
197
103
134
269
182
137
116
114

assays and statistical analysis for the transformants

of the Pkal mutant (CHP453) under different growth conditions

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
assays
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
453
421
462
469
480
420
460
454
573
510
506
493
537
502
520
527
514
503
745
768
752
741
804
764
734
739
738
1843 1834 1823 1851 1826 1892 1974 1862 1741
1185 1191 1253 1228 1248 1217 1176 1198 1274
524
531
542
538
769
728
794
774
501
542
508
560
538
528
507
543
191
185
196
182
179 203
198
192 210
Not determined
227
214
207
229
198 204
216
212
232
217
429
437
428
417
404
397
384
409
418
439
369
380
389
401
362
375
388
410
400
374
Not determined
216
236
213
209
229
223
206
198
194 203
190
216
209
195 209
201
95
85
101
105
92
91
98
93
98
87
Not determined
120
141
138
150
132
133
143
139
132
121
252
262
248
274
250
255
264
262
268
254
161
167
163
151
148
158
160
168
171
174
Not determined
149
130
143
152
141
100
112
115
III 103
107
103
117
107
113

2
466
553
761
1872
1254
532
753
514
500
207

Mean
12

474

Relative
percentage
108
121
176
430
284
125
178
122
121
45

Mean
log
2.669
2.717
2.880
3.268
3.088
2.732
2.884
2.722
2.719
2.292

Standard
error
0.009
0.010
0.009
0.010
0.010
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.009

Standard
deviation
38.54
24.46
21.05
57.00
34.78
15.42
23.34
23.08
16.96
10.82

cv
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

200

467.50
521.73
758.42
1855.18
1226.27
539.17
766.67
527.33
523.50
196.25

390
373

217.00
415.75
385.67

50
96
89

2.336
2.618
2.586

0.010
0.009
0.009

11.53
19.03
15.91

0.05
0.05
0.04

97

222.43
201.33
204.50
95.42

52
47
47
22

2.347
2.304
2.310
1.979

0.012
0.013
0.013
0.009

10.10
9.63
8.14
6.13

0.05
0.05
0.04
0.06

143
246
178

135.50
258.67
165.08

31
60
38

2.131
2.412
2.217

0.009
0.009
0.009

8.82
9.09
10.30

0.07
0.04
0.06

142.00
109.50
110.17

33
25
26

2.152
2.039
2.042

0.013
0.013
0.013

8.00
6.53
5.31

0.06
0.06
0.05

781

003
0.04
0.03
0.06

I
I

!

I

I
I

I

The data for the Pkal mutant (CHP453), transformed with plasmid pMZ89, is given on the next page.
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Table 3 (continued).

pkal (CHP453)
pMZ89 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ89 - 2% Glucose
pMZ89 - 8% Glucose
pMZ89 - 30% Glucose
pMZ89 - Anaerobic
pMZ89 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ89 - 0.8M KC1

Beta-galactosidase

assays and statistical analysis for the transformants

of the Pka1 mutant (CHP453) under different growth conditions

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
assays
3
6
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
1608 1520 1492 1531 1557 1554 1577 1482 1600 1574 1558
Not determined
2613 2590 2350 2289 2217 2377 2003 2221 2394 2693 2308 2397
5478 5517 4695 4837 5249 4592 5123 5007 4683 4407 5312 4743
3704 3671 3713 3047 3149 3317 3004 3079 3582 2998 3470 3053
Not determined
2743 2775 2287 2309 2123 2235
1672 1629 1600 1539 1458 1697
1705 1640 1603 1549 1594 1486
1
1594

Mean

2

1553.92

Relative
percentage
360

Mean
log
3.191

Standard
error
0.009

Standard
deviation
40.79

cv
0.03

2371.00
4970.25
3315.58

550
1152
769

3.374
3.695
3.519

0.009
0.009
0.009

191.70
364.81
294.29

0.G8
0.07
0.09

2412.00
1599.17
1596.17

559
371
370

3.380
3.203
3.203

0.013
0.013
0.013

276.56
88.67
75.07

0.11
0.06
0.05

I
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""'"

Mean log
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Table 4.

pap l (TP108)

pMZI - 0.5% Glucose
pMZl - 2% Glucose
pMZl - 8% Glucose
pMZl - 30% Glucose
pMZ 1 - Anaerobic
pMZl - 2% Raffinose
pMZ 1 - 8% Raffinose
pMZl - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZl - 0.8M KCl
pMZ88 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ88 - 2% Glucose
pMZ88 - 8% Glucose
pMZ88 - 30% Glucose
pMZ88 - Anaerobic
pMZ88 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ88 - 0.8M KCl
pMZ291 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ291 - 2% Glucose
pMZ291 - 8% Glucose
pMZ291 - 30% Glucose
pMZ291 - Anaerobic
pMZ291 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ291 - 0.8M KCl

Beta-galactosidase

1
2
442
436
497
468
766
754
1104 1043
1412 1391
476
472
753
742
498
513
500
523
153
142
192
337
371

187
320
356

209
163
161
158

174
165
160
154

187
239
241

182
217
228

192
153
147

188
148
153

assays and statistical analysis for the transformants

of the Papl mutant (TPI08) under different growth conditions

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
assays
3
5
6
7
10
4
8
9
11
370
491
404
444
412
400
362
368
410
431
421
452
475
507
481
454
478
482
704
683
670
691
689
704
651
694
659
967
940
972
931
907
871
971
953
888
1262 1117 1202 1273 1352 1179 1247 1176 1198
450
464
420
409
684
699
651
664
443
453
497
432
443
482
438
433
136
137
128
125
121
110
131
130
139
Not determined
183
173
168
176
161
154
170
175
198
298
321
310
304
317
300
345
318
284
318
338
365
347
331
317
301
339
312
Not determined
168
183
162
154
142
140
142
118
126
129
142
136
140
161
160
141
132
142
142
136
142
Not determined
183
198
163
164
170
175
171
172
177
226
214
198 204
228
204
228
231
219
210
201
199 220
224
223
219
199 234
Not determined
198
170
181
176
174
153
159
163
131
170
169
158
149

---

Mean
12

418
421
710
952
1237

138

413.08
463.92
697.92
958.25
1253.83
448.50
698.83
472.67
469.83
132.50

Relative
percentage
96
108
162
222
291
104
162
110
109
31

Mean
log
2.614
2.666
2.843
2.981
3.097
2.651
2.844
2.674
2.671
2.121

Standard
error
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.009

Standard
deviation
37.14
28.47
34.19
64.08
90.66
28.01
41.28
34.00
37.35
11.03

0.09
0.06
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.08

cv

319

174.75
314.00
334.50

41
73
78

2.241
2.496
2.524

0.009
0.010
0.009

13.37
17.52
22.10

0.08
0.06
0.07

136

175.00
145.00
142.33
145.33

41
34
33
34

2.241
2.159
2.151
2.161

0.013
0.013
0.013
0.009

19.39
17.30
15.13
10.13

0.11
0.12
0.11
0.07

160
234
216

175.17
220.17
217.83

41
51
51

2.243
2.342
2.337

0.009
0.009
0.009

10.99
13.09
13.58

0.06
0.06
0.06

182.71
15l.l7
157.67

42
35
37

2.261
2.178
2.197

0.012
0.013
0.013

10.27
1l.l8
9.91

0.06
0.07
0.06

160

I
I

The data for the Papl mutant (TPI08), transformed with plasmid pMZ89, is given on the next page.
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Table 4 (continued).

pap1 (TP108)
pMZ89 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ89 - 2% Glucose
pMZ89 - 8% Glucose
pMZ89 - 30% Glucose
pMZ89 - Anaerobic
pMZ89 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ89 - 0.8M KCI

Beta-galactosidase

assays and statistical analysis for the transfonnants

of the Pap I mutant (TPI08) under different growth conditions

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
assays
3
4
5
6
10
7
8
9
11
12
1879 1789 1807 1823 1823 1857 1988 1899 1843 1876
Not determined
3312 3398 2847 2944 3150 3289 2799 3079 3119 3274 3122 3167
5594 5501 5007 5108 4897 4814 5191 5284 5102 4998 5171 5427
4784 4529 4200 4357 4471 4227 4123 4029 4397 4433 4477 4191
Not determined
3298 3309 2954 3109 3261 3321
1957 1914 2219 1877 1954 1955
2130 2006 1869 1785 1943 1634
1
2017

2
1984

Mean
1882.08

Relative
percentage
436

Mean
log
3.274

Standard
error
0.009

Standard
deviation
76.03

cv
0.04

3125.00
5174.50
4351.50

725
1200
1009

3.494
3.713
3.638

0.009
0.009
0.009

185.73
240.16
208.41

0.06
0.05 ,
0.05

3208.67
1979.33
1894.50

744
459
439

3.506
3.296
3.276

0.013
0.013
0.013

147.10
121.58
173.63

0.05
0.06
0.09 I
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Table 5.

atf1 (TP367)
pMZI - 0.5% Glucose
pMZI - 2% Glucose
pMZI - 8% Glucose
pMZ1 - 30% Glucose
pMZ1 - Anaerobic
pMZ1 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ 1 - 8% Raffinose
pMZl - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZl - 0.8M KCl
pMZ88 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ88 - 2% Glucose
pMZ88 - 8% Glucose
pMZ88 - 30% Glucose
pMZ88 - Anaerobic
pMZ88 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ88 - 0.8M KCl
pMZ291 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ291 - 2% Glucose
pMZ291 - 8% Glucose
pMZ291 - 30% Glucose
pMZ291 - Anaerobic
pMZ291 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ291 - 0.8M KCl

Beta-galactosidase

assays and statistical analysis for the transformants
Number and
3
4
62
58
65
64
97
109
199
194
75
82
68
59
100
98

1
71
74
120
234
86
81
118

2
60
72
113
212
76
74
102

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

values of beta-galactosidase
assays
5
6
7
8
9
10
60
63
70
69
61
67
64
69
68
64
62
69
107
96
121
105
112
111
213
221
231
207
200
219
90
92
95
89
89
92
60
62
66
113
95
106
No growth detected
No growth detected
0
0
0
0
0
Not determined
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Not determined
0
0
0
0
0
No growth detected
No growth detected
0
0
0
0
0
Not determined
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Not determined
0
0
0
0
0
No growth detected
No growth detected

of the Atfl mutant (TP367) under different growth conditions
Mean
11
70
71
119
230
79

12
61
65
104
78

64.33
67.25
109.50
214.55
85.25
67.14
104.57

Relative
percentage
15
16
25
50
20
16
24

0.00

0

0.00
0.00
0.00

0
0
0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00
0.00
0.00

0
0
0

0.00

0

Mean
log
1.807
1.827
2.038
2.331
1.929
1.824
2.018

Standard
error
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.010
0.009
0.012
0.012

Standard
deviation
4.72
3.79
8.25
13.75
6.94
8.01
8.32

cv
0.07
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.12
0.08

The data for the Atfl mutant (TP367), transformed with plasmid pMZ89, is given on the next page.
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Table 5 (continued).

pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
pMZ89
IpMZ89

atft (TP367)
- 0.5% Glucose
- 2% Glucose
- 8% Glucose
- 30% Glucose
- Anaerobic
- 2% Raffinose
- 8% Raffinose
- 1.2M Sorbitol
- 0.8M KCI

Beta-galactosidase

r
121

2
112

149
432
452

151
439
440

151

140

assays and statistical analysis for the transformants

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
6
3
4
5
7
8
97
98
95
III 120
101
Not determined
136
141
130
119
134
158
401
365
368
427
423
360
389
463
453
438
381
393
Not determined
132
128
115
123
No growth detected
No growth detected

of the Atfl mutant (TP367) under different growth conditions
Mean

Relative
percentage
25

Mean
log
2.034

assays
10
9
105
115

11
109

12
119

108.58

127
390
460

131
417
447

142
401
421

136.67
400.17
433.08

32
93
100

2.134
2.601
2.636

131.50

30

2.117

122
379
460

Standard
error
0.009

cv

Standard
deviation
9.31

0.09

0.009
0.009
0.009

11.93
27.77
29.81

0.09
0.07
0.07

0.013

12.72

0.10
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Table 6.

wisl (EDlOlO)
pMZI - 0.5% Glucose
pMZI - 2% Glucose
pMZ I - 8% Glucose
pMZI - 30% Glucose
pMZ 1 - Anaerobic
pMZl - 2% Raffinose
pMZ I - 8% Raffinose
pMZl - 1.2M Sorbitol
IpMZl - 0.8M KCI
pMZ88 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ88 - 2% Glucose
pMZ88 - 8% Glucose
pMZ88 - 30% Glucose
pMZ88 - Anaerobic
pMZ88 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ88 - 1.2M Sorbitol
IpMZ88 - 0.8M KCI
pMZ291 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ291 - 2% Glucose
pMZ291 - 8% Glucose
pMZ291 - 30% Glucose
pMZ291 - Anaerobic
pMZ291 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ291 - 1.2M Sorbitol
IpMZ291 - 0.8M KCI

Beta-galactosidase

1

2

102
110
99
224
82

98
101
94
207
81

103

98

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

assays and statistical analysis for the transform ants of the Wis1 mutant (EDIOIO) under different growth conditions
Number and values of beta-galactosidase
assays
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
9
104
94
92
85
81
96
92
107
96
92
85
96
85
93
91
105
89
84
76
74
70
85
88
86
197
192
180
171
192
193
171 201
68
62
59
62
61
68
67
69
Not determined
85
84
79
70
No growth detected
No growth detected
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Not determined
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Not determined
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
No growth detected
No growth detected
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Not determined
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Not determined
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
No growth detected
No growth detected

Mean
11
94
86
75
210
67

99
104
94

Relative

95.33
95.33
84.50
194.36
67.82

22
22
20
45
16

Mean
102
1.978
1.978
1.925
2.287
1.829

86.50

20

1.933

0.00

0

0.00
0.00
0.00

0
0
0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00
0.00
0.00

0
0
0

0.00

0

percentage

12

Standard
error
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.010
0.010

Standard
deviation
7.48
8.27
9.09
16.26
7.55

cv
0.08
0.09
0.11
0.08
0.11

0.013

12.18

0.14

The data for the Wisl mutant (EDlOlO), transformed with plasmid pMZ89, is given on the next page.
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Table 6 (continued).

wist (EDtOtO)
pMZ89 - 0.5% Glucose
pMZ89 - 2% Glucose
pMZ89 - 8% Glucose
pMZ89 - 30% Glucose
pMZ89 - Anaerobic
pMZ89 - 2% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 8% Raffinose
pMZ89 - 1.2M Sorbitol
pMZ89 - 0.8M KCI

Beta-galactosidase

t
365

2
349

671
954
806

664
831
776

679

648

assays and statistical analysis for the transformants

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
3
4
5
6
7
8
312
317
305
348
337
309
Not determined
608
587
571
638
628
597
834
827
798
875
853
812
709
742
783
794
789
724
Not determined
619
621
608
613
625
No growth detected
No growth detected

of the Wis1 mutant (ED 10 10) under different growth conditions

assays
to
297
321

11
361

12

354

33l.25
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Mean
102
2.519

601
845
698

652
885
795

596
926

623.00
861.67
756.18
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200
175

2.794
2.935
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percentage

Standard
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Table 7.

pMZ1
pMZ1
pMZ1
I pMZ I

-

WT (603)
0.5% Glucose
2% Glucose
8% Glucose
Anaerobic

Beta-galactosidase

1
453
521
913
1395

2
436
512
902
1379

assays and statistical analysis for transformants

Number and values of beta-galactosidase
assays
3
5
6
7
4
8
9
10
421
405
380
409
532
528
471
503
769
723
831
814
1573 1367 1547 1667

of the S. pombe mae2 mutant under different growth conditions
Mean
11

12
417.33
511.17
825.33
1488.00

Relative
percentage
97
119
191
345

Mean
log
2.620
2.708
2.915
3.171

Standard
error
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013

Standard
deviation
25.49
22.34
73.99
124.83

cv
0.06
0.04
0.09
0.08

,

-

w
(.Jl
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Statistical analysis of f3-galactosidase assays
Statistical analysis of the p-galactosidase

values was carried out on the mean log

values using the Mixed Model ANOV A module

of STATISTICA.

The log

transformation of assay values was necessary to standardise the variance and to remove
the strong positive correlation between standard deviation and mean which clearly
exists in the assay values (Fig. 7).
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Fig.7.

Plot of standard deviation (st. dev.) of replicate assays on mean assay value.

All mam effects (yeasts, plasmids
excepting plasmid

x

and conditions)

and first-order

interactions,

conditions, are highly significant (Table 8). Overall, the different

combination means are characterised by extremely narrow confidence intervals (Figs. 1
to 6) allowing for unambiguous conclusions from comparisons between main effects
and the various combinations of main effects.

An average coefficient of variation of

7.0% over all combinations were observed and reflects high precision and repeatability
of the preparation and assay methods involved.

Narrow confidence intervals of the

137

assay value means are again a reflection of the high precision and repeatability of the
assay method and the high level of replication of assays (6 to 12 assays) conducted in
the study. In future work of this nature the number of replicate assays could easily be
reduced to four per combination without serious loss in precision of mean values.

Table 8.

Analysis
data: STATISTICA,

of variance
1998 Ed.)

of log assay values

(Mixed

Model

ANOV A for unbalanced

Degrees of freedom (di)

Mean Square

F-value

P-value

Yeasts (Y)

6

8.497

166.607

<0.000

Plasmids (P)

3

92.020

1804.314

<0.000

Growth conditions (C)

8

5.155

101.078

<0.000

YxP

11

0.601*

11.784

<0.000

yxC

38

0.083*

1.627

0.045

pxC

24

0.079

1.549

0.085

yxpxC (Error)

62

0.051 *

Source

* loss of degrees of freedom

due to unbalanced

data.

